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Clarke's Crow.
CAPT. CHAS.

E.

BENniRE.

U.

'75,
S.

Single Copy,
10 Cents.

is'i'.'j.

NO.

1882.

14.

near Fort Harney, Oregon, to which

post I had been assigned to duty a short

A.

time previously, and well do I recollect
Althoug-b

the

Clarke's

Crow

or

Nut-

cracker {Picicorvus coluinbianits Boriap)
is

a widely

distril)iitc(l

bird, heino-

found

in considerable numbers in all suitable localities from the eastern slopes of the
Rockv Mountains to the Sierra Nevadas on
the west and from Sitka Alaska on the
north to the mountainous portions of Arizona and New Mexico on the south, there

are few birds found in our Avifauna about

whose nesting habits we had less positiye
information, and whose eggs remained so
long unre])resented

in

our largest collec-

by even a single specimen, till I was
fortunate enough to obtain the nest and
eggs of this species, in the Spring of 187G,
near Fort Harney, Oregon.
It is now something like twelve years
since I first became earnestly interested in
Oology, and during these years I have
taken many rare sets of eggs, not a few of
these new to science, and I believe I can
honestly say that I have no specimens in
my collection which have cost me so much
labor and searching to obtain them, than
Howthe eggs of this species have done.
ever, at the same time, I felt more genuine
gratification after finding them, and I was
well repaid for all the labor expended
from the knowledge that these eggs liad
been especial desiderata and searched for
many years unsnccessfnlly, till I had finally
succeeded where many noted ornithologists
had faUed before me.
I met with these birds for the first time
during the early part of the Winter of '74tions,

now the tramp I had after tlie first
specimen I secured. The bird was a com-

even

—

plete stranger to me
I took it to be some
new and undescribed woodpecker and I
was determined to have it. The snow, by

—

the way, was something like two feet deep,

which made walking anytliing but pleasThe bird seemed to know exactly
how far my gmi would reach, and kept just

ant.

enough out of the way, leatling me
from tree to tree for fuUy two hours, till
by a lucky chance I secured it with a snap
far

shot while

was

it

When

me.

in the act of doiibling

I picked

it

up

I

still

on

thought

had seciu-ed quite a prize and fondly
it would prove a new species, but
after getting home, although wet and tired,
that I

hoped
it

me

took

but a short time to locate the

specimen and to find out that it was already
well known, but that its eggs remained
almost unknown, and I determined to disleast,

should the birds be

in the vicinity

during the l)reeding

cover these at

fomid

season.

For some reason not

easily explained I

had come to an almost positive conclusion
that Clarke's

Crow nested

in

hollow

trees,

and as they act in many respects like certain of our woodpeckers and frei|uented
the

juniper groves fully as nnich as the

pine timlier this seemed ]3lausible enough.

The finding

of several

young birds

of this

species but a few days out of their nest on

May

5,

large

found

1875, sitting on the branches of a
juniper, in
a

the

cavitv filled

trunk
with

of

which I
and

rubliish,
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which evidently had been used as a nestiu": site by either a sparrow hawk or red-

and

shafted flicker the previous season fiu'ther

ther about them, and

and caused me

ever was about to give

confirmed
to

jump

me

in this view,

at the conchision that the youii^'

birds I saw on that tree clamoring for food

had been

raised in this very nest.

ing from their size they had

week

Judg-

left it aboiit a

and I conchided that in
order to find eggs I must commence looking for them at least a month earlier or
about April 1st, and gave up further search
jjreviously,

I waited impatiently for

for the season.

the opening of the season of 1876, which

was a very

one.

late

To

maJce

sure I

started on a systematic search for the nests
of these birds as early as

snow being

March

20th. the

from two to four
feet deep in the localities frequented by
them. During the next four- weeks I made
at least a dozen trips to the haunts of
these birds and I lielieve I examined every
hollow tree and woodpecker hole known to

me

at the time

within a radius of eight miles of the

ceased to troiible myself any fur-

on April

22(1 I

quietly

and

about

fifty

tree

anything to

failed invariably to bring

light, I

saw a

more puzzled than
up the search when
Clarke's Crow flying

out of a large pine tree
yards in front of me. This

silently

had a rather bushy

was

top,

full

of

limbs almost from the base and easy to
As I could not see into the top I
climb.

climbed the

tree, failing to find

any sign of

a nest therein, and completely disgusted I
was preparing to descend again when I no-

supposed squirrel's nests
one of the larger
limbs about the centre of the tree and
about twenty-five feet from the ground,
and setting therein, in plain view from
ticed one of the

near the extremity of

above,

not

a

squirrel

but

a

veritable

Clarke's Crow.

Well, so I had foiuid their nest at

last,

quite imexpectedly, and not any too soon,
either.

As

it

was, I was almost too

late,

young bird

just

for the nest contained a

examined being mostly ju- hatched and two eggs with the shells alnipers.
As I found nothing m them, other ready chipped and on the point of hatchspecies of birds not having commenced ing.
However, as even damaged specinesting yet, and being positive that the mens, particularly rare ones like these were,
Clarke's Crow was then breeduig some- are better than none, I took them along
where in the immediate vicinity, from see- but left the young bird in the nest. The
ing a few about constantly I commenced to parent bird allowed me to almost lay my
examine the pine trees growing amongst hand on her before she fluttered oft', and I
the jvmipers on the outskirts of the for- had scarcely gotten two feet from the nest
During the
est proper.
I saw nothing as I thought before she was on it again.
which might be taken for a bird's nest in whole time she remained perfectly silent.
any of the pines (Pinus pondei-osa), but Not half an hoiu" after finding the first, I
noticed now and then a round bunch or had found a second nest which contained
ball composed seemingly out of the long
three young birds perhaps a week old.
hji^num moss taken from the trees them- These I sacrificed to science, making a skin
selves in some of them, which I supposed of one and preserving the other two in alThey are now, as well as the nest,
to be squirrels' nests, particularly as the cohol.
little Fremont's chickaree (Schtnis huddeposited in the National Museum at
son icns frenumt! Allen) is quite commonly "Washington, D. C. Between April 24rth
found in this vicinity. As the majority of and 3()th. '76, 1 found at least a dozen more
these quasi squirrels' nests were by no nests these, however, contained all yoimg
means easily got at, and having tried to in different stages of grow'th, some of
start their occupants with sticks, stones
them nearly large enough to leave the nest.
and now and then even with a load of shot Each of these contained but three young.

post, the trees

,

:

—

AND

April, 1882.]
T obtained but

AlthoTisli

two eggs

the

luentioiied during the season of

'Tti,

soled myself with the thought that

knew where

look

to

the

for

in the near

collection

still

[CoucludeJ Next Mouth

^

I

of

I

In

am

just cracked.

and the one found June 21st,
was about eight inches above the ground
in a small shrub on the bank of a small
All of these nests were foimd in a
stream.
small valley near the head of the Dearborn
the ground,

Montana Territory.

River.

Lisle,

^

This

the only mention of this bird in print that

have seen is in Studer's Birds of N.
I have found but one man. a
A., page 84.
taxidermist, who pretended to know this
I

He showed me
know

a

stuffed speci-

scientific

its

name.

I have seen the one he pointed out for

two

or three weeks in Spring time for several
years.

The

song

Its

is

Jas.

M.

Croft.

.

N. Y.

presume you remember my inquii'y last
Winter about the Wood i^parrow and your
reply.
I don't know its scientific name and

did not

have found three nests of

I

the Brewer's Blackbird, two that were on

]

I

men but

16.

Redheaded 'Woodpeckers.

Notes from Centre

sparrow.

Field

of

now

future.

was mistaken, however, and
waiting for the chance to do it.

— Found nest

Lark with four eggs, and with the shells

the coming season, and fondly coimted on
adding a tine series of at least a dozen sets

my

July

hatched.

nests

this I

Blackbird's nest found June 12, just

er's

I con-

Clarke's Crow, I would have no difficulty
in finding all the eggs I wanted during

to

1U7

()()L()(iLST.

certainly very

sweet.

1.5th of last April I shot a singer of

bird

is

a

rare

visitor

in

this

seldom more than one or two
being seen during the season, and then
vicinity,

only while migrating, usually in the Fall,

but very rarely in the Spiing. The first
one observed this season was on the 10th -^
of

On

September.

^
and on the 20th I saw one.
they
September
of
morning of the 24th
began to pass over in large numbers, and
Early on the

continued to pass until about ten o'clock,
after wliich very few were seen, except

over during the day. The flight must have
consisted of several hundred, principally
young birds. They came from the east

ognize the species

but would Boon continue on their journey,
and their places would be supphed by
others.
I noticed one or two to dart out

following description

:

"?

Notes from Florence Springs, M. T.

May

'20.

— Saw

the eggs of the Sickle

Billed Curlew at a stage station near Ft.

May

Benton.

Lark's nest

June

6.

2.5.

—Found a Western Field
process

in

— Found

of construction.

the nest

of a

Brewer's

Blackbird with four eggs. June 21.

—Brew-

with four eggs and two eggs
Jmie 21.— Found Field
Bird.

er's Blackliird

of the

Cow

Plover's

through.

nest

with young just breaking

June

29.

— The eggs

in

the Brew-

.

straggling groups of three or four, and occasionally a single one was seen to pass

"Wood Sparrow, and took down the
Length .5^ inches,
extent of wings 9 inches. Color, top of head
and upper breast, chestnut, l)ack and wings
brown, two white bauds across latter under parts, light neck, throit. and over eyes
ashy blue, upper beak l)lack, under beak
Will any of this help you to recyellow.
this

-

the 12th I saw three,

and were

flying west.

Many

their flight

would alight

for a

of

them

/

in

few mmutes

orchards and corn fields to feed on
the half-ripened com, or search among the
apple trees for the larva or eggs of insects

in the

and

seize an insect in the

catcher.

The

manner

of a

fly-

following day but two or

A few stragglers, howwere occasionally met with iip to the
10th of October, and one was seen as late
^'
I secured seveas the 23d of November.
three were seen.
ever,

ral

/

specimens.

Upon

ffjund their stomaclis filled
of

acorns

MUhrx

and
I'lace.

insects.

L

I.

them I
with remnants
A. H. Helme,

dissecting

^

—

—

:
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P. O.

we

—

^It

learn of the death of this enthusiastic

naturalist.

sad death

A

notice of his last trip and

our nest number.

will ajjpear in

^

—-To

CowEs' Check List.cants for this Hst

the

we would

many

appli-

state that it is

not yet ready for distribution. As soon as
ready we shall offer it through our advertising columns.
It will be bound in cloth.
It is not yet

tion in

known whether

paper covers

will

Sharp Shinned Hawk.
this

little

Hawk

a cheap edi-

be issued or not.

— In the paper on

in the Feltruary

number

J. M. W., it is stated that the earliest
eggs ever taken by the writer was on May
15th, and the first full clutch on May 23d.
On May 5th, 1880, 1 found a nest with two

by

splendidly marked eggs, and neither of the

On visitMay 8th, the

old birds were about the nest.

ing

it

again three days

later.

female was sitting on the eggs, and on
climbing to the nest, which contained four
eggs, the last two of which were not so
cleanly cut in the markings as the first two,

the female left the nest- for a neighboring

when I shot her.
The above nest was

tree,

built

W. Gdnn, Grand

Rapids, Mich.,

has been sj^endiug some time in Florida,

and wrote us from Titusville, Indian River
"Am having good success in collecting
birds, and \\-ill have several good articles
for your paper soon."
H. G. Fowler, Auburn, N. Y., when last
heard from was in Florida and was having
good success.
SouTHWicK & Jencks, Provideuce, R. I.,
started Geo. M. Gray for the Bahama Is2>ose of

with pain that

is

Movements.

lands with an excellent outfit for the pur-

EDITORIAL.
K. Gilbert Fowler.

Collector's
Chas.

MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED
TO THE STUDY OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EGGS.
A
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in

a black

collecting in every department of

Natural History,

but Mr. Gray's health
had been poor for some time, and when he
reached Femandina, Florida, it gave way,
when he reluctantly returned home.
M. Chamberlain, St. Johns, N. B.. has
for some time been sanguine that he could
again find the nest of the "White "Winged
Cross Bill, and for that puiiiose has recently

made an

of N. B.

He

exjjedition into the wilds

writes us as follows:

"I

did not find a Cross-Bill's nest, though I
learned something
shall try again.

of

their

Birds of

all

habits,

and

kinds were

scarce.
But I enjoyed my ramble very
much, and had many amusing and interesting and some exciting adventures. I
was never before so impressed with the
profound stillness of our forests in Winter, and for the first time I was lonely in
the woods.
It was not for long, but it
was seveie. I foiuid myself alone on a

large lake at night, the road to

my camp

a

conundrum, the stars shut out by heavy
leaden clouds, no matches to see my compass, no sound save the mournful sighing
of the wind through the trees, the thermometer about ten degrees, and I very
weary and hungry. There was too much
to be done' just then to spend time in
'

spruce twenty feet from the ground, and
very nicely hollowed out, but without

reverie."
lin-

—

Wlien we take into consideration the
diS"erence in latitude, this must be consid-

Song Sparrow. Saw a specimen near
Norwich, in fine condition. February 26th,

ered early nesting.

1882.

ing.

J.

W.

B., St. Johufi.

;

AND

Aj.ril, IS,s-A]
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of getting at the nests was by tying one

end

CONCLUDED.

our long

of

curely in the
Slightly widening to the end

-svliere

quite commodious, being often as

it

is

much

as

two feet in diameter. For some time it
was a perplexing question to me as to lionand b)j what these holes were excavated.
After careful investigation, I
that the owls themselves

A

them.

selected,

am

convinced

make many

of

out to proper dimensions.

are frequently found occujjj-ing

— the male to one

side of the nest

But the burrows

are not always selected.

Two nests

were found in holes in o.ak trees,
one was found in a barn by Master Bennie Field of Newhall, and in April, 1880, I
found a pair occupying the deserted nest
of a crow, which was placed about twenty
feet from the groimd in a cottonwood.
I

two different times beand
drove the female from the nest on each oc-

visited this nest at

fore taking the eggs (five in niimber),

—As

an interesting fact in this con-

may add

that, this season. I

took
two sets of Longeared Owl's eggs and one of the Common
Crow, ( Coroi/.i J'nif/iuori/.s.)

from

four

this j)articu]ar nest

The use
Barn Owl

of a nest of this kind
is

very rare, I think

8e.arch failed to discover a

of this kind.

:

l)y

the

careful

second instance

As stated above

this

owl be-

have not

completed

their sets before the first of March.
5,

1881, Mr.

On

Fred Corey and I met

with remarkable success with this owl's
eggs.
"We visited a deep baranca a few
miles east of Santa Paula, where

them

to be abundant.

We

we knew

arrived

upon

the groTind early in the morning,

with

spade and rope ready for a hard day's
work, and the number of sets we obtained was limited only by the time required in digging for them.
Our only way

—

eggs

dug down

from

to eleven nests

which we got fortyranging from six to ten eggs to

One

six of

of the other nests contained

another, five eggs, one of which

;

was pipped
six

another with one young and

;

another with four eggs and

still

;

five

young

and

five

and yet another with

:

five

The young varied

young.

eggs

gi-eatly

some were scarcely dry, others were
week or more old. From these and sub-

in size,

a

sequent oliservatious, I
that the

number

am

led to think

of eggs varies

horn

averaging about seven, which

ten,

number

/ire to
is

the

by
Cones says " from three
to six :" Baird, Brewer, and Eidgway,
from three to four :" Maynard, " from
three to ff>ur
Gentry, " from three to
four, very rarely more ;" and that veteran
oologist, Capt. Bendire, in a letter to Mr.
J. M. Wade, which I was kindly permitted
" Seven had been the greatto read, says
est number I had heard this species credited
with.
All of these figures seem far too
low, yet it may be that the number of eggs
depends upon the locality, as does the
largest

I have seen mentioned

any other writer.
'•

:

"

:

"

place of the nest.

A word upon

gins nesting early in February, but in that
vicinity a majority

March

er/f/s,

and, with their powerful claws,
it

We

the eggs.
altogether,

nothing

the cavity during the day,

nection, I

end around our waist and letting ourself
to the hole. Then, after more or less
pietty hard digging we were able to reach

down

the nest.

Both birds

casion.

at some chstance from
the edge of the baranca, tying the other

slight crevice or squirrel hole is

they hollow

rojje to a stake driven se-

groimd

s.ay

regarding

place.

As

to

what

its

different authorities

nest, m.ay not

whether

it

be out of

constructs any nest

seems to depend entirely where

it

nests

no lining

if

in holes in

is

used if in l)arns or houses, it constructs
nide nest of sticks or other rubbish easily

a

cliffs,

trees, or walls,

:

brought together. Summing up what the
various observers had written on this jioint,
it equals the above, which is in harmony
with

my own

observations.

Prof. Gentry, in Life-Histories of Birds
of Eastern Pennsylvania, says:

"As soon

•

—

!
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Hints to Collectors.

as the ^ggs are laid, which, on the average

arnnunt

to

one a day, the female commences

We
of incubation.
hane never observed the male in the vicinity
The periof the nest duri7ig the day-time.
od of incubation is about twenty- four days."
Mr. Corey and I made daily observations

the

[Vol. 7-No. 14.

duties

tryiiiff

.

.

Bam Owl

of several nests of the

Nests made wholly of

.

with the

view of detenuining these matters, with
the following results: (1), The eggs in
every case were laid on alternate days

;

(2),

incubation invariably began soon after the

e^g was deposited; and (3), in nearly
every instance, both male and female were
first

found occupying the nest-cavity, whether
ground or in a hollow tree. Clods
or stones thrown against the bank near the
nest usually brought otit the male first,
who was soon followed by the female, but
in the

ern Hanging Lichen,

mould and

will

Usnea or Northkept in a

if

disintegrate

cellar,

—falling

in

pieces at a touch in two years' time.

Remember and never
specimen

every

neglect to rinse

thoroughly

water when blowing eggs.

clean

vidth

It

is

part of

the operation.
I recently examined a
box of seventeen quails' eggs, blowni in
1879 in the field, with no water near.
Eveiy egg held insects, pupfe, and excretions, and much labor and trouble was the
consequence of not using proper precautions at the, right time.

The
its

Prairie

Warbler returns yearly to

nesting-place in a hazel-bush or in a

often not until more clods had been thrown.

and blackberry patch in dry pastures.
The Yellow Warljler uses no feathers, the

Tliat incubation begins before the full

Chestnut-sided Warbler not habitually, but

nest-complement has been completed is
evident to any one who removes the con
tents from a full set of eggs and notices
the various stages of development reached

hazel

the

"'Prairies" always,

found.

cubation

not always avail to

— B.

W. Evermann, Blooniington,

hid.

^

" Does
Rich asks the question
the Least Bittern come as far north as fortythree degrees ? " I can answer this in the
C.

:

affirmative, for I

that

species

have before

taken

me

a male of

September,

in

1880,

near the mouth of Black River, a small
stream which empties into the Bay of

Fundy, about eight miles east of St. John,
and a little north of forty-five degrees.

And

not the only individual that
has ventured thus far north, for between
this is

1877 and 1881 some

five

were captured

within ten miles of this

city.

berlain, St. Johns,

/?.

N.

not

by

for this also

leaves, grasses or cotton, can

easily

— and wool with a

fade and

—both

de-

sticks,

be preserved
Mosses

little care.

But watchfulness does

fall apart.

keej) feathers

ravages of insects.
are

!

Nests with

insects.

from the

The hoiues

beautiful,

but

of the

lousj'.

If

forgotten for a while, they are liable to be

In the O. and O. for February, 1882, Mr.

Guy

voiu-ed

Hinmdines

Least Bittern.

trimmed

alas, it is

Another hned with feathers of the Indigo
Finch, but alas

twentj'-two to twenty-four days.

any are to be

with Quail's feathers, but

by the embryos. So true is this that it is
impossible to blow a full set of these eggs
with equally small holes. The same fact is
also shown by the great difference in the
sizes of the nestlings.
The i)eriod of inis

if

I had one nest beautifully

31.

Oham-

The constant use of camphor
and almost weekly baths of benzine or
carbolic acid seem necessary.
Hawks' eggs can be blown with care and
patience even if well incubated. But small
destroyed.

eggs should be
tion

has begun.

left in the

Two

rows, taken hiui-iedly in

nest

if

incuba-

sets of rare spar'81,

proved to be

well incubated, and though there were nine

eggs in all, I have nothing to show now
but the nests. Blue-Tellow-Backed Warbler's eggs are especially hard to blow if
three days incubated.
I have blown fifty
fresh eggs of this Warbler without a mishap, but never succeeded in cleaning an

— —

April

AN

1.SSl>.]

incubated

Hold

set.

The same

by.

up

tliem

brother collectors, and
fij'round

to the

>

1

(

»(

Ill

Newsy

Brief

lig-lit,

cloudy pass theia
can be cov(>r('d next

if

year with (n'ery prospect of Kuccess.
Not often do we find sets of Whijipooryet the birds are reasonalily

will's eggs,

)LOGLST.

common, and in some places abundant.
For instance, while riding in the early
evening of Saturday. June 4, '81, through

GuMMEi> Paper.
Galesliurg,

111.,

Notes.

—Mr

W. Stnimberg,

C.

has sent us a specimen of

gummed paper which

he uses to mark eggs.
punched into a small wafer by a

It is first

cartridge shell, then put over the hole.

It

can then be niunbered or lettered, and
necessary easily removed by wetting.

if

It

num-

often very difficult to remove the

Centre Groton. from Poiiuonnoc to Led-

is

yard Centre, a distance oi four miles. I
saw and heard eighteen of these Goat-

bers

suckers.

cents for a large sheet.
Red-he.\ded Woodpeckers have been quite

Collectors will do well to take long rides

or drives on country and sirrburban roads
while the trees are bare, and

Winter,

in

before snows and the late Winter winds
have beaten down the nests. He will note
the nesting-places of

many

which

birds,

be tenanted, and which it will
"pay" to visit next season. In an after-

will again

noon drive near Norwich

down
three

Downies" a

by the wayside on

and

common the
a

number

specimens being taken

Mottled Owl.

Lii

in Vnishy pastures

cross-roads, nests of In-

now be counted twenty

perfect nests easily got

of

three feet of

each other.

the

Plumage.

— -A

It

came from Birrington, R.

?

is

^f.

all

done

^V.,

On

Will

82

add

Let not the nov-

in the

N'onrirh.

Sxow Bn!D.—The 25th
found a nest of •Timoo
of a knoll

breeding sea-

Com).

I.

Red

of -Tune. 1878, I

hi/etjiniis in

—

Red-headed Woodpecker. On December
saw an adult specimen, also a Winter
Wren on the 4th, near Hartford. •//. T. G.
Sea Dove, (Alle nujric'inx.) November
30, 1881
I received a fine specimen of

—

—

Sea Dove killed here on Detroit River,

It was
of our market hmiters.
swimming among his Decoy Ducks. It
proved to be a young female. How it got

by one

so far from salt-water

the side

the l)ird flying off as I approached.

I oc-

snow bird all Summer, but this was their first nest I ever
found.— .1. L. Reed, Centre Lisle, X. Y.

is

a question.

— W.

Mich.

Collins, Detroit,

Cedar Birds and Robins.

—A

pail'

of Ce-

dar Birds nested in a tree in the yard of

Edward
eggs.

Srtfford of this place

A

the nest

few weeks
it

later,

who took

Robins' eggs.

Was not

the

on looking into

was found to contain a

J}. Kiinjsle)/, Riithiiid.

with four eggs, nearly fresh,

casionally see the black

attributable to

11, I

Oriole's nest

oology suppose that a collector's

field-work
son.

one can

'82.

nest, all within

'7!)

the fourth in the series
in

in

an '80 nest well battered,

and the shreds

fine

specimen just between the Red and Gray

jr.

in fine conilition,

ice

Now

at.

them
an elm was an

intelligently for

one low limb of

J.

J^. T.

in a year.

—We have received a

.S'.

three or four pairs of Goldfinches were

can

and young being

Usually we hear of but one or two

taken.

tlie

work

present Fall about Providence,

of both adults

marked Have
homes of but none not readily
& J.
white birch or Gray.—

and Chestnut-sided
Warblers. In three rows of roadside Maples and Ashes, where last .July I sujjposed
baffling me,

Send ten

had large quantities in past seasons,

Prairie

Bird,

—especially of

those that have a rough surface.

lately I

fine site

stul)s for chickadees,

digo

the shell

future reference the

for
••

when made on

this

set of

unusual?

If.

J'{:r)no7it.

MoNKEv Headed Owl.

— These Owls

are

not Barn Owls, as you suppose. Their eyes
are not larger than a hawks their faces
:

have a queer Monkey

like apjjearance.

The

and plumage agree quite well
with the Barn Owl. There is a pair of
them, and they are quite tame and will eat

l)ill,

feet, size

—
ORNITHOLOGIST
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The

fresh meat from the hand.

them is twenty
Macon, Ga.

dollars.

Notes from
Mr. James

—

//.

price for

A.

JScrri/.

John, N. B.

W. Banks

of this city has

my

hamls his Oologi-

very kindly placed in

note-book for 1881, from which to make
extracts for the edification of onr mutual
cal

friends the readers of the O.

On May

10 be took his

nest of the

much maligned

fresh eggs.

—

June 5. A Kingfisher, Ceri/le alci/on,
was seen going into a hole in a sand-liank
and Banks followed him. After a hard dig
of about five feet he came to the nest and
took out six fresh eggs.
the day following he found the nest

of a Snowbird,

{Junco hyemalis,) under the
shady nook.
There were four eggs in it partially incu-

shadow

of a large stone in a

About fifty yards further on another
Junco had built a home but so far had put
only two eggs in it. comjileting the comj)lement of four however within the two
bated.

following days.

June

you and

I,

— Flushed

Hermit Thrush,
Between
Mr. Editor, do you think it is a

10.

Jli/locichla

a

unalascce

pallasi.

square deal to give this innocent bird such
a name ?
Don't you think if that bird had

name often, say as president of
mining company with well watered

to sign his

a silver

you think he would
Mr. Eidgway and tri-nominals ?
stock,

don't

fess to a strong

desire

to

cling

" Txirdus" of other days, but I

must display

my

— dash
O

con-

to

the

suppose I

accpiaintance with

" new nomenclature"
who the gr.xve digger

or,

in

like

the fellow

Hamlet condemns

in the eves of

has been discovered."

your

1.5.

—A

Red-headed Woodpecker

3/el(i»erpes en/t/irocep?uiIiis v,-a,fi discovered

looking out from a hole in a birch stub

An

about eight feet from the ground.
disclosed

vestigation

in-

young birds about

ready to leave home.
June 23. He found a nest of the Ruby-

—

crowned Kinglet, (Reguliis calendula,) in a
dense fir thicket placed on the limb of a
tree close to the trunk, and about twelve
feet from the ground.
In it were four
young vrith wings almost fit for flight.
On the same <lay he flushed a Redstart,
{Setophaga rntic/'lla,) from a nest fixed in
the crotch of a limb of a yellow birch tree
about twenty feet from the ground. The

nest and eggs were not unusual excepting
in size,

much

being

has met with before.

smaller than any he

They had been hatch-

ing for some time, for in two days after

two birds had come

out,

the other eggs

l)eing sterile.

—

June 28
Was rewarded (?) for a long
hard tramj) by discovering a nest of the
Olive-backed Thrush, Jli/locichla ustulata
two newly hatched birds

s'lnainsoni with

The nest was upon

and one e^g.
tree

about

six feet

a spruce

from the ground.

On the same day he disturbed a Black
and ^Miite Creeper, (or Creeping Warbler,
as

it

should be called, the editor of

England

New

MniotiUa varia
of authors.
She was feeding four young
birds not more than a day or two out from
the shell.

Bird-life says,)

31.

Chamberlain.

t)ie

for not having been at court, I shall be

"surely damned"

named

three eggs laid in a nest

cies of bird frequently deserts a nest after
it

June

and wily bird the Common Crow, Corvus
fruglvorus, and had to cHmb some forty
feet wj} a spruce tree for it.
The structure
was composed exteriorly of cedar twigs
and lined with moss. It contained five

On

uji off

the fact that it had been deserted, and Mr.
Banks says "I have observed that this spe-

and O.

first

season, the domicile of that

Well, this long

readers.

party got

on the ground mider the protecting shade
of a low bending limb of a spruce tree.
A
visit to the nest two days after determined

^
St.

entific

[Vol. 7-No. 14.

sci-

—

Blue Birds. In our daily drive of twelve
we have seen Blue Birds almost e^ery

miles

day through the past Winter, always
the morning.

in
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VII.

Clarke's Crow.
CAPT. CHXH.

BENDIRE,

E.

U.

early date
S.

On

A.

NO.

1882.

even,

was very

15.

advanced.

far

April 8th, 78, I found another nest

containing two eggs with good-sized em-

CONCLUDED.

This was likewse placed in a pine
and near the extremity of one of the
limbs, about sixteen feet from the ground.
The only way this nest could be got at was
by leaning a pole against the limbs of the
tree and climbing to the nest by it, in
which, after a good deal of labor and
bryos.

Ill

the Spriuf^ of

77

I

commenced my

on March 15th, and although I
looked carefully and repeatedly over the
enth'e ground gone over the j'ear before,
and over sew localities as well, I failed to

search

see a single bird,

where on the previous

season they had been foiuul comparatively

Puzzled to account for their absence I looked around for the possible

plenty.

cause of
live

and knowing that these birds

it,

almost exclusively on the seeds of the

pine

(in fact, all

the sjjecimens I have ever

mostly in the Winter
months, however, had theii- crops tilled
with these seeds and nothing else), I naturally first examined the trees for their
dissected,

shot

and found that not
hundred bore ripe cones, and

principal food supply

a tree in a

although there were'

many green ones

I

foiuid none mature.
This fact, then, accounted fully and plainly for their absence.
During the next "Winter, 77-78, I found a
few of these bii'ds occupying their old

haunts again, but not nearly as many as in
previous seasons, and I

commenced my

search as usual again in the latter part of

On

April 4:, 1878, 1 found my first
was placed near the extremity of
a small limb, about forty feet from the
ground, very hard to get at, and in trying
to pull the limb down somewhat with a

March.
nest.

It

rope so that

lower limb

it
it

could be reached from a
lu-oke

and the eggs were

thrown out of the nest. This also contained three eggs, and iiK'ubatioii. at tliis

tree

trouble, I finally succeeded.

The type specimens obtained

liy

me

measured respectively 1.22x0.95 inches
and 1.20x0.90 inches. The ground color
of these eggs is a light grayish green and
they are irregularly spotted and blotched
with a deeper shade of gray, jjrincipally

about the larger end.
the spots are finer and

On

the smaller egg

more evenly

distrib-

The last two eggs obtained are
somewhat larger, measuring 1.26x0.95
uted.

and 1.30x0.92 inches.
Their markings
although somewhat finer are about the same
as in the type specimens.

gated, oval in shape

They

are elon-

and considerably point-

The second set of
eggs fomid by me, which, unfortunately,
were broken, were more of a greenish
ed at the smaller end.

ground color and also much heavier spotted.
There is no doubt that there will be
considerable variation found when a number of sets of eggs of this bird are placed
together for examination.
That this species

should only lay but three eggs to the set
seems also rather strange, but as far as my
personal observations go such

is

the

fact.

The nests, although looking quite small
when viewed from below, are rather bulky
affairs after all when closelv examined, their

;"
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small

base consisting' of a platfoi-m of

and

mostly of the white sage,
which are laid on a sufficiently strong pine
sticks

bruinch

On

twig-s,

and generally as

far ont as possible.

this the nest pro2>er is placed,

composed

hypnum

which

is

of diy grasses, vegetable fibres,

moss, and the fine inner bark of

the western juniper {Juniperus occidentnlis.)

These various materials are well

in-

and fastened to the
branch and pine needles on which it is
placed, and makes a warm and comfortable
corjjorated together

structm-e.

The outer diameter of the only

nest measured by

me

(that

is,

which so easily betrays their presence at
other times. I have listened in vain and
been disappointed. Theii' whole character
seems to have undergone a sudden radical
They remain perfectly sitransformation.
lent, seem to hide and would scarcely be
noticed, even where comparatively abundant, unless closely looked after.
They are certainly most devoted parents,
sometimes even allowing themselves to be
captured rather than leave the nest.

Their

habits otherwise are sufficiently well known,

and I have nothing new to add thereto.

the compact

was eight and one-half inches
inner diameter, four and one-half inches
depth inside, three and one-half inches:
portion of
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Large-billed ^A^ate^ Thrush.

it)

;

outside, five inches.

As

a rule the nests

were well concealed from view below, and
almost invariably placed on or near the extremity of a live limb at various heights

l\Iy

my

private collection contains not only

best work and the finest specimens I

can procure, but also those which have
associations connected with

them that I

wish to remember. A pair of this species
Sixrus motacilln) holds all the above hon(

from the ground.

ors.

Isolated clumps of pine trees growing

near the edges of the forests or mountain

May

11, '77, while five miles

west of

known as the Snake
Water Thrushes run-

Providence, in a place

favorite localities frequented

by these birds

Dens, I saw a pair of
ning around on the stones in the bed of a
pretty brook that nishes between rockj'
banks.
On a nearer approach they flew to

during the breeding season

in fact, I

have

the top of the opposite bank, giving at in-

valleys, as well as

tain

mahogany

among juniper

or

moun-

groves, seemed to be the

scarcely ever noticed

;

them any distance

in

I shot one from

tervals their sharp chip.

the forest unless there were frequent open-

the top of a large rock, and going to the

ings, small valleys, etc., interspersed with

place found no bird,

These birds api>ear to raise but
one bi'ood during the season, although they

where

timlier.

commence breeding

early enough to raise
two or even three nests easily enoiigh,
and in the vicinity of Fort Harney they
disappear about the end of May or early
in June, gathering

about that time in con-

and are not seen again till
about October. They probably spend the
Summer months in the higher mountain
siderable flocks,

regions in the vicinity.

At all other times a social, inquisitive
and exceedingly noisy bird, the Clarke's

Crow during

the breeding season

is

ex-

In vain one may watch
to hear their usual and by no

two hours and ha^^ng several birds, I sat
down to put them in papers. Had made a
cornucopia and tipped the bird's head back
preparatory to sliding him in, when for the
first time I noticed what I had.
I had

made

and listen
means musical

Mt. Cnnnel,

note, " chaar, chaar,

of

without putting into a paper contrary to
my usual custom. After tramping about

actly the reverse.

call

but just back

had been was a crevice loosely
filled with leaves.
I pulled out a lot and
finding no bird arose to leave, but immediately decided not to give up so quickly
and returned to work, and took out all the
leaves I could reach, and among the last
the bird, which I dropped mto ray basket
it

the acquaintance of this species at
111.,

when

collecting there with

E. \V. Nelson in '75, but

had thought un-

—
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til

that

moment
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was the common kind.

it

A\'ithout delay I returned to the plaot? of

Going up stream I looked carefully through a

was not

capture, but the other

there.

swampy woods,

small piece of

and, fortu-

They

and killed the other.
proved to be a pair.
While in "West Greenwich, R. I., May 2d,
I heard a loud ringing song which I could
not recall, and after a stealthy approach
espied the songster about twenty feet from
the ground on the branch of a sapling. At

nately, started

short ijitervals he lifted his head, giving

song with as much ^•ivacity
Golden Crowned Thrush.
This was obtained and another heard,
which, after about an hour's chase was also
secured.
May, 1880, niunber three from
this locality was added.
All of these
specimens were taken along rushing streams
in which trout are to be found, coiu'sing
through heavily wooded rocky coiuitry.

his melodious

as his cousin, the

This

the most wary small bird I

is

acquainted

and the past Spring at
and Mt. Carmel,"Ill., en-

witli,

"UTieatland, Ind.,

abled
it

me

am

to get well acquainted with

it,

as

was plentiful thi-oughout the bottoms.

The song bears a resemblance
the Indigo Bird, and

from high up

is

in a tree as

The tipping motion
ble as in the

is

to that of

as often delivered

from the groimd.

constantly noticea-

common species. The first
May 22d, in a hollow be-

nest was found

side an Tiptunied root

tained five

young

About June

by

a brook.

It con-

just hatched.

1st,

young were abundant.

Their chip and motion was precisely

like

the old ones, and although half-fledged

and

bob-tailed, they

were hard to

distin-

At
had given up
all hopes of finding a set of eggs, I was
walking and pausing, looking carefully up
into the foUage, when, happening to stop

guish from adults at a short distance.
this time,

June

1st,

when

I

about fifteen feet from a large tree, a bu-d immediately fluttered from its base, toppling
over first on one side, then on the othei",
stopping occasionally to kick spasmodical-
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This performance was kept up in a

ly.

circular course for fully fifty yards, excel-

any bird
At the end of
ling

close

I ever

giving

by,

saw

this feint
its

in this manoeuvre.

it

flew on to a limb

usual chip.

From

where I stood I could look into the nest
and see the five eggs. The situation was
in such dense and heavy growth of trees
The nest
as to nearly stoj) undergrowth.
was placed in the niche caused by the tree
slightly sj)reading towards the roots, and
no attempt whatever was made toward
The nest was a damp matconcealment.
ted mass of rotten leaves, and lined with
fine roots and partly rotted stems of plants,
and had to be dried in the oven before
being fit to pack. The hollow was slight,

and the eggs resemble rather small, very
round and evenly spotted Chat's eggs
those with large blotches and not thickly
spotted.— i^.

T. Jencks, Prov.,

—Mr.

R.

I.

^

Calhoim writes from
came with
feed on the soaked bread fed to

Albinos.

J.

Illinois that a white Blue Jay

others to

Noticing its peculiar color
he secured it on Jan. 30th, and is having it
He writes that he
carefully mounted.
also saw a 'Ulute Crow feeding on the carhis chickens.

was not able to
At a later date Mr. C. writes
'•
We have been having fine, balmy weather
Most of the Spring birds
for ten days.
They came from one to two
are here.
weeks earlier than last year. The Meadow Larks came Feb. 3d, Blue Birds Gth,
The Brant, Geese, and
Robins 9th.

cass of a dead horse, but

secure

it.

:

Ducks came by the hundreds, the latter
on the 11th and 12th. The sportsmen report all kinds of Water Fowl very plenty
on the prairies, in the sloughs and jionds.
I saw a great many Wild Pigeons on the
3d

inst. flying in all directions.

E. Hart and George

Hunt

killed

William

an Owl

with a steel trap to his leg the 5th inst.
It measured four feet from tip to tip of
wings, and was spotted.

t^^ Speak a good word for the Ornithologist to your correspondents.

;
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EDITORIAL.
tii.

—Judging

—

—

Snowy Owl.

nounce the death of our brother
H. Gilbert Fowler.

— We

have recently pur-

we

an-

naturalist,

The greater part of Mr. Fowler's life
was closely identified with the study of
nature in nearly

her forms, but particu-

all

Bom

larly in that of Ornithology.

at

Au-

about the year 1850, at an
early age he evinced a special fondness for
the study of Ornithology, which was pursued almost entirely in the field with an
burn, N. Y.,

earnest,

the

from the expression
of satisfaction sent lis, our readers, botli old
and new, must be well pleased with our magazine.
Tliis is very gratifying to us. but
our list of subscribers is not large enough
to pay cost even as now published.
If all
of our readers would devote one tenth
part of the time we do gi-atuitously. they
would increase our list enough to warrant
improvements and save us from pecuniary
loss
which prevents us from doing as well
as we otherwise might.
Let each of our
readers try and send us one or more subscribers
our magazine will ahoays be
worth its cost.
Vol.

Death of H. G. Fowler.
It is with exceeding sadness that

OOLOGIST.
A
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sincere spirit

that bore fruits in

accuracj'

and conscientious
and memoranda.

reliable

simplicity of

all

his notes

In 1874 he published in the " Forest and
Stream," (newspaper) a

New

Birds of Central

list

entitled:

York."

"The

In the

fol-

lowing year this was republished in an
Auburn. N. Y., paper by Frank R. Rathbun, with several additions.

He was

also

one of the authors of the " Revised List
of Birds

of

New

Central

York."

It

was

the longing desire to study the feathered
creatures of our Southern States in their
native haunts that allured

him

into those

malarious districts that proved so fatal to

one of his

peciiliar

temperament.

Mr. Fowler had been on the Sunflower
river. Miss.,

but

little

more than a week

chased a Snowy Owl that was mounted.

when he deemed

We

owing to the illness of his companion.
They then took steamer for Cedar Keys,

complained of

its

neck being stretched

out too much, when the following explana-

was sent to us
You speak of the
neck of the owl being too long. The fact
is, when this bird is perched on a mound
on the gi-ound watching for its prey, its
tion

neck

:

is

stretched out

•'

much longer than

and remains so for an hour or
more at a time. They are not like other
owls in that respect. They also feed more in
the daj' time than other owls." The gentlethis one,

man who sends

the above has had a large

experience with this owl for

and should know

Few

of

many Winters

their natural position.

our taxidermists have ever studied

this bird in

life.

Fla., via.

it

New Orleans,

advisable to depart,

La.

Early contracts

ing malarial fevers while in Florida, in Mr.
Fowler's case,

it

resulted in typhoid fever

and, eventually, caused his death at Savannali, Ga.,

while on his

way home.

The circumstances attending his
home and among entu-e

so far from
gers,

was peculiarly

sad.

ent desire not to distress

and

death,
stran-

From an apparhis many friends

although sick nearly two
news of his perfect good health,
sickness and of his death followed one
relations

:

weeks,
his

after the other so swiftly as to be almost

simultaneous.

;

:

AND
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Thus passed from this life on the 11th
day of February, 1882, one more useful
member of our fraternity, whose exceeding
kindness to all, whose scrupulous honesty,
and trusting confidence in the integrity of
his fellow men, closely approximated a fault.

Fowler was interred

Mr.

Fort

at the

HUl cemetery at Aubiu'n, N. Y., on the 19th
day of Feb., 1882.—J^. S. W. <& S. F. R.

^

Hints to Collectors.

Why

do you

eggs

collect

the heart of one of

in

with few chances

?

o\ir

Do you
great

live

cities,

and collect through
the mails by purchase and exchange ? Do
you heap eggs together as curiosities or
ornaments to show to friends, or to equal
or eclipse the collections of A and B ? If
you are influenced by these motives, or situated as above indicated, stop where you
are
Trouble the birds no longer and
turn your attention to bric-a-brac. You
afield,
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my

record of
successive

Barred Owl for

sets of

seasons

five

March 29
March 29; 1880,

1877,

:

1878, March 29; 1879,
March 27 1881, April 1.
;

Common enough and

no value to exBlue Jay's
eggs in the field. Take them all in, brother
collectors.
A series of Jay's eggs shows
surprising
contrasts, and
admits of
some pleasing changes, and from twenty
sets it would be hard to pick the tyjiical
one.
Every year I leave untouched many
change,

we

leave

many

of

sets of

crow's nests for the appreciable service ren-

dered the farmer by

may thank
nothing

But we

this species.

the noisy crowd of jays

for

Will some closer observer, with

!

no animus against him, tell me any good
of the Blue Jay, and name any noxious insect with which he varies his diet of eggs
and nuts ? For two seasons he has destroyed some of my clutches of Blue Y^el-

!

on a lower

are

plane than

the

crows,

grackles and jays

who destroy eggs through

inherited instinct

and

But if you
search of ruddy

appetite.

take the field yourself, in

with a passionate love for your

health,

pursuit, 'vAW\

no

love of notoriety,

and

wth

out ever a thought of rivalry, then we may
not condemn you. Furthermore, if you
hope by comparison of sets and by observations on obscure breeding habits to ad<l
a few grains of information to our humble

go on, yours is no unholy work.
Not dismayed by the portents of De

science,

Voe or Vennor, the
on an almanac of

collector of eggs relies

his own.

In this chron
ology the breeding of our local Rapacife
is thus forecast
From Fell. 17 to IMarch
:

20,
10,

Great Horned Owl March 17 to April
Barred Owl March 28 to AprU 20, Red:

;

tailed

Hawk: April
to May 10, RedHawk; April 15, Mottled Owl
.3

shouldered

April 20 to

May

May

1.5,

Broad-winged

Hawk

:

10 to .June 15, Marsh, Sharp-shinned

and Fish Hawks

may come

low-backed Warblers, besides less rare
I here indict

him

as a scold

The Red Squirrel

is

another inveterate

destroyer of bird's eggs, against

must make

common

sets.

and nuisance.

cause.

whom we

Before the

new

leaves hide their movements, I often
them going into the bird-boxes, and
Bluebird and Woodpecker holes in the
great elms on Broadway, on the >/«» vive
for eggs, and it is well thus early to sound
Here again I have a
the note of alarm.
see

personal axe to grind in the loss through

him

last

season

of

clutches

of

Yellow-

and Great-crested Flycatcher.
Shoot him on sight, my friends.
The other fur bearing animals which are
throated

Vireo

enemies to breeding birds, such as the
skunk, 'coon, mink, fox, grey-squirrel,

etc.,

are diligently hunted for their pelts.

But

the mischievous chicaree with his useless

red jacket and morsel of flesh

is

consid-

ered beneath the notice of himters and
trappers.

From many

visits

to nests of

unfledged hawks I find that our Buteos

To show how near we

render us inestimable service in keeping

to fixing an exact date for the

down the number of these rodents.
The last week in February. Purple

breeding of certain

S])ecies, let

me

pfive

the

—

—
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Finches were daily singing in our garden
on Broadway. Later, the mating of these
Finches is a common and interesting phase
of

Spring

oiu-

In

birdJife.

newly

a

ploughed fiirrow, with the brown earth for
a background, I have seen seven males
dragging their crimson coats in a circle
around one bewildered female. At this
season both sexes have a pretty habit at
sunrise of soaring vertically a few yards
above the tree-tops and hovering

in the

rays of the rising sun, in singing ecstasy.

I had a Woodcock for dinby a fanner's cat. Last year
I had one under the same conditions, but
it was
not quite so early an arrival.

March

1st,

ner, caught

Lynch, a farmer on the Poquetannoc road,
told me that his cat also brought a WoodNow, here
cock into the house alive.
appears a new element of destructiveness
to game birds not commonly taken into
consideration, and against which it is useless to legislate.

J.

M.

IF.,

Normch,

Ct.

Hatching Hawk's Eggs.
Friend

Wade

Agreeable to your reyou my experience in hatching eggs of our Eapacia. The result has
not been very satisfactory thus far, but
enough so to satisfy me that some of our
:

quest, I send

Oologists

who

are very positive in their

statements are mistaken (18 to 22 days).
Mr. E. M. Jerome, of Plum Island, who

has watched the nests of the Fish
this bird is

to find dead birds, as

Familiar Science for June, 1880).
observations I

am

the time occupied

by

From

satisfied that this is

was several days

it

of our Oologists (27 days), but judge of

my

surprise on finding

two

lively

Hawks,

evidently just ready to hatch.

In 1880, through the kindness of "

W,"

J.

M.

eggs of the Barred Owl,

I received

Cooper's and Eed-shonldered Hawk.

The

Baired Owl's eggs were so thin-shelled
that they were broken before two weeks
had expired.
On the 26th day the hen
accidentally got shut out from her nest,
and I did not find it out until the eggs
were cold. On breaking them, two well
developed chicks of the Cooper's Hawk
were found dead.
The Eedshoiddered
egg was addled. The jjast season, through
the politeness of

W. W.

Coe, I received

Hawk and one of
On the 30th day I

four eggs of the Marsh
the Eed-shouldered.

examined the eggs and found two chicks
of the Marsh Hawk had cracked the shell,
but had been unable to extricate themselves.
The other eggs were addled.
From the above I am satisfied that the
period of incubation of our Hawks is from
twenty-eight to thirty days. I have made
arrangements the coming season to test the
matter with an incubator.
ested in this

If those

inter-

me

fresh

subject will send

eggs of our Eapacia, I hope to be able to
settle positively

Wood,

Emt

Herons.— On
I

this

question.

— William
•

Wiiidxor Hill, Conn.

Brief

Hawk

about twenty-eight days. (See

[Vol 7-No. 15

past the time of incubation given by any

for years, says the period of incubation of

my

—

Newsy

Notes.

the 4th of Augiist, 1879,

saw an adult Little Blue Heron Florida

C'jerulea) at

(

Mount

Sinai Harbor, L.

I.,

ac-

I stated that I lielieved twenty-one days

companied by a flock of eighteen or twenty
Snowy Heron ( Garzetta eandidissiina). One
of the Snowy Herons I secured, which
proved to be a young male. A. 11. Ilelme,

was the period

Miller's Place,

my

oiu-

all

Hawks.

In

articles published in Familiar Science,

of incubation

diurnal birds of prey.

made on the

of

all

our

This statement I

assertions of

my collectors.

May 2d, 1879, 1 put two Eed-shoitldered
Hawk's eggs under a lien
May 20th, I
took the eggs and broke them, expecting

N.

Y.

Purple G.^llinitle, (Jonornis )nnrti)tica.)
A specimen was shot near a small pond in
Middle Island in the Summer of 1879 by
Mr. F. Edwards, who stUl has the bird in
his possession.
A. H. Helme. N". Y.

——

AND
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Cape Cardinal.

—Mr. Emerson, of

OOLOGIST.

Hay-

few moments settled down into

after a

wards, Cal., writes us as follows
got a bird new to this jjlace. Our Indian

The

Cape Cardinal (Jdnfhiiilis
igneus) which is found on Cape Saint
Lucas and in Soiithem Arizona. The only
difference is the bill is thicker, and the

covering

" I have

:

boy shot

a

(

It

—

seven in sight at one time, and two and

same

three at once in the

FMos

tree.

Hutch. Oak Centre, Wis.

home.

Purple Fixch.

— How early

in the

does the Purple Finch begin to sing

morning (Felx 25th) we heard one
door yard

in nearly full song.

date previously

is

—

March

Our

season

This

'?

in

our

earliest

Jno.

15th.

II.

Sage, Portland. Conn.

Carolina Rail.— On Dec. 29th, 1881. a
male Carolina Rail was shot on the meadows north of Hartford, Conn. The bird is
now in my jsossession. Rather late; in
fact, latest I have seen recorded ?
//. 7'. G.
Curious Nest of the Redstart. 'NMien
passing through clumps of woods or

—

—

it

On June

10th. 1880, 1

had lowered

a branch, attached to which was

Red-eyed
to

it,

I

Vii-eo's nest.

was surprised

Upon

an old

looking

to find four spotted

eggs, entirely different from those of

Vireo

;

in-

tlie

so replacing the branch and retreat-

ing a short distance, I awaited developments.
f/ti

Soon a female Redstart

rittici/la)

alighted

(Setojiha-

near the nest and

oth-

nest a comfortable

K. Fisher, M. D., Sing Sing.

— Mr.

J.

A.

Allen, Editor of

Orn. Cluh.

who has been

Colorado Springs.

He

time to see the Spiing

left

March

6th,

and

open and his feathered friends return from
It is reported
their Winter sojournings.
that Wm. Brewster is to join him.

Notes from

of the

St.

John, N. B.

—

Mr. Banks discovered the nest
Song Sparrow, (Mdospiza fasciata.)
8.

the foiu-th he has found this season, all
were buUt in shrubbery from eighteen to
There
thirty-six inches from the ground.

were three young in this last one, just preparing to leave the nest. My own note
book has a record of young birds of this

on June 20th.
saw this day the nest of a
Black-throated Green Warbler. {I>eudneca.
cirens.) which was built on a horizontal
limb of a small spruce. It was very neatly
made though composed entirely of dried
grass, the hning being of the same material
It was
as the exterior, but of finer pieces.
about five feet from the ground and con
species, taken while fljing

Jidy 5

—He

tained four eggs partially incubated.

On

course.

thus

making the

will arrive there in

Black

future trip

fine grasses,

poor health for some time, has gone to

the practice of removing any old nest in

may see, so that on some
may not lead me out of my

-i.

Personal.

bushes, collecting nests and eggs, I follow
reach that I

thin places,

the Bull. Nutt.

July

—

Rusty Blackbird. A male Rusty Blackbird was shot here Feb. 5, wliich is the
first capture recorded in Winter for this
State.—// A. Atkins, M. D.. Locke. Mich.

tlie

erwise untenantable

in

Rough Legged Buzzard. I had a fine
hunt a few days ago, and shot three Rough
Legs in one afternoon. They are very
wild, and I have to hunt them with a team.
Have seen twenty in one day and six or

little

it.

occupant had relined the old

weatherbeaten nest with

black in front of the forehead does not

run across like Cardinalis virginiamts.
is a fine specimen in good plumage."

119

the same day he found two nests of

and yellow Warblers, (Dcnthmca
and
four feet from the ground and containing
Macido.'ia) both built in small firs three

four eggs partially incubated.

July 20.

— Found two nests of the Snow-

bird, or Ivory-billed Bhie-liird, as the na-

here call them, but known to the
liook-men as Junco hyemalis. Each nest

tives

contained four freshly laid eggs.
Mr. Banks reports finding a pair of

Yellow-rumps, (Dendreeca voronata.) and a
pair of Jfenda niigratorin. building on a

ORNITHOLOGIST
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me how."

Mr. Banks also reports finding a Robin's
nest built on a rock partially sheltered by

They were on a long
log which was drifting down the river. He
got them in range and killed them all at a
Going bareheaded in the hot sun
shot.
had tanned his complexion badly and made
the great mat of hair on his head decided-

shrubbery.

ly kinky,

small spnice tree about fourteen feet high-

The Robin's nest was about seven feet from
the ground and the Warblere about twelve
Both nests contained eggs.

feet.

A

few days ago I was shown by Mr.

W. Mon-ison

J.

the nest, or nests rather of a

pair of Robins,

Merula

niujratorinit.

(new

on a window cap under the
peak of the roof of a house. Mr. Mon-ison
says that on May 28th the first brood of
version.) built

young were hatched and the parents at
once began to build a new nest immedi-

A

second complement of e^%» were deposited and hatched
out, and for the third time the birds proately above the

first.

ceeded to build, selecting for the
their

new home an adjacent

site of

tree.

The

nest was completed here, but the old birds

were so bothered by their youngsters that
they finally aljandoned this nest in the tree

and returned to their old stand imder the
peak and put their fourth nest on the top
of the two already there, and from this
third story they broiight out their brood.

—Montague
K B.

Chamberlain,

Saint Johns,

Lost to Science.

explain to

though he boasted a descent from
He heard that I was fond of
collecting rare and curious birds and eggs,
and he had foimd a nest and eggs of one
of the rarest birds in the United States.
It was called a "Pincalo."
He had never

King

seen but two or three of them in his

life,

and he had travelled a great

was
was

comes
to the aid of science sometimes from a
humble and unexpected source, and the
collector

a vast

who

amount

is

of assistance

neck and back were beautifully
marked with blue and black, its wings and
tail the same, only tipped with white, and
its l)reast was white beautifully spotted
He had also found its nest
with black.
and the eggs were the handsomest he ever
saw, and the nest, the most singular of all,
consisted of a large heap of seaweed and
debris from the shore, and the eggs were
laid in the heap as it was piled up, trusting
red, its

The

for

had saved a whole set of the eggs at his
house, eight in number, what would I give
Five dollars, and veiy
him for them ?
the
bird
also, and would con
much want

probably met him with barehead and bare-

snapping turtle

in

the other.

in

He

one hand and a
has shot a great

many niuskrats. and once killed twenty-four
atone shot. "You don't believe it "said
he.

" Oh,

said,

he

'•

fortiuiate

in

the attention of the scientific world.

Welh

Well, no, hardly, for fear he might forget

of

world jirobably never heard
of " Chet. Brooks" but everybody in Middlesex County has, and most people that
have been much in the street here have

gun

exceedingly

imj)ortant revelations.

medium

scientific

feet, a

myself

bringing such an important discovery to

how
commu-

the recipient thereof

such

He

to the fei-mentation to hatch them.

he would get the bird, which he could easily do and bring them all up to-morrow.
And would I be willing to pay him now ?

fortunate to become the
nication

It

deal.

a beautiful bird, the top of its head

sider

What

Philip.

certainly,"

said

would swear to the

I.

fact

" Well,"

he

and would

them up to-moiTow.

to bring

Oh, he would

he was going to
the store and would like a little if it were
only ten cents. He would surely bring

never forget nor

fail, lint

them to-morrow, eggs and l)irds, and lie
would swear to that. And I, Oh, I lost
that chance, and the scientific world may
never have another, to introduce into the
fauna of

New England

as a

Summer

resi-

dent and breeding that remarkable and
lieautiful bird, the Pincalo.—./.

N. Clark.
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The Rufous-winged Sparrow.
CAPT. CHAS.

This

little

E.

BENDIRE,

sparrow,

tirst

D.

common

of

clescrihed in

tlie

322,
is

a

resident in the vicinity of Tucson,

Aiizona Territory, where I found

dant both

Summer and

extends, in

all

it

abun-

Its range

Winter.

probability, throughout the

New Mexico and Aiizona Territories. I have no positive information as yet that it has been taken in
any other locality than the one above mensouthern border of

It is strange that stich a

tioned.

faima.

add

I took

my

and

after

10, 1872,

this bii-d to

om-

it

avi-

specimens on June
spending many hours
them,

it can be fomid in Mr. W.
H. Henshaw's report to Lieut. George N.
Wheeler, Vol. 5 United States Geographi-

cal Surveys,

Page
I

West

of 100th Meridian, 1875,

291.

found these birds very common on the

ridges bordering

Creek, a

Rillitto

my

orni-

thological library, consisting at the time of

dry and arid cactus covered plains.
The Rufous-winged SpaiTow seemed to

in the

be particularly partial to a strip of country
scarcely a mile in length

by four himdred

but a single volume, the Text of the Birds
of North America, by Baird, Cassin and
Lawrence, I of coutee failed to find the

number

was an undescribed
species, nothing was left for me to do but
to try and make a few skins to send East
for identification.
I believe this was one

birds in various stages of growth.

bu'd in that work, as

of

my

first

it

attempts in this

line, at least

on so small a

bird.

the hide oiF in

some way, perhaps most

I

managed

to strip

the readers of the O. and O. have tried
themselves, and

and
as

if

time

know exactly how

it

of
it

works,

my
a
;

skins after they were done looked
dog had chewed them for a short
still there was enough of the origi-

nal bird left to construct a

new

little

back from the creek bottom proper, but
seldom any great distance from the latter

and near the present site of Camp Lowell.
This piece of ground was then covered
with good sized mesquite trees interspersed
with sage and thorn hushes, small imdergrowth and bunches of tall vye and mesquite grasses.
In this comparatively small
space I found not less than forty-three of
their nests with eggs and a still larger

first

in vain in trj-ing to locate

I omit giving a detailed description

it.

by

dary survey, but such was the case, and
to

16.

yards wide running parallel to the creek

species should have been overlooked

me

NO.

1882.

common

the naturalists of the southwestern boun-

left for

15,

of the bird as

A.

S.

American Nafiira/ist in 1873, Page
by Dr. Coues as I'euccea carpalis,

was

Single Copy,
10 Cents.

EBtablished, Marcli, 1875.

species out

those

of

of

besides a

number of

The nest

is

the

Black-throated

more common,
nests containing young

Sparrow which were

still

usualh- placed in low bushes

preferably small mesquite bushes, from six

inches to five feet from the ground, most
frequently, however, about eighteen inches

high,

and no especial attempt

concealment.

or crotch of the bush in which

and

is

made

at

It is firmly fixed into a fork
it

is

built,

composed externally of coarse grasses and lined with
the fine tops of the mesquite grass, and
not unfrequently a few horse hairs when
such

is

a conqjact stnicture,

are

obtainable.

These

nests

are

ORNITHOLOGIST
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slightly larger

than those of the Blackabout two inches wide

throated Sparrow

—

by three inches deep

in the inside, so deep

nothing but the

in fact that

of the bird is visible

The

first

when

eggs of this species I found

about June

14, 1872,

these birds

commence

month

tip of the tail

setting.

although I believe
to

earlier, their nests

breed about a

having been pre-

The number

viously overlooked by me.
of eggs to a set

from four to five thej^
are of a very delicate pale green color and
is

[Vol. 7-No. 16

spends a great deal of

ground and seems

its

time on the

on
seems to

to feed principally

various kinds of small seeds.

It

be sociable and gregarious at all times.
In the Winter it is found in small flocks

among

the Black-throated

and Chipping

Sparrows, the various Finches and

the

White-winged Blackbirds. I believe these
birds rear from two to three broods a year,
as I have found fresh eggs as late as Sept.
1,

1872.

:

Rare Birds

Nova

in

Scotia.

unspotted, often very pointed at the smaller
end,

and

the

average

measiu-ement

now

twenty-six specimens

before

of

me

is

The largest egg in
0.79x0.58 and the small-

The

Arctic current flowing from

0.76x0.57 inches.

foundland, part coming

this lot measiu-es

of Belle Isle

est

0.73x0.54 inches.

of

The nest appears to be one of the most
favored by the Dwarf Cowbird as the re-

down

the Straits

and part by the eastern coast
Newfoundland, but uniting in one

stream at

along the

passes

south,

the

The

cipient of its eggs, about one-half of the

Nova Scotia
commencing

nests found containing one or

the Florida shores, the

cii'cle

larging during then-

progress

parasitic eggs.

of the

In a number of instances

where I found such
those

more

parasitic eggs with

of the rightful

owner

of the nest

one or more of the latter's eggs were found
to have the shell minutely punctured in
one or more jilaces. I presume this injury
would prevent these eggs from hatching,

and I firmly believe it was done by the
Cowbirds for this very purjiose, as among
more than fifty of the latter's eggs taken
by me during the same season I cannot
recall or find a

punctured.

single

one that was so

I believe this to be a fact not

heretofore noticed by oologists
rate I cannot find

;

at

any such record in
works at present

of the ornithological

any
any
ac-

shore.
in the

circular storms

Gulf of Mexico or on
gradually enpast the

southern shores of Nova Scotia on their

way

across the Atlantic.

It is

owing to

these two causes that rare birds are found

Nova Scotia almost after every
The Ai'ctic sj)ecies, strictly jaelagic,

in

their prey along the current

On

far south.

till

storm.
follow

they get

meeting the circular storm,

usually passing on their northeast and east
circles,

they

west to avoid it, and come
Thus, after the storm,

fly

to this Province.

Oct

1879, (called the Saxby storm, after

4,

his prediction), a paii-«of

Pomarine Jaegers

were seen in Digby Basin, one of which
was shot. The broad band of clay-blue
below the black leg and knee, mentioned

cessible to me.

by Audubon was very marked.

song is according to my estimation
rather weak and monotonous.
During the
breeding season the male makes frequent

1881.

Its

Hud-

sons and Bafiins Bays, divided by New-

Wm.

S.

In July,

Gilpin shot a Shearwater, or

PuffiiiKs major. This pelagic species, com-

mon on

the banks, had evidently been

To

these causes I attribute Mr.

attempts at singing either while perched on
the top of a low bush or while hovering a

blown

few feet in the air, generally in close proximity'to the bush' in'which'its nest is sit-

specimens of the Labrador Duck, the last
ones seen here nor have I seen any men-

uated.

Its

tion in any periodical of

"tzip,"

"tzip,"

usual

call

note

frecjuently

is

a lisping

repeated.

It

Downs

in.

obtaining in the year 1850, three

:

common

in

them smce, though
Wilsons time and known bv

—

May

AND

15, 1882.]

the gunners of

cember

Rhode Island

in 1830.

OOLOGIST.

De-

11, 1871, 1 saw in a Halifax market

three fine males in perfect pliunage of the
Eider, and

King

never since

and

:

liere

be mentioned, though certainly not
owing to Arctic curi'ents, that about twelve

may

or fifteen years ago a specimen of the Great
extinct Auk was discovered by the late

Lord Bishop

of

Newfoundland and

upon her eggs, with the
snow all around her, were seen in the
pine woods of the Dutch village near
the

and bones, and was found buried under
guano at the Funk Islands by the Bishop
I think this to be the last speci-

men

noted.

cies,

which, caught in

Of the more Southern
the

circles

of

spe-

the

Southern cyclones, are whirled down upon
us, may be added a Purple Galinule, shot
at Hiilifax, February, 1870, a few days after
the cyclone in which the City of Boston

and Her Majesty's transport,
Oronte, sm-vived, on the banks of Newfoundland. The Florida Galinule was also
taken near Halifax, May 23, 1880, after po

Chief Justice Sir

Halifax in February.

William Ritchie assured me that he had
seen them in his own woods, near St. John,
breeding in February, our coldest month.

—

Bernard Gilpin, Halifax,

jr.

pre-

skin
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the female setting

The Osprey and

sented to a gentleman in Halifax. It had
been dead a long time and was only feathers,

himself.

—

—

We

/S'.

Prey.

its

were sitting upon the piazza facing

south, about 3 o'clock

The

JV.

in

the afternoon.

about

the house at

river runs past

Suddenly I heard
I thought it
a wild scream of exultation.
was an eagle, but, looking up, there over
the river was a flock of crows who were

eighty yards distance.

attending a convention in a neighboring
Passing through this noisy flock I
grove.
saw, rising heavily, a large bird weighed

perished,

down by something which he bore

recorded storm. After a heavy storm, Nov.

After rising above the crows, he
talons.
passed directly over our heads, bearing
away aci'oss the rice fields towards the disThen I recognized, with a
tant wood.

1876, was taken near Halifax, and
mounted by Mr. Downs, a Frigate Pelican
or JIau-of-War Bird, and again after a fu-

shout of satisfaction, a magnificent Osprey.
bearing in his grasp a giant cat fish, the
fisli appearing even longer than the bird,

15,

rious

September,

gale,

1870,

which

de-

stroyed numbers of shipping and boats,

was shot
ince, a

far in the

interior of the Prov-

Tropic Bird, this rosy favorite of a

beak and long
must have found but a poor rest

and

it

was a hard tug

projecting from the cat's jaws, and recognized the shape of his head while the

—

plumage

red

ing plainly in

among the spruce firs
To these may be added
Grosbeak,
fax

of

Nova

Scotia.

shot February, 1871, at Hali

very fat and lively, a Blue Grosbeak mounted
by Mr. Downs, and a small tlock of Redwing Blackbirds, yoimg males and females,
on Devil's Island, near Halifax, in November, after the

my

but as

was

glisten-

was a
I think the Osprey was a
grand sight
female it being too large, it seemed, for a
male, for, as you well know, "the mare is
the best horse," " the wife wears the
breeches," in this case the female being
the

sunlight.

It

12. 1871.

—

—

the more powerful and

the raptores generally.
Ifafikell.

White Hall,

This

beautiful bird in
Jiev. J.

Bachman

S. C.

—

may add

A collector
G.\ DWELL Duck in R. I.
brought to us a fine Female Gadwell Duck
which he shot at Newport, Sunday, Feb. 26.

^\^lite-winged Crossbill (C. leu-

It is the first capture in this State as far as

tliere

tlie

storm of Oct.

of personally observed l)irds,

list

tions lately

that

of the beautiful bird

!

a female Cardinal

— thermometer 14 degrees below zero

ends

for even her power-

I could plainly see the feelers

ful wings.

tropical sun, with its scarlet
tail,

in his

coptfi-d) is

has been some commiuiica-

upon the matter,

known

I

to hatch in February.

I

am

aware.

Fred.

T. Jetirk.i. I'ror..

R.

I.

—
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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO
THE STUDY OP BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EGGS.

JOS. M.

Blue Yellow-backed

With the co-operation of able Ornithological
Writers and Collectora.

includinq postage.

tion $1.2.5

ITS

Foreign subscripSpecimen

The

Copies Ten Cents.

M.

JOS.

WADE,

Norwich, Conn.

EDITORIAL.
Our Present

TsTumber is dated

May

15th

During the year another
will be sent out.
The volume will then
close with the year and prevent confusion.
For want of room much newsy and valuable
and

an extra.

is

matter

is left

over each month.

An enlarge-

ment or a semi-monthly issue is very desirable.
Our thanks are tendered to those

who have

sent us additional subscribers.

Publications.

"Forest and Stream," Bird Notes.
index and

summary

matter

cal

is

Xn.

a very valuable

in ornithology
file

of Forest

ry"

is

in

The

Price not given.

Co., N. Y., 1881.

above

" Forest

and
Compiled by H.
Forest and Stream Publishing

Stream," Vols. I to
B. Baily.

An

of all the ornithologi-

contained

work

who have

for students

access to a full

and Stream. The "siunma
itself, but the title "Bird

valuable of

The name

Notes"

is

misleading.

author

is

a sufficient guarantee that the-

work

well done.

is

"Birds

of the

A hand

book of

in-

struction in gathering and preserving the
Nests and Eggs of Birds for the purpose
of study, by Ernest IngorsoU, Salem. Geo.

Price conditional

We have read

— from

this work
and some profit. Mr.
Ingorsoll has written the book in a plain,
straightforward manner that all can under-

90 cents to $1.25.

with

much

interest

it.

^Al^arble^.

SUMMER HOME.

pendulous tree moss, sowhich the Blue Yellow-backed
Warbler builds its nest and breeds, is a
lichen of the genus Usnea ( U. barbata, var.
long,

called,

in

hirta)

and

(

U.

The

triohodea).

tous thallus of the latter

filamen-

coarser and

is

longer than the former, specimens often

measuring more than two feet in length.
Both species are often found in the same
V. barbata, or the finer parts of

nest,

U.

trlchodea, being used for the nest proper.

Of the nine species recognized by
Nylander three are European and six are
U. barbata. var. Floripossessed by us.
da is very common in our woods, but is
hardly pendulous enough for the purposes
It may be
of the Warbler in question.
readily distinguished by its numerous
peltate apothecia, with radiate margins

The longer species
and whitish faces.
mentioned above {var. hirta), is found on
juniper or savins in exposed localities on
our highest

hills

;

old scraggy trees, partly

dead, furnish the greatest supply.

found none on young

trees.

of this lichen are very fine

The

finest

found

in

The
and

I

have

filaments
hair-Uke.

specimens of U. trichodea are
our densest swamps on the

white cedar {Ciqyresstis thijoides) and on
other

Nesting.

A. Bates, 1882."

stand and appreciate. It is not by any
means above criticism, but Mr. Ingorsoll
has done so well that we have not the inchnation to criticise, even if we had the room.
Every collector should get a copj' for it is
well worth the low price asked for

WADE, EDITOR,

Subscription— $1.00 per annum.
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swamp

trees.

In appearance these lichens are related
to our northern cedar swamjjs very much
as the Spanish or black moss ( Tillandsia
usetioides) is to the southern

;

though the

not a lichen, belonging as it does
latter
to the pineapple family, it is nevertheless
is

an epiphyte. Lichens are all hardy air
plants and simply require a foothold, when
they are able to thrive mider the most

—
May

AND

15, 1882.]

OOLOGIST.

conditions of temperature. In
one of these swamps I was shown my
first Blue Yellow-back's ne.st, by an enthusiasti(' worker hereabouts, who had the

adverse

me through

kindness to guide

the

Swamp-

tangled labyrinths for the space of

my

hour or more to

The

delight.

great

beautiful

an

and

profit

Calla palustres

and the pitcher plant (S. purpurea) were
in blossom under the shade of the trees,
and the spagnurn under foot, several feet
in thickness, was as soft as a bed of down.
Botanically considered, the spot was a perI visited the place

fect treasure house.

again during the Winter of
the ice assisted

— G.

li.

me

1880,

when

greatly in getting about.

C, Norwich, Conn.

Great Horned Owls' Nests and Eggs.

W.
still

"W. Coe, of Portland, Conn., secured

another set

Homed

in his

long series of Great

Owls, Feb. 27th, his earliest record

being Feb. 22d.

March

ruary,

when

ceased,

and I listened

Bubo from an

serenading

the

for

And

question of

those acquainted

right here let

bird's habits, if they

night after night

till

into March, I gave

ing the limit of

my

intended

trip. I

ginimius is as given by writers ("all guess
work" says Dr. Wood), or if it ajoproaches
in duration the long incubation of the
JButeos, of which I have some data, then
the egg which produced this chick must
have been laid at an earlier date than any
present record of
species in Conn.

—

the breeding of
./.

M.

IF.,

Xonrich,

this
Ct.

I have been serenaded all winter by the
harmonious sub-bass of a pair of Great
Horned Owls from Cedar Swamp, some
three-fourths of a mile away, and as I listened I whispered to myself, " just you
wait till next February and then see.
They waited till about the middle of Fel)"

heard

the Owl, apparently about a mile further
its note and
seemed nearer, till
pi'esently it resounded from a grove quite
near me and I heard a strange noise, a
rapidly repeated ha-ha-ha-hey-e-e coming
liaek, and my inference was that the male
was treating his mate to a supiaer. It was

at

I listened as

it

each repetition

repeated

it

daylight, were the erect horns

vir-

to

same omi-

them up, remarking to a friend that my
great expectations had turned to disappointment, when the suggestive question
above was put to me, and sure enough one
evening my ear was saluted again by the
old serenade all the evening long, and the
next morning it was continued until 8
o'clock.
When night came again, the serenade again commenced, and I started ofif
in the twOight to trace them out.
Reach-

ago

/?.

" hoot-

nous sOence through the latter part of
February before. After listening in vain

Now,

the period of incubation of

ask the

with this

commence

I have observed this

old nest under which I had been twice in
February and seen no sign. Fragments
of shells and a wad of wet feathers were
on the ground, and the nest held one Owl
but a few hours fi-om the shell. There
was no quarry or food in the nest and the
parent, which flew swiftly out of range,
was a bird of the small dark male tj-jje.
if

me

do not cease

ing" for a time after they
breed"?

suddenly

in vain night

it

after night.

on.

12th, I startled a

125

only a

grove, but I well

little

knew

of an

old Cooper's Hawk's nest built two years

tial

in

it,

and

there,

when

by
and a par-

I paid a visit

glimpse of the great eyes staring

at me.

her off

down

A

smart rap on the tree started
and I arranged for a climb. It

was not a

difficult tree

—a

maple

forty-

seven feet from the ground to the nest

and I soon had the much prized set in mjhands two pure white eggs very nearly
round.
Incubation had proceeded probably about a week or ten days.
I do not
think the Owls had added any building

—

materials to the nest, but the setting bird

denuded her breast of
was well
matted with them. This was on I\Iarch
13th. and incubation was unusuallv late
m\ist have nearly

feathers for lining, as the inside

—
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with them.
the

—

)

1.5th,

Death of William B. Dickinson.

Last season I found a set on

with young just ready to leave

the shell, and once before on the 18th the

same
Hawks'

all

hollow

tree,

;

[Vol. 7-No. 16

these were

in

them

I never found

nests.

Cooper's

old

in a

but I once found a set in a

broad crotch of a large chestnut, where
four branches converged from the same
point but there was no nest, not even a
leaf.
J. N. Clark, Old Saybrook, Conn.
(Junius A. Brand, of this city, came to
our office March 19th, and reported find;

This j'oung and enthusiastic natiu'alist
contracted a fever while collecting speci-

mens

in the ^-ilds of Florida

which termi-

nated fatally at Palatka, Dee.

Young Mr. Dickinson gave

a taste for natural science,

of

19,

1881.

early indication

and found

in his father not only an able instructor,

but that encouragement which an enthusiast in

liis

profession can give, so that at

the early age of twenty-three years, the

among

ing a Great Horned Owl's nest a few miles

time of his death, he ranked

which contained two yoiuig, from one
week to ten days old. The nest was in an

first artists in his line of

immense

marksman, he had naturally won many

out,

some

pine,

Mr. B.

fifty feet up.

friends

succession, but always too late, each season

gret.

young

in the nest.

Cost or Impobtino.
readers have

made

—Ed.

—As

many

our

of

enquiries in regard to

the

Be-

ing of a genial disposition and a good

has harried this pair for three years in
finding

profession.

who

will

hear of his death with re-

His relatives and friends, who were
anxiously awaiting the Spring to welcome
him home, feel their loss keenly, as he was
highly esteemed in his native place and

had won the respect

of all

who knew

him.

cost of importing natural history speci-

mens, we give the following statement of
actual cost It appears that there is no
duty on such specimens. This package
contained the skin of one Eagle Owl

Humming

Birds in Confinement.

:

(Bubo maximiis) and three sets of eggs,
and came from Wilham Schliiter, Halle on
Saale, Germany.
Freight and charges to
New York, $2.47 custom house fees,
;

$1.00:
age,

cartage, .7.5; insurance, .15; Stor-

.4.5

total

;

custom house brokerage.

$7.82,

or

package from Germany to
$5. .35

ship

$.3.00

$2.47 for carrying

for getting the

New

;

the

York, and

package from the

to the express office in

New

York.

So much for the beautiful workings of
our custom house system.

—

American Long-eared Owl.
Average
measurement of thirty-seven specimens of
the eggs of Asia amerioanus {Sharpe), all
I can get at present average 1.59x1.30
inches.

The

three largest

eggs measure

respectively 1.68x1.31. 1.60x1.38, 1.63 X

two smallest 1.52x1.32 and 1.57
Xl.25 inches see page 81, Vol. VI.
Chas. E. Bendire, U. S. A.

1.34, the

—

One

most wonderful of nature's
beautiful works is the "hummer," its breast
covered with irredisent plumage, its wings
of gauze, hovering hither and thither over
of the

the bright blossoms, in search of sweets

hidden

When
he

is

in

the

the cup

away

is

depths of each corolla.
drained, with a quick dart

to other fields.

had often wished to coiupanionize
them, and was so favored this past Spring
AMiile my son and myself
April 14th.
were out collecting, he found a nest of the
Allen hummer, (tSelasphorus alleni,) the
young just about to fiy. I carried them
home and fed them with sugar. After
three or four days taught them to thrust
I

their

long wiry

bills

into a small glass

vase filled with white sugar syrup, which
they ate with a rapid thrusting of their

long thread-like white tongues, similar to
They
the lappings of a cat drinking milk.
very soon learned to go to their cage and
feed themselves

Thev were allowed

to flv

May

AND

15, 1882.]
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about the rooms through the day, as screens
at the doors and windows kept them from
escaping, although they did not attempt to
get out or

fly

against the

wmdows

as wild

birds usually do.

When

127
were brought

fresh flowers

there was a gleaning without delay.

in,

I no-

ticed the scarlet blossoms received atten-

tion first, and they would perch upon my
arm and hover about me with evidently
pure delight, when I wore a scarlet jacket,

them to come at my call and
my lips, or rest on my breast showing a preference for bright colors.
I had my pets two weeks when I noticed
my painting, and that recalls an

I soon taught

feed from

while at

amusing incident that happened to one of
my pets. Being '• ferociously" hixngry he
made a dash at a mass of chrome-yellow on
my pallette which stuck to his bill, and as
I was hurrying to finish my day's work I

one of them on a rug where the sun shone,
fluttering its wings as if wishing for a bath.

did not notice the mishap until his plaintive peep, and fluttering before my face,

the dish

my

called

attention.

Upon

relieving the

" Omoline Ortesi" of his super-

poor little
abundance of chrome-yellow, he uttered
bis thanks and made a hurried dart after
a fly. I have often seen both making quick,
short turns and not stopping until one or
the other had made a captive of a house

They would perch themselves upon

fly.

the rounds of

my

chair, chirping

squeaky, unmusical note, as

know

if

with a

to let

me

their food was gone they would

poise themselves in the air close to

my

between my lips,
mouth, thrust
then fly to their cup, then back to my
mouth, and repeat it until I answered their
demands. J. G. Cooper remarked, while
watching their flight through the rooms,
that he had never known of the hummers
having been taught to gather honey from
flowers only by the parent bird, and I detheir bills

cided to make the experiment, gathering

geraniums and verbenas, placing them in a vase on the table, holding

some

scarlet

up my

briish, I called

my

pets to me.

placed them in front of the flowers.
did not take any notice of them.

I

They
I then

put a drop of syi-up in the centre of each
blossom, putting the bills on the drops of
sugar, which they sipped from every flower,
hovering in the
doors

nor

;

(lid

air as

gave

a dish of water.

it

Its foot

small and the dish so slippery, that

On

not stand.

we

see

them out

of

they did not need a second lesson

they ever forget their instruction.

was so
could

it

placing a bit of moss in

and putting the wee one on

began to

flutter its wings,

it, it

sending the wa-

mate to join
perched
they
washing
After

ter in tiny showers, calling its
in the glee.

themselves on the centre cross-bar of the

window,
their

stretching

themselves over on

acting as though quite well

sides,

taught,

sunshine, dressing their

in the

feathers,

from bird intuition as they had

all

not known a mother since leaving the nest.
I found them very apt in learaing and fond
of caresses, allowing me to stroke them,
turning their heads to one side as

of their presence.

'N^Tien

I

my

ing to

My
old

if

listen-

words.

months and a half
to visit me. As we
the smaller and brighter of

pets were three

when a

friend

sat chatting,

came

the two alighted on her hand, sitting for

some

five

minutes, appealing as content as

bird could be.

my

I called

it,

and as

it

flew to

sugar, finding none, hastened

lips for

to its cage.

As

it

was

alighting, its

com-

panion who was at the cup, gave it a
sharp peck on the head, which stunned
the poor thing, felling

it

to the floor.

I

up and placed it on its perch
picked
by the food. It would not eat and seemed
it

dazed

like,

dying on the following day.

The remaining one went uneasily from
room to room, calling most pitifully for its
mate, and after the second day

it

refused

Indeed I cannot tell
you how we missed our pets, for every day
we had learned something new and strange
in the habits and peculiarities of the humto eat

and

died.

—

—
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Their happy, chirpy notes, quick

mers.

sporting with

flights,

each other, their

morning bath and winsome ways, were

as

a golden ray of sunshine that brightened
the every day cares of Hfe

me add

more one

;

and here

let

encourage tliemselves in gleaning a little here and gathering there, in a few months they would be
the

\nll

astonished at the amount of information

gained from Nature's never ceasing wonders which lie all around us or near oiu'
reach

if

we will but seek and

C. 31. Crowell,

gather.

3Irs.

Hayieards, Cal.

[Vol. 7-No. 16

an upright

built in

that suiTounded

them

to secure

fork, the small

them were made
firmly in

twigs

available

fibres.

Ten nests before me have a strong resemblance to the usual structure of the
Yellow Warbler, (Dendrceca cestiva,) but
probably lack in compactness and neatness.

The external or greater jjortion of the nest
composed of hempen fibres, internally

is

lined

true Flycatcher stjde with fine

in

In

grasses.
slight

however, there

some,

lining of

horse-hair,

and

is

measures as follows

typical nest

ITS NESTING HABITS IN OHIO.

:

a

of the

downi from the milk-weed or thistles.

Traill's Flycatcher.

by

their place

being encii-cled with stringy

A

Height,

two and a half inches diameter, three inches.
The carity is an inch and a half in
diameter, and two inches in dejith.
In
;

Traill's Flycatcher,

(Empidonaxjnisillris

Ohio the last of April or
the first of May, passing northward along
the margm of the streams.
So far as I
have observed, it seems to be more shy and
trailU), arrives in

than others of the genus.

restless

presence

is

made known by

its

Its

short and

pevish notes, uttered at intervals as

it flits

from bush to bush or across a stream.

About the

latter part

their

to

tire

favorite

which are always

of

May

they

re-

breeding resorts,

low grounds, and are
and alders
along the banks of running streams. These
localities seem to be characteristic of this
species at least I have never found them
elsewhere during the breeding season. In
in

especially fond of thick willows

nearly

cases these nests contained but

all

three eggs

;

and a great many

rarely four,

in vai-ying stages of

incubation.

A

nest

was often found with one fresh egg and
two others partly incubated, showing that
the eggs were, in some cases, laid on alternate days, and sometimes as late as a week
after the first was deposited, as is often
the case with our Cuckoos.
The ground
color of these eggs

In some

it is

approaching
there

is

of

buif.

is

extremely variable.

a cream color, in others

In four sets before

me

a striking variation in the distribu-

the markings.

tion of

They

are usually

;

the vicinity of Columbus they are, apparently, a

common Summer

ing abundantly.

The

resident, breed-

bird was not

known

to breed in

Ohio until its nest was discovered by Dr. J. M. Wheaton, in June, 1874.
in this vicinity.
In 1879 I obtained four
nests with eggs; in 1880, six nests with

eggs; in 1881, between
17,

May

28 and June

I obtained eighteen nests containing

eggs.

The

locality

was

of alders bordering

north of the

city.

in a thick

growth

a canal, three miles

None

of

these nests

were placed higher than eight feet from
the ground, and iu most eases from two to
four.
In nearlv all instances thev were

marked

chiefly at the larger

end with large

blotches of red and reddish-brown.

however,

is

This,

only characteristic in one of

these sets, while in the others the markings
are

simply

very

small

dots,

sparingly

sprinkled over the surface, and iu some
these dottings are scarcely visible, giving

them the ai^pearance
ted surface.

of an almost unspot-

Six eggs measiu'e respective-

70 X 53, 70 x 52, 64 x 53. 69 x 52,
There is scarcely any perceptible
difference between the eggs of Trailli and
those of Ac/idiciis. The western eggs of
Tra'dli probably have a darker ground,
and the spots are more vivid, but I do not
believe any one can tell them apart with
certaintv.
Oliver Davie, Columbus, Ohio.
ly 72

X 5.5,

70 X 53.
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Ajiril 14. 1S75,

BENDIBE,

U. S. A.

Camp Harney

to Mal-

heur Lake (both of whieh places are loca
ted in Grant County, in the southeastern
portion of Oregon), the lake about twenty
five miles

south of the post.

The

ostensi-

ble objects of the trip were. (1st.) to hunt

water fowl, thousands of which were to be
at

shores of

that season of

the year on the

the lake, which was a favorite

resting place for them, a sort of half

way

house on their migrations to and from their
breeding places in the northern regions
and also to try the sailing qualities of a
good-sized boat, which a joint stock company of us had constructed during the j^revious Winter, and which was to be launched
on the lake for the first time. The ice having only broken up a few days previously,
and occasional patches of snow were still
to be seen in places on the plain intervening between the lake and the post, so that
the idea of possibly finding eggs so early
in the season never once eiitered my head,
and I made no preparations whatever for
their care.
However, early as it was I
found that several species had commenced
;

nesting already, among these the American
White Pelican, {-Felecnnus erythrorhynI'/niK, (jrincL). whose eggs were still rave in
most collections, and well prepared speei
mens especial desiderata.
We made our first camp on Sylvies River,
a large triV)utarv of the lake, some sixteen
miles from the post, and from which point
it

looker! simple cnono-h to

we

17.

till

tried

it.

A thick belt of

tules about a mile \vide intervened

the writor witli a party of

friends started from

—

NO.

1882.

heavy
between
the i^oint where the stream ceased to be
navigable and the open waters of the lake,
which we found to be nowhere more than
a few feet deep.
It took us till noon of
the 10th to find a channel which finally allowed us to float, our }>o.it on the lake
proper.
We were well repaid, however,
for all our labor
Swan. Geese and Ducks
lake

Malheur Lake, Oregon.

found

10 Cents.

Established, March, 1H75.

Annum.

VOL.

Single Copy,

Joseph M. Wade, Editor and Publisher.

$1.00 per

get into

the

seen in all directions, and sevnarrow islands near the eastern
end of the lake seemed to be literally, covered with water fowl of various kinds. On
landing on the nearest island I found it

were to

l)e

eral low.

was occupied by quite a colony of the
American White Pelican, the Great Blue
Heron and the Double-crested Cormorant,
besides various species of Ducks and a few
There are five of these
C.inada Geese.
islands, separated from each other by narrow channels. The two largest are each
about six hundred yards long and not over
a hundred yards wide at any place, generally less
the central portion, forming a sort
of a ridge, is covered with a heavy growth
of a species of grease wood, extending in
a strip from ten to fifteen feet wide the
whole of their length. Close to the eastern edge of this strip of grease wood, on a
dry sandy slope which was well sheltered
from the wind, I found my first Pelican's
eggs, and not more than ten feet from them
was quite a patch of snow. The nests, if
:

tliey

can be called such, consisted simply

of rubbish scraped

up by

th<'

birds in the

inunediate vicinity, to keep the eggs from
rolling about, the eggs themselves laying

on

the bai'e sand.

About one-fourth

of
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the nests contained two eggs, the remain-

der but a single one, the birds having
dently just begun to

Almost

lay.

wood bushes on

grease

all

evi-

the

the island con-

the Great Blue Heron,

tained a nest of

but very few of these had commenced to
lay yet.

was determined

I

to pay these

[Vol. 7-No. 17

ground color was nearly hidden so they
looked almost a chocolate brown. The
shell of these eggs, thick as it

ticularly

very brittle, soft

average

is,

ajid par-

the eggs have been washed,

if

size

and

about 3.45

is

X

is

Their

easily broken.

2.30

in-

Measurements of a few selected

ches.

islands several visits in the near future,

specimens

looking at them as perfect oological bonan-

4.04x2.20, 4.01x2.19, 3.99x2.20, 3.72 X
2.40. 3.86x2.55, 3.87x2.32, 3.62x2.40,

zas from a collector's standpoint.

I brought

away but comparatively few eggs, but some
of the members of the party having more
gastronomic qualities than
down with as

faith in their

myself, loaded themselves

man}- as thej' could conveniently carry,
to add an extra course con-

hoping thereby

a fine "omelet au naturel" to

sisting of

our prospective supper of

Duck and Swan chowder.

broiled Teal

The

said ome-

are

as

follows:

4.08

.3.60x2.40, 3.57x2.35, 3.20x2.51,

X

2.15,

3.17X

3.20x2.21; two rant eggs, 2.69 X
As will be seen there
1.88 and 2.46 X 1-73.
is considerable variation, but it must also
be remembered that these eggs were selected

2.23,

out of several thousand.

The various

dis-

crepancies in the plumage of these birds
at different periods of the year

is

now

well

On

and artistically prepared, but,
was not a success. As I did not

being disturbed at their
lireeding places they would quietly fly out
a short distance into the lake and remain

taste the dish I cannot describe its partic-

there imtil the intruders had left or hidden

let

was

alas

!

dulj'

it

ular flavor, but I well

mark made

to

remember the

me by our chef

de cuisine

Pelican egg om'let

;

you can take

all

rest of the eggs, they taste too fishy
iish

:

hanker after any more

" Captain, I don't

have to eat

re-

I

prefer to

;

the
if

I

take them

straight."

April 22d, I made another trip to Malheur Lake, and remained there till the
28th, exploring

islands

in

the

meantime

all

the

and the southern shores of the lake
On this and subsequent visits

thoroughly.

I could, with

wagon with

little

trouble, have loaded a

eggs, I found

them so plenty,
ground down

that literally every foot of
to the water's edge

Each

of

was

covere.l with nests.

these contained generally two

understood.

themselves.
islands

on

the

pleasant,

the

stay

be called attractive creatures. Eggs placed
under a domestic hen hatched in twentynine dsiys, and the injured and disgusted
look of that poor bird at the result of her
lengthy and protracted setting haiiuts me
Although awkward on the laud, these
still.
birds are by no means ungraceful on the

water as well as on the wing, and they present a pretty sight coming and going in

eggs, although three and four to a nest were

long single

They

and occasionally I found
as many as five, all evidently laid by
Two eggs seems to be the
the same bird.
usual number laid, however. These are
dull, chalky white ru color, rough to the
touch, caused by a calcareous deposit on
them, and always more or less blood
stained.
In some specimens the white

protracted

whole place being alive with fleas, and the
stench from decaying fish was almost unThe young, none of which
bearable.
seemed to be more than a week or so old,
were perfectly naked, not a sign of a feather
being visible, and they certainly could not

by no means

rare,

A

was anj'thing but

files

from

their breeding places.

showing
and good sense combined with considerable activity on their
It has been my good
fishing excursions.
fortune to observe them closely while so
are a sedate and silent bird,

a great deal of tact

Some twelve miles to the southwest of the islands where they breed is
their principal and favorite fishing ground.

engaged.

AND
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the

lake

less

brackish.

grow up

projjer

being always more or

Dense

to the shore

masses

of

lake.

and forms, I presume, the only
spawning ground for certain speof fish found in the waters of this
At the time I visited this lake a spe-

cies

of

suitable

be found here

red-sided sucker,

was

to

My

numbers.

in countless

of

cami)ing at the head of this spring kept

our party brought in from

the mountain in his saddle bag an egg of

He found

the Golden Eagle.

It

tain.

Ground

color

of

but on

my

rubbing

and a brush,

swam

several

times

and then back
again to the main body, which kept moving
uneasily back and forth, apparently not
close

to

the boat

satisfied with the looks of things near the

shore.

spots of

detached themselves

from the

main body and moved up somewhat closer
but still not quite up to the boat. The
leader, far more courageous than the rest.
swam nearly around it, and after fully satisfying himself with his inspection seemed
to imjjly to the rest of the birds by his
looks to " come along, everything is all
right."

have seen.
Size,

Collector's Movements.

—"We

be

pleased to place on record the movements
of collectors

when made known

to us.

Ming-

So the egg

is

other eagle's egg I

Shell smooth, but not polished.

Collected June. 1871, at

2.84x2.34.

au elevation of over eight thousand feet,
our camp being nearly that height, and the

egg was taken at a much greater height.
Other sets containing two eggs are in
the collectioa of Geo. H. Ready, Santa
Cruz, Cal., and J. G. Cooper, of Hay wards,
Cal.

Also,

Capt. Chas. E. Bendire, Fort

Walla Walla, W.
Springfield,

T.,

and Edwin Dickinson,

Mass.

Mr. Cooper also has an egg of the California Vultiu'e

in his collection,

the only one I

know

which

is

may

tliough he

off,

have added others since I heard from him.
S»i>irtf(tii JLxrland, J^^cirpart. R. I.

—

^

llosE-BRE.^STED Grosbeak.

—As

far as

my

experience goes, this bird lays three eggsI have occasionally found

and

last

them with

spring found one with

unusual

but three eggs until
shall

off.

were, are shell

it

and purple.

lilac

Is not this

[CONCLFDED NEXT MONTH.]

refused to come

much d irker than any

Finally several birds, bolder than

the rest,

it

dirt,

with soaj) and water

it

led with these stains as

away daring the day time, but
sundown tliey commenced to
come in. first by tens, then by fifties, so
that in less than half an hour a perfect column some one lumdred and fifty yards long
and from four to six l)irds deep might be
seen swimming about on the open water a
h\indred yards or so below where my boat
was tied up.
Gradually they ventured
nearer, and one immense old fellow, evi-

covered

a dirty white,

with blotclies of what I supp(ised was

shortly after

cpiite

the nest on

in the center of

the l)irds

dently their leader,

camp

in

Territory, in

was composed of a mass of sticks,
which was a young eaglet
nearly neady to fly, and this egg which he
brought to me showed no signs of being
incubated, and I was only sorry the other
egg had hatched out, for I wanted a full
set.
The old bird showed no alarm, but
flew about over head just out of gvmshot
however. The egg is globular in shape,
being nearly as large one way a.s the other.

grivelly,

to eighteen inches long,

1871, one

—While

Wyoming

this

on each side of

Catostomiis, a

Fort Bridger,

a ledge of rock on the side of a nioun-

ning directly into the lake about a hundred
yards wide and some four feet deep. The
bottom for some two hundred yards out is

from twelve

at

tules

spring, leaving a clear sheet of water run-

cies

Golden Eagle's Eggs.

of large sprino's break out

from tlie shore, tins being the only place
on the whole lake, so far as I know, where
the water is sweet and palatable, that in

131

f

— (We

never found

when we
Jerome TromThis was the first

last sju-ing,

received a set of five from
bley, Petersburg, Mich.

record of

five

known

four,

five eggs.

to us.

—En.)

—
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"

A MONTIILT MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO
THE STUDY OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EGGS.

tral

$].Oti

Foreign ftubucrip'

per anjiuvi.

Specimen

inchviinq pofitage.

List of the Birds of Cen-

York," as

appeared from the

it

G. Fowler,

Wright and Samuel F. Rathbun,
of Auburn, N. Y., and collated for the jjrese
by Frank R. Rathbun. A continuation of

Frank

Writers and CoUectors.

—

New

the field observations of H.

With the co-operation of ahle Ornithological

tion $1.25

The Eevised

press in April, 1879, was a work based on

JOH. M. WADE, EDITOR,

Subscription

[Vol. 7-No. 17

Copies Ten Cents.

S.

the work, since the publication of the

WADE,

M.

JOS.

Conn.

Norwich.,

EDITORIAL.

the record from this section, beside

New

of

Away clown eastiu
wi^li its

head centre

Brunswick.

of

the Province of N. B.,
at Saint

John,

prob-

is

ably the HveUest natiuMl history society on
are earnest workers in

especially favored

by an

men who seem devoted

to the

but ornitholoo^
able set of

every department,

is

The

science in its familial' form.

cut ont by nature as a teacher.

ing the

full

AVliile realiz-

value of science, he also

knows

species

250.

F. Rathbun, three of the authors of the
" Eevised List."

The nomenclature
"Bidletin of the

as contained in the

IT. S.

National Museum,"

observed in the addendum the style
and numbering as in the Revised List.

is

leader of

Montague Chamberlain, seems

this band,

authenticated

which have come under the actual observation of Messre. Fowler, Wright and S.

There

this continent at the present time.

perfectly

many

This makes the number

notes of interest.

" Birds

list,

has resulted in adding fourteen species to

;

237.

Mocking Bird.

iux.) (Linn.) Boie.

A

— {Mimus polyqlot-

specimen of this bird,

an adult male in full breeding i)lumage,
was taken during the month of May, 1881,

life, pure and simjsle, as depicted
by John :M. Manro at Throopsville, N. Y.,
by Wilson and Audubon, is what wins over a few miles from Aubum. This bird, now
to science the young and would be or
in liis cabinet, was undoubtedly in its wild
The back pages of this mag- state, as it showed no traces of confinenithologists.
azine bear evidence of the industry and ment.
careful observation made by the members
Orange-ckowned Warbler. {Ilel238.
minthophaga cehita.) (Say.) Baird. Rare.
of this society which has just issued its
first volume of transaction, entitled BttlleBut one individual on record, an adult
tin of the Natxral Tlhtorij Society of JVeir
female, taken September 15th, 1880. by F.
Urunswick. It is a valuable document of S. Wright from a migratory flock of small
72 pages devoted to the doings of the so- species, while collecting in a tamarack

that bird

—

Wayne

ciety

swamp

what

{.Inipelis
Northern Waxwing.
visitant.
Not
i/iirriilii.<!.)(hm..) Arare winter

and natural history generally, but
interests us most is the list of 2()9
birds (by M. Chamberlain) found in that
Province.

list,

This

but as an

idence on

its

is

not offered as a perfect

" installment,"

face that the

distant when the Birds of
will

be thoroughly

this BHlletln will

we do not know

and bears

day

is

ev-

not far

New Brunswick

catalogued.

"Whether

be offered for sale or not

—but

it should be in the
hands of every progressive ornithologist.

in

Wolcott.

230.

Co., N. Y.

—

recorded from this section jirevious to the
winter of 1879-80. In December. 79, Mr.
J.

Hunter, of this

of sixteen

j)lace,

observ-ed a flock

of these* beautiful birds

in

a

about a half mile from
Of these he
Sterling, Cayuga Co., N. Y.
Noticing the white marking
shot twelve.
on their wings, and supposing this to be an

mountain ash

tree,

"

AND

Juno, 18b2.]
albinistic

preserved
to

OULOGlt^T.

form of the Cediir Waxwing. he
tlie two best aud brought them

Auburn.

These, coming into the

jjos-

session of Mr. "Wright, were at once iden-

Two more
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September, two more were taken by John

M. Mauro in the same
by Mr. Rathbim.

Red Phalarope.

245.

— {Phiilin-opus fu-

specimens of this bird
were taken about Christmas time of the
same year at Penn Yan, N. Y., by Reuben

/irm-inii.)

Wood.

shore of Lake Ontario,

tified.

(Gilbert).

Bl.\ck-thro.vted Bunting.

240.

americana.) (Gm.) Bonap. June

— {Spiza

(ith,

1879,

an adult male was taken by F. S. Wright
A
near the village of Cayuga. N. Y.
second male was taken by Mr. Wright in

Both
song, and were shot from

and iden-

locality

tified

September,

Bp. Rare.

(Linn.)

1880. Charles F. Wright, of Auburn.
Y.,

captured a

fine

Wayne

Co., N. Y.,

The bird was swim-

dm-ing a severe storm.

ming

N.

plumaged male on the

in the lake at the time

now

:

in the

cil)inet of F. S. Wright, and identified by
Mr. Fred T. Jencks, of Providence, R. I.

Clapper Rail.

246.

— {R<dli(s

(Gmel.) Ridgw.

lo?iffh-os-

Mr. Fos-

the same locality. June 9th. 1879.

tris crepitans.)

birds were in full

ter Parker, of Montezuma, Cayiiga Co., N.

alder bushes overhanging a brook.

Y.. while

AMERiCiiN Hawk Owl. — {Snrnia fu-

241.

nered.) (Linn.) Rich,

Beauchamp.

and Sw.

W. M.

Mr.

of Baldwinsville. N. Y., writes

us concerning this species as follows

:

"

The

first Hawk Owl I saw was shot between
Auburn and Skaneateles in the Spring of
1850.
It was on a Fast Day appointed by
General Taylor. The bii'd was brought to
me to identify. The second of which I

have knowledge was shot in Cazenovia, N.
two were seen toY., November, 1874
:

These are

gether.

all

I

have knowledge

of."

nias

— {Actodro-

Bon.\parte's Sandpiper.

'242.

fufsc!cnlli>i.)

rare migrant.

(Vieill.)

An

Ridgw.

Not

a

adult female taken at

drying his fyke-net on the bank

May 25th,

of Sene<-a River, near that place.

1879, took therefrom an adult female of
this bird, that had become entangled in its

meshes.

He

Swan.

— (Olor

amer-

Swans

in gen-

(Sharpless.) Bp.

icamis.)

male bird.

failed to secure the

Whistling

247.

observed

eral are occasionally

hei-e as

A

grants, but seldom secured.

mi-

female of

the above species was received by F. S.

Wright in April, 1880. This specimen was
shot by Mr. Foster Parker, from a flock of
four, while decoying duck on Seneca River.

—

{Marec.a petielojfe.)
Widgeon.
This species, commonly
known as the English Widgeon, is exceed248.

(Linn.)

ingly

•

Selby.

r.ire.

An

adult male, in magnificent

a second female taken in the same locahty

plumage, was captured in May. 1880. by
Albert Demont, on Lake Cayuga. New

October

York,

Owasco Lake. N.

Y.. Sept. 15tli. 1879.

5th. 1879.

Baird's S.\ndpiper.

243.

and

— (Act.odromas

(Cones.)
Regular migrant. September 17th, '78. Samuel F. Rathbun.
LoOctober 5th. '79. Charles F. Wright.
Generally found
cality, Fair Haven. N. Y.
as individuals in company with other Sandbdirdi.)

pipers
244.

never observed

:

in flocks.

—

BrFF-BREASTED Sandpiper. (
Caban.
(Vieill.)

gites riifescens.)

specimen taken from a

flock of

7''V/«-

One

Sandpipers

on the shore of Lake Ontario, Wayne Co..
N. Y.. in August, 1880. by Samuel F. Rathbun.

\

vear

later,

durinsf the

month

of

who presented it to F. S.
Wright, under the appellation of a "fine
Widgeon and

cross between an American
"

Redhead.
249.
American Velvet Scoter.
iict.ta

eel retina.)

(Cass.) Baird.

—

{31>'la-

A common

a few winter.
"
The Revised
from
Inadvertently omitted

spring and autumn migrant

List.

250.

Linn.

Laughing Gull.

One specimen

:

— Lams

in

atririlla.)

immature plumage

was taken on Caj-uga Lake. N. Y.. October,
1879, by Wni. A. Demont, and identified
at Anl)nrn.

—

;
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Notes from

John, N. B.

St.

During the Winter of 1879,

the trees, they disappeared, and did not

the Ce-

'80,

dar Bird {Atnpelis oedrorum) weathered
the rigors of our climate as late as the

middle of January. Durmg the same "Winter I also observed a Golden-winged Woodpecker {Colaptes ai/1'atus) several mornings

on the berries of the

in succession feeding

mountain

[Vol. 7-No. 17

ash.

again

put in an appearance until Jime,

which

is

their usual time of arriving

None

the south.

from

of the specimens that I

captured had the usual waxen appendages

on the secondaries, and were mostly young
which had probably bred farther
north and were only then moving south as
scarcity of foal and severity of weather
compelled them
but why does not this
birds

;

Large numbers of Robins, Tiirdits migratoria), remained here during the whole
Winter. The latter bird I have frequently
(

observed here during the Winter, but
never before or since have I seen or heard
the Cedar Bird remaining in the Prov-

of

ince later than September, which

is

their

usual time for migrating south.

I give a few causes that

may

be attribu-

jjarticular Winter, not that it was
milder than usual, or more broken rather
the reverse, for several days the mercury

this

;

The abundance

food the Cedar Birds found
of the

;

of

in the berries

Mountain Ash was a great attraction

in fact,

gorging themselves to such an

extent that they would apparently become
stupid,

and when

in this state allow

selves to be captured

year

by means

of

noose attached to a fishing rod.

Several instances have been recorded of

Woodcock having been shot

month

a wire
If the

feeding grounds, and which by the succour

them-

of an

over their heads,

it

would not alarm them in the least. They
would pick at it, turn their heads and examine it, as though it were quite a curiosity.
When one was captured the balance
of the flock would fly away in great alarm.
I kept several of these birds in confine-

ment that

I had captured in this way
however, proved themselves such

open Sjjring have been enabled to

Arrives
April

this late season of

and

Springs),

dejiarts, if it

about

does at

all,

about the first week of October. I have
seen it here March 22d. 1879. and Feb.
27th, 1880.

melodia.

entirely stripped

(Saratoga

here,

1st

gave them their

liberty.

till

Gilbert.

The Swamp Sparrow

less

The abundance of food they found in
the berries must have been a great attraction to them, for when the supply was ex-

Harold

the year.

very uninteresting pets that I afterwards

and they had

in the

December, but they have invariably
proved to be wounded birds, which have
been unable to migrate to their southern
of

eke out an existence

hausted,

them to

were not the Bohemian Waxwing, (Ampelis garrula), for which bird I
have kept a sharp lookout, but have not as
yet succeeded in securing a single specimen.
The Golden-winged Woodpecker
may have been a wounded bird and unable
to perform its usual migration, although
he appeared perfectly strong on the wing,
and particularly wild.

succeeded in placing

they,

upon

berries

disajipointed on first discovering

wire happened to touch them before you
it

The

?

which they fed have since been as abundant and no Cedar Birds have appeared at
this late season.
Their appearance may
then be attributed to an erratic migration
on the part of these birds. I was quite

for them, for on these they fed sumptously

every

find they

ted to these birds remainingwith us through

reached the cypher.

occur

It is a pleasing songster,

voluble

its

friend

It is not at all shy,

the nest can

when

than

be approached quite

up with a
and an angry chirp, and
it

will fly

but

and ally, M.
and when on
close,

startling whirr
after flying

a

short distance, will alight and run like a

—

AND

June, 1882.]
Sandpiper among' the
ovcrliang-ini,'

hog

l)oo^8.

and

OOLOGIST.

when, being joined by the mate,
botli comtuenee an angry chiri-uping at the
intruder, which is increased as they perceive

him searching

for their nest, wliich

usually finished and ready for eggs about

the 5th of May, placed on a bog generally
on one side of it. One nest taken May
19th, 1877, was under a stump about ten
feet from a brook.
The nest has no special lining,

and

except an occasional horse hair

The outer mamixed with some

a little fine wire grass.

terials

wire grass,

are

coarser grasses.

It is rather neater in finish

than M. melodi.a's nest, which, however, it
resembles more than any other species
with which I

am

acquainted.

Its

meas-

urements are usually about four inches
outside, and two inside: diameter with a
depth of about one and three-fourths
inches.
One nest found May 24th, 1878,
was five and a half inches in depth. Sets
are

Petrified

>in<ler tlie

Nest and Eggs.

gniKs. until at a safe dis-

tance,

is

135

usually four or

five,

the latter being

While examining the collection of Dr. S.
Woolverton of this city I was shown a petrified

bird's

nest,

which was found

containing two

in a cave

eggs,

near Woodstock,

It seemed to be
which outside were placed
longitudinally, but in the cavity laid horizontally. Many were as much as five-eighths
of an inch in diameter, but jirobably increased by their coating of lime precipitate.
What had the appearance of moss
was laid around the edges. The eggs, also
petrified, lay near the centre of the nest,

Out., several years ago.

formed of

the

sticks,

larger

end

smaller end of

of

one adjacent to the

The

the other.

dimensions of the nest are
the cavity being

3|^

X3

;

5x5

external
inches,

the eggs both in

and appearance resembling a chaparral
The whole weighed about two
pounds, all the interstices between the
sticks having been filled with the carbonate, welding them into a homogeneoiis
stony mass. As a whole, it greatly resemsize

cock's.

number I ever found.*
They
bled the lava-like formation of stalactites
vary in size and color to a great extent.
generally.
The species is unknown, but
May '21st. 1878, found a nest and set of
the doctor thinks it belongs to a Pewee,
foiu- in a bog surrounded by water.
The
the eggs being abnormally enlarged by the
eggs were of a small ground green, dashed
lime formation, as also the straws, which
and spotted with light brown and lilac.
the largest

May

found a

24th, 1879,

two of
and brown spots

set of five,

which had rings of lilac
around the smaller end. May 15th, 1880,
found a set of five, all the eggs heavily
marked with reddish brown. Nest as
but June 15th. 1881, I
found a nest in a bush three feet from the
ground, the eggs with usual markings, but
the queerest position of any nest I ever
found.
I coidd not be mistaken in identity, having seen the bird several times at
usual, in a liog,

the nest.

The

earliest sets I

taken were two of

five

each,

*We have

a set of

Hatch, Oak Centre, Wis..
Ed.]

G.

S.

Some

thrilling experi-

ences in the Ai-ctic regions.

A lonely place

'

M.iN's Land.

where the sun never sets. Graphic descripUnder
tion by a United States Marine."
the above title appeared in the Boston
Herald of March 4, an exceedingly interesting article on bird life and other matters
in the Arctic

regions.

Among

the bii'ds

taken were "Ptarmigan with their large

Snow Buntings,

broods.

and Phalarope," also, "Eider
Ducks in immense numbers, Wild Geese
with their young. Auks, Puffins, Guillemots, "Sea Falcons," which were caught
with hook and line for the table. The article is novel and fasinating.

5th,

JST.

Y.

taken by Delos

May

sticks.

May

Saratofja.

six

No

of

have ever

1877, and the latest, June 12th and 13th,

1881.— W. P. Tarrant,

have the apj)earance
Smith, Londo'ii, Ont.

27,

1881.—

Curlews

several sj^ecies of
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Recent Publications.
"The Secret of Wings" was

a recogized

comindriim even in the days of lung Solomon, and the curiosity of most observers
of

oui-

feathered friends must frequently

have been awakened on this same point.
Mr. Starkweather seems to have shed light
on the subject at last, claiming indeed to
have reduced the philosojihy of flight to so
exact a system that simple experiments
with a canary or pigeon will sustain his po
sition and ocularly demonstrate the truth

He

of his theory.

goes back to the verti-

claimed by Borelli, reviews the

cal stroke

the upward
and forward strokes so generally believed
in the twisting, rotating and bending of
feathers and -wings, and other current hypotheses, showing the objections to each.
He studies the contrasts and analogies of
progression in fishes, insects and birds, the

downward and backward and
;

flying-fish, bat, etc.

;

compares the poising

the gold-fish and the humming-bird,

of

notes and explains the "swallow-tail"
birds that feed on the

in

wing and the same

peculiarity in fishes of analogous habits.

He shows why
feathers

quill

the wing

one-sided,

striking diSerence

and shows the

function

of

in

those

that are at right angles with and those
parallel to the body.
is

The design of each
way of an

so clearly given that "the

eagle in the air" can hardly be called a

mystery any longer. He evidently views
the subject from a utilitarian standpoint
and assures aeronauts that for them his
work is "replete with seed thoughts."
••Bright
'•

Bright

work

will

Feather.s."

Regarding

Feathers," would

be complete

in

say

my

that the

twelve or fifteen

parts.

It will be devoted entirely to our

native

birds

noted for

brightness and

beauty of plumage colorations.
I am aware that there

it

is

afford-

me much pleasure in its execution. It
my own work. The plates, initials

is all

—

than anything else,
might please you to have it. I
had your interesting little pubMcation in
of "the

thinking

oologist"

it

mind when I made it.
The edition of •'Bright Feathers" is
small, (only 200 copies, which becomes
large when one has to hand-color all the
plates as he can snatch time), and the expense of its publication is just about met
by local subscriptions. In the last two numbers of tlie work I propose to give a duplicate set

of impressions

from the

plates,

\rithout color, so that' each possessor of a
set shall have the figures both colored and

uncolored.
I

have in mind, after this
This
all the plates.

stroy

is

done, to de-

vrill,

I think,

some value to bibliophiles
and enable me to secure some return for
such sets as I may have left. What do
you think of such a course ? I judge from

make

the

work

of

the tenor of yoiu' publication and the occasional bookish strain of the advertisements,

you are curious for rare works, especthose relating in any way to oraitholAllow me to say that Part III was
ogy.
that

ially

very hastily executed

beside

;

an error in

the scientific name, several infelicities of

expression

oceui',

which would have been

home

to attend

Rathhun,

Aiihuni,

corrected had I been at
to

it.

]SI'ew

may be no particular

necessity for such a work, but

ing

and other drawings of nests and eggs,
when they appear, are photo-engraved reproductions of pen and ink di-awdngs of
my own execution. The coloring is also
my o^vn, and fails, I must confess, to arrive
at as high a standard of exactness and exThis is owing to frecellence as I desii'e.
and
coloring by lamj)
quent interraptions
evenings
and spare
only
my
give
light.
I
moments to the work, and follow it up from
pure love of the science. I sent you Part
IV.
more on account of the conception

concave, the

is

[Vol 7-No. 17

— Frank

li.

York.

[The above was written in answer to some qnestion put
*'
Bright Feathers." It states tlie case
U(* about the work
so clearly about a work that is too little known, that we
have taken the liberty to publish it, hoping that some of
our readers will become better acquainted with " Rrijjht
by

Feathers." as well as the author.

—

F,t>.]
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CH.iS. E.

peared to be a good deal of variation in the
color of their immense bills, some being

grass, on a little elevation close

tall

and watching the birds with a

to the shore,

After a

strong night-glass.

little

further

the main Ijody came up,

hesitation,

—

and
there must

for such a number of birds
have Ijeen at least five liundred of them,

kept smgularly

an occasional

(juiet,

guttural grunt, resembling the
dooe, was

all

apparently quieted, they

word dooe,

Their distrust

I could hear.

now commenced

to divide themselves into parties of about
thirty birds

who

each,

acted

in

concert,

forming a semi-circle, grailually closing
towards the
bers of

fish

sliore, anil

in

commenced

their fish

Such

a splash

ing operations in earaest.
ing as took place

is

impossible to describe

:

must be seen to form an idea of it.
Each fish was grasped in the middle,
thi-own up a foot or so in the air. caught
in the descent, and swallowed head forefish

I think that

from three to four large

were <lisposed of in

this

manner

each bird, the last one or two being

l)y

])rol)-

ably canied off in their capacious pouch
or gular sack.

The

dexterity with which

commonly
also

called

••

centre-board,"

considerably in

general shape.

appendage

is

To what
put,

it

varied

height and

length,

use this curious

being only develojoed

during the breeding season, and dropped
again after this is over. I am unable to tell,
or even
this for

make a guess
some one else

at,

and

I shall leave

to explain.

vi.sit

to these Islands I

found that most of the shallow i)latforms,
occupied Jis nests by the Great Blue Heron,
their full complement of five
As none of these nests were more
in fact,
tht'.n four feet from the ground
the majority average below that I had an

eggs.

—
—

excellent opportunity to

pick out

choice sets of eggs I wanted.

nest.

the
is

a

and
even in eggs coming out of the same
I think the first egg laid is always,

good deal
color,

all

There

of

variation in both size

or nearly always, the deepest colored one,

and the

last the palest.

Freshly laid eggs

As soon

as

recjuired,

it

white, the shell in the latter variety pre-

ikc its jilace.

senting a mottled or spotted ajji^earance.

everything
be done systematically, and I

the coloring matter not lieing uniformly

fish

fully

eighteen

inches long was something wonderfn], very

few getting away from them.
one bird had caught what it

withdrew and another would
There was no (piarrelling
to

dible, characteristic of this species

from a beautiful light
green or bluish green tint (the shade is
hard to describe exactly) to a pale greenish

these birds h.indled

seemed

horny excrescence on the uppei- manduring
the breeding season in both sexes, and

rious

contained

it

most.

almost dark orange red while others were
straw yellow. I also noticed that the cu-

On mv second

driving large nniu

with them into the shallow

water, and then they

18.

There ap-

night I watched these birds.

U. S. A.

these maneuvers I was laying in

Diiriiif,'

NO.

1882.

than I did during the two hours on the

Malheur Lake, Oregon.

the}'

10 Cents.

Established, March, 1875.

Annnni.

some

SiiiRle '^opy,

Joseph M. Wade, Editor and Publisher.

•?1.0n per

have seldom seen

t
;

a mori' interesting sight

of this species range

distributed on the shell.

The

largest

egg

selected nut of several hundred, measures

;
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2.73x1.96 inches, while another out of
the same set measures but 2.40X1-82

One

inches.

lection

of the finest sets in

measures as follows:

my

col-

2.73x1-88,

[Vol 7-No. 18

They average about 2.42x1-48 inches.
The largest set in a number measures 2.86
Xl.60. 2.70X1.65, 2.66x1-64,2.70x1.60.
single egg was found measuring but

A

1.80

X 1.20

In the early stages the

inches.

2.70x1. 9-4. 2.71x1-98, 2.60x1.90, 2.44x
1.84.
The average size, as determined by

yovmg

me from

naked, the skin being a deep glossy black

a large number,

is

2.65x1-80.

young of
this sj)ecies for the first week or two are
entirely destitute of feathers or down, the
bare skin being pale slaty blue. They sit
Similar to the Pelicans, the

on their nests, forming a
with the heads all turned inward to

close together

of

this

species are also perfectly

they are greasy and loud smelling creaIn fact the Islands are reeking with

tures.
filth

during the breeding season, and

it

requires a strong, healthy stomach not to

be affected by the overpowering smells en-

fully extended,

countered on landing. I was imable to
leam anything about the tactics employed
by the Cormorants on their fishing excursions, but I presume they are about the
same as used by the Pelicans. The number of pounds of fish destroyed by these
birds must be enormous, and there are still

of

larger colonies to be found on the western

circle

the centre, and emit a hissing noise, similar

to

turbed.

young Wood-peckers, when
The old birds are very shy

the least unusual noise they

may be

dis;

at

seen

standing upright on their nests with necks

and at the slightest sign
danger make out of sight at once.
They do not seem to care much for their
young, judging from what I have seen.

On

this

same

visit I

found the DouI)le-

crested Cormorants occupying the western
slopes of the Islands in full force, while the

Pelicans occupied the more sheltered position on

Heron

the east side, and the Great Bhie
the

central

parts.

Each

species

kept to a certain degree by itself and did
not encroach on the other's territory.

About two-thirds

of the Cormorants' nests
were placed on the ground and raised a
few inches from it by coarse pieces of drift,

small sticks,

wood

etc.,

the balance on low grease

The

end of the Lake, but with all this I have
never seen more fish at any one time than
near the head of the spring mentioned in
this article, the

water being perfectly alive

with them.

Curious Nesting Pl.\oes.

—

In the Spring
found a Robin's nest on a rock
and level with the ground.
There was
scarcely any attempt at a nest, simply a
few weeds around the edge, and the eggs
laid on the bare rock.
Still, the bird was
of 1878, I

as noisy at

my

presence, as

if

she were

defending a much more elaborate struc-

On June

ture.

18, 1880, I

found a Song

nests, considering the

Sparrow's nest placed in an abandoned

size of the bird, are small, and were lined
more or less with pieces of bark or tule
and coarse grasses, and as a rule might be
called well constructed.
They were all,

water must have splashed
into a good many of them.
The eggs, four
or five in number, are of an elongated oval

Downy Woodpecker's nest, eight feet
from the ground, in a dead witch hazel
stub.
The identification was positive, as I
stood within three feet of the nest and
watched the female feed the half-grown
young. May 20. 1881, took a set of five
Cat Bird's eggs. Is this not an unusual
number ? I have examined dozens of
nests of this bird, but never saw five eggs

shape, considerably pointed at the smaller

in a set until this year,

end, pale green in color and covered

myself have

bushes.

with scarcely an exception, placed very
close to the water's edge.

was

"When the lake

rovigh, the

more
or less with a chalky matter, which can
easily be washed off when freshly laid.

W.

e.ach

Wort/ii)if/ton,

York.

when M.

Shelter

B. G.

and

five.

— W.

Island.

New

taken a set of

—
AND OOLOGT8T.
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Notes from

derfidly interesting gathering of

California.

is

I think the

hardy

little

bird has got the start

Anna Humming
tliis

year of the

They have taken advantage of a warm spell this month to
nest earlier than usual. Dr. J. G. Cooper
notes in his work of the birds of this coast

Hawks

in nesting.

,

that about San Francisco they have y<5img
by March 15th. This nest was brought to

me by

a

little

fellow from town.

He found

He
it in a cypress tree in a church yard.
sling
with
Hummers
a
shooting
been
had
one from her
The nest I have before

and had frightened

shot,

Feb. 22d.

nest.

this

me, containing two fresh, pearly eggs,

is

composed of. outside, bits of bark, moss
and the stamens from the blue gum tree
blossoms, with bits of lichens fastened on
with spiders' webs: inside of thistledown
It measures
with a few bird feathers.
across the top If inches, depth inside f of

an inch outside. 1 J inches across the
bottom, i^ inches. The nest was placed
on the toj) of a limb seven feet from the
groimd. Last year a friend of mine foimd
:

:

March 24th. The House Finches
have commenced to nest. I was out shoota nest

ing the day after

New

Year's and got a

— which I took aUve and
for some time — American Rough-leg-

Short^eared

kept

Owl

ged Hawk, Marsh Hawk. Western Redtailed, Shoveller and Spoonbill Ducks, and
W. O.
three Rocky Mountain Bluebirds.

—

Emersion, Ilnyti-ards. Cal.

Ornithology in the Ark.

The Old Testament
life

them

will

reverent.

a few of

nowadays hardly be thought irEvery orthodox, at least, must

believe that ornithology dates back to
earliest history of
all

man

;

for

tlie

Adam named

on this dart.
Good heavens
not going to

etc.,

with

ity after every

Adam

!

I'm working
YcMi're

says Japhet.

shoot them

?

In the first place I shall never
ously.
again have such a chance to collect and,
secondly, the specimens are in such per
:

feet condition that every

to be in a cabinet.

sider

that

Faumi

this

is

a

many

that

;

one of 'em ought

Then you must conmost extraordinary
of

the species have

never been obtained in this locality before
and that our records of them won't be of
anv value unless we can prove our identifi:

cations.

There's just a pair

we must

them and

seciu-e

all

round and
them as
:

label

fast as possible.

But Ham. you forget, says Japhet, that
I want to study them alive, and to have
them live and multiply. It 's ridiculous to
tell

me

can't positively recognize

that I

the birds

aboard

kill

this

boat,

'Twould

friends of them.

V)e

and make
shame to

a

them.

The dispute began

to

wax

hot,

when

Noah, overhearing, interrupted and said
'

My

:

children, leave the birds alone, for

And it
they are sacred to the Lord."
came to pass that it was a bird which first
brought them the olive-branch of peace,
the message of salvation.
The ark has jjassed away, and most of

and the sacredness of
Nature has become a mere song. But, just
supposing that the story of the ark were
literally true, and that Ham had made his
scientific collection while on that memorable voyage,

ogy be

it

:

where would living ornitholWould it be satisfied

to-day

°?

with his complete nniseum. preserved (let
fancy) at Jerusalem, or imported by

Barnum

to

New Y'ork?

Ornitholigi-cus(s).

printed as author-

name.

Let us imagine, then.
sitting: tosrether in

why

that's

Of course I am. says Ham, contemptu-

\\H

Evm),

Ham.

Yes. says

the animals (though pn)bably he didn't

catalogue them as Novinti-tifnus Adanii,

this

l)ii-ds

says Japhet.

!

the belief in

gives no details of

To imagine

within the ark.

13'.)

Ham

the ark.

and Japhet

What

a

won

Capt. Chas. E. Bendire. so long stationed
at Foi-t Walla Walla, is to make his head-

quarters at Fort Klamah. Lake Co.. Oregon.

—
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EDITORIAL.
Two Young

[Vol. 7-No. 18

—

Five Eggs. On another page will Tie
found a statement by Mr. Worthington
that he and his friend GriflSng had taken a
set each of five eggs from the nest of the
Cat Bird, and enquiring if five is not an
imnsual number. In 1878, after finding
about fifty of their nests, we at last found
one containing five eggs, which are careWe
in our collection.
fullj' preserved
have never since found a set of five. For
years we have been anxiously looking for a
Rollins nest containing five eggs, but \vithout success until this day, (May 22), when
we found the long looked for set of five

Artists.

Three were of the usual size, and
eggs.
Amouo; onr subscribers and contributors two somewhat smaller one of which was
are two yonng men, or rather boys, one on fresh or not fertile, the others were well adthe Eastern slope, and the other on the Wes- vanced in incubation.
The number of
tern, both troubled with the same disease
eggs laid by the Cat Bird aod Robin is
(hip) that has not only robbed their boy- positively four.
From old age or accident
hood of its pleasures, but has prevented a less number may be laid, and in extreme
them from acquiring- in the usual way the cases five or even more.
ordinary education due to boys of their
Since the above was written Snowdon
age.
But this has been overcome by nat- Howland reports a set of seven two
ru-al talent and the careful attention of
large and five small, the latter fresh, while
fond parents. Botli are natural ornitholo- the former were slightly incubated. This
gists
keen observers, and although con- is good evidence but we would like to hear
fined often to the house, are not behind
from others who have taken sets of five

—

—

—

the brightest of their age.

or more.

Both of these boys have taken to the
pencil and brush, and if they cannot climb
big trees they can paint them, and can also
paint birds at this present time that

fifty

years ago would have given them a reputation
is

world wide.
All they need now
to develop greater talent,

patronage

and

this

should not be wanting, for

tliere

who can

afford

are plenty of
to

give

these

our readers

boys

special

such birds as they might

orders
select.

for

This

—

John M.
spend
the collecting season on the Kansas and
Cottonwood Rivers, about the ninety-sevCollector's Movements.

Howey, Canandaigua, N.

]\Ir.

Y.,

is

enth parallel.

Mr. M. Chamberlain of St. John. N B..
and Mr. H. A. Purdie of Boston. Mass.,
will do the collecting season in the Madawaska district, nenr the Maine, Quebec and
N. B. borders.

May

their finds be equal

would not only encourage them, but would
be a great benefit to the science in devel
oping talent for future book illustration.

to their zeal in the cause.

If this strikes the reader as favorably as it

now

does the writer, they

pects to remain there until July.

information,

Edgar

will addi-ess for further

A. Small, Hagerstown,

Maryland, or W. O. Emerson, Haywards,
Cal., both of whom are making valuable
collections of skins

and eggs.

to

I.,

Mr. Fred. T. Jencks of Providence. R.
and Mr. H. B. Bailey, of New York, are
collecting in Dakota.

]\Ir.

Jencks ex-

He finds

the season very cold and backward, but

is

having good success, and will have many
rare specimens to offer, for which refer to
our advertising columns.

—
AND

.hily. 1SS2.]

Brief

Newsy

—

Notes.

Hawk Incubation. —A Reil-Klioiildeicil
Hawk finished her nest and hiid the firKt
egg May 2, 1881. IMay 5th, there were
three eggs: May 20th, no change was to
be seen visited the nest again May 30th,
:

and found two liawks

Hawk

Cooper's

days

My

in incubation.

indicate that

day

old.

twenty-seven

experience woidd

hawks occupy

six to twenty-eight

— F. H.

al>ont a

occupied

froni~ twenty-

for

(hiys

incul)ation.

—

specimen corresjionds exactly with his

description.

k

very prolific English sparrow inhab

ited

one of

Her

first

my

bird boxes last

TuKKKY Buzzard. Olivei- G. Brown, of
North Stonington, Conn., shot a Turkey
Buzzard. April 20th. that measured six
It was
feet from tip to tip of its wings.
shot on the ground while feeding on the
There were no
dead body of a hen.
It was mounted
other Buzzards about.
Westerly,
R. I., and is
l)y A. M. Taft, of
George D.
of
now in the possession
Conn.
of
Brown,
Stonington.

—

Golden-winged 'Wakbler. We have just
handled a beautiful Golden-winged War
bier {IL'hiihitluipltafiu c/in/sojyffrii). shot

Cdrpi-nter. liihobatli, Mass.

Notes from Shelter Island. The Little Blue Herons must have been unusu
along our coast last
ally numerous
Summer. A gunner brought one to me on
Aug. 16th. and said he saw two. May
they not have been stragglers from the
same flock mentioned by Mr. J. N. Clark,
in the September number of O. and O. ?

My

M

)()!.()( ;iS'l"

(

morning at Higganum, Conn,, by Mr.
Harry W. Flint oi Deep River. This is
this

We

one of the rarer Warblers.
but

have seen

here (Portland), during the last

five

May

eight years.

19, 1875. vihen

watch-

ing some other Warblers in a small p)iece

woods, one of

of

spread

this

species, with

out-

wings, suddenly dropped beside

feet.
It was very much excited and
must have been chased by a Hawk. J.

our
II.

Sar,^.

"Wood

Spring.

May

I'ln-tland, C<yim..

Sparrow."

—In

17, 1882.

your April num-

one

ber a correspondent asks for information

being rather light colored. I took
and she immediately Ijegun and
laid another set of six, the last &gg being
very pale. I took these, and she laid one

concerning a little bird he has termed the
"Wood SpaiTow." I would suggest, from
the color of the under mandibles, that it is.

almost pure white egg and gave up the

montaiKi.)

contest.

in

set

was

six eggs, the last

laid

these,

May

23,

1881. I went to a well-known

lireeding place after a few sets of

Swallow's eggs.

As

Bank

I neared the jdace in

a small sailboat. I thought

it

very curious

that I saw no swallows flying about the
blufl's

as they usually

and beginning
reason.

to

the

:

I

but on landing
soon saw the

The previous two weeks

tinual rainy weather

ted

do

dig,

entire

had

colonj".

of con-

totally extermina

Most

of

the

burrows contained from three to eight.
and from one burrow I removed ten dead
swallows and two eggs, one of which is a
trifle

larger than usual, while the other

smaller than a

Bird's.—

ir.

W.

Ruby-thioated
W<,rthii,,,t,,„.

is

Humming

"Tree Span-ow," (Spizella
is quite abundant
the Spring and Fall, and a few individ-

doubtless, the

uals

may

dacks of
parts

This species

possibly breed

New

of the

New

male has a pretty
indulges

ii»

the

Adiron-

York, or the moimtainous
Enf>land States.
little

cjuite freely

journ with us.

If

The

song, in which

during
well

its

Spring

it

so-

cared for they

and the wiiter has
kn<nvn them to become quite tame and
V L. Willanl ChU-iuj,,. III.
familiar.
Red-headed Woodpecker.
Mr. A. H.
thrive in confinement,

—

Helme's note on this bird

—

calls to

mind an

instance of the fly-catching habit of the

Hairy Woodpecker. In .lune. 1S81, while
spending a few days in the wilds of the
Adiroiidacks, I found a nest of this bird
ill front of
my camp, in the decayed limb

—
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of a pine, containing several

Every morning one
pied

young

birds.

the parents occn-

of

quite faithfully in capturing in-

itself

and

sects (in nearly even' case large

discernable ones),

in

easily

the intervals of

its

more dignified labor of searching the bark
These insects were always
of the trees.
Perhaps it is not genfed to the young.
erally

that fly-catching is quite a
part of the Woodpecker's every
but the instances are so many,

known

common

day life
and come from such varied sources
-.

(includ-

ing nearly all the species that are more or
less well known), that it can no longer be
L.
considered an individual peculiarity.
>'•!

Willard, Chicago,

III.

from
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle

[Vol. 7-No. 18

Dec. 20,
Montgomery Co.
Jan. 9,
from Morrow Co.
from FrankUn Co. Jan. 12,
from Union Co.
Jan. 22,
from Morrow Co. Jan. 24,
;

;

;

:

;

Bald
Bald
Bald
Bald
Bald

from Franklin Co. Feb. 23,
from Franklin Co. The last specimen of Golden Eagle {Aqtiila chrysactKs)
was killed a few miles west of Columbus.
It was said to have killed several young
calves

:

in

neighborhood, which

the

of the

the

A number

bird was seen feasting upon.

Bald Eagles in the above

list

were

young birds, lacking the white head and
tad, and for the most part were Idlled with
rifles, a few with shot guns, and two by
the use of sti-ychnine upon a dead carcass.

— Oliver Davie,

Eagles in Ohio.

Bald

Columbus, Ohio.

Davie writes that he hae omitted three from the
aljnve list, taken during the Winters of 1878— '79. They
will probably be given in a future lipt.— Ed.]
[Mr.

In Central Ohio Eagles appear to be

more numerous

This

in mild Winters.

is

probably due

(as is usually the case in other

localities), to

the severity of the weather

ponds and rivers
are closed with ice and the woodlands are
covered with snow, placing food beyond
The following is taken from
their reach.
farther north, where the

my memorandum and

given in rotation

just as the dead birds were received

various counties of the State

:

1878

from
—

'79

—Mild. Dec. 2, Bald Eagle from Delaware County: Dec. 4, Bald Eagle from
Dec. 18, Bald Eagle from
Marion Co.
:

Union Co.
ing Co.

;

;

.Jan. 4.

Bald Eagle from LickUnion

Jan. 12. Bald Eagle from

Golden Eagle from Franklin
from Union
1879 '80 Severe in January and
Co.
Dec. 10, Bald Eagle from
February.
Dec. 13, Bald Eagle
Franklin County
from Union Co. Jan. 2, Bald Eagle from
Co.

;

Co.

:

Feb.

9,

Feb. 20, Bald Eagle

— —

:

:

Franklin Co.
4.

1880—'81—Severe.

Oct.

Bald Eagle from Hocking County; Dec.
Bald Eagle from Delaware Co. Jan.

12.

:

^
The Great-horned Owl
This Owl

very abundant in Maverick

is

county, and the nest easily found.

Bald Eagle from Madison Co.
Dec. 12, Bald Eagle from
Dee. 13, Golden Eagle
Fairfield County
Dec. Ifi. Bald Eagle
Franklin
Co.
from

'82— Mild.

;

:

They

are built in the open forks of the mes-

from eight to twelve
from the ground, and are constructed
of large dead sticks, with generally no

quite, at a lieight of

feet

except the

lining,

smaller and

sometimes

finer

there

inside,

qitite

is

and

somewhat

are

sticks

on the

lining of fur, feathers

though

an extensive

litter,

made by

the birds skinning their prey in the nest.

The nests average two

feet in diameter

by

about eighteen inches high, and are very
They nearly always
slightly hollowed.
build a

new

nest,

though sometimes repair

the nest of the previous year, and occasionally they use the nest of
species.

One

set of

some other

two was taken March

from the nest of a Caracara Buzzard,
from which a set of three eggs was taken
An entire new nest was found
last year.
9th,

built

directly

on

1881— The upper one

23,

Texas.

in

top of

the old nest.

contained a set of two,

and the lower one an addled egg,
good state
Out of about twenty
])resprvation.

fresh,

prol)ably of last year, but in a
of

.

Illl\-

AND

SS2.]

I

(

)(

»L(

we were lost in the woods at the
our camp was the only nesting place

nests examined, fom- had three eggs eueh.

but, as

This year they began nesting two weeks
first
nest being
last, the

time,

found Feb. 11th, with one egg. The local
ity generally chosen is a low mesquite,
on high ground, from which the Owl

when on

the nest can see in every direc-

tion

some

for

They

distance.

and

are

had any desire

I

earher than

14.".

XIIST.

of finding.

— .Y

Eihly.

./.

Jfi

litiii<i(ir.

Climbers and Climbing.
Before the advent

The Staddle.

very

from the

oi

de

was

" staddle"

cent climbing-irons the

in

yards,

use in our woods in ascending
This simple method was
big-botlied trees.

though in some cases they
The mate was always to be found close by.

overlooked in Ingersoll's recent treatise, so
we make mention of it here. The only

alert while

setting,

nest before one gets

will

fly

within

fifty

sat

closer.

the nearest tree.

in nearly every case, in

Most

common

nests of the Great-horned

sqiiirrel-party

Deserted

in the last week of February.

Owl

sheath protects the head

occupied by Hawks, instead of the Owls
using the old Hawks' nests, as in the North.

— Eihjiir A.
p. S.

March

— My collector reports a set of
9th.

lined with

The

Small, Ilaf/erstinni.

friend

over the shoulders.
tion a

This nest was built of sticks, as usual, and
It was in a mesquite, twelve feet high.

ur.il

Black-backed Woodpecker.
I notice in

the O. and O.

for

March,

ag

therefore, for

me

maybe

to state that I jjrocured a

:

is

not a rare Winter resident

of the "pineries" of that State.
this

Woodpecker

is r ire.

With us

I have, however,

taken several specimens in different parts
of

the State and

know

of

its

ladder

is

liiist

of ac-

chest-

then carried and raised at a

the base of the lowest limbs of the

Many

being taken

immediate ricinity of Bangor. On
June 16, 1881, 1 met with a pair- on Alligator Stream. Hancock County, which, judginsf from their actions, had a nest near bv

in the

:

of

these

staddles I have helped to cut and raise in
ptirsuit of the eggs of birds of prey, and

ha\ e found

of interest.

male specimen of this species on the south
branch of the Pine River, Mich., in 187!)
the exact date of capture I do not remember, as the specimen has been disposed of
in my exchanges to Mr. George AVoolsey
of New Haven, Conn., but it was somewhere between the 17th and 22d of November. I have every reason to believe
that this bii'd

Near the scene
young walnut or

big tiee to be chmbed.

efiect that there

two instances known of the Blackbacked Woodjiecker (P. orctifux) being
It

it

slight angle, so that the tip rests securely

are but

taken in ^Michigan.

tall,

and

game bag slung

:

my

it.

page 101. a note to the

slender,

leather

nut of the proper length is selected and
the top and limbs are cut away,
felled
the stubs of many of the limbs leaving
good foot-rests here and there. This nat-

four freph eggs, found

litter.

was nearly under

A

of the axe,

carried handily in a

can be

Jfif.

bird sat very close, did not leave the nes*t until

using this i^rLmitive fashion

short-handled axe.

is a small,

are often

hawk-lnuiter or

by the

required

outfit

of the sets of fresh eggs are foiuid

many more snugly hidden away

underbrush and used by squirrel-huntNow and then
ers one or two seasons.
can be overtree
the trunk of an old hard
in

some young and
swaying the top
by
and
tall sapling near
the tree can be
limb
of
big
till
a
stoutly
come by

' shinning" uji

grasped.

Don't forget however in this case

to tie your arboreal trapeze to the limb so

To the
will not be cut oft".
use of the " staddle" will always lie the ob-

your retreat

no farmer likes to have any
vigorous standing sprout cut in his wood
lot.
But the rope, the staddle and kin-

jection that

dred

(h'vices are

climl)ing-irons.

now superceded

and an

in

article

number of this jonnial
the economy in time and

try to

will

labor

these handy impleinetits. —

./.

here by

the next

show

ett'ected

-V.

W.

by

—

;
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Purple Grackle ( Quiscahis Purpnreus\

commonly known

as

''Crow Blackbird."

home

Duringf a vdsit to

Phim

of the Osprey,

occurred to wa that the

it

Island, the

Crow Blackbird was not
where

its

nest was placed.

immense

there are

and

at all particular

their nests

On

this island

quantities of this bird

were in every conceivable

Under every Fish Hawk's nest

position.

that were in trees, there were from one to
five

Crow

or six nests of the

Blackbird.

Wherever the Osprey's nest had rotted
the top of

the

oft"

it left

a

Woodcock and

guished from the mother bird, except that
she flapped her wings as if flying with

and made a sort of whining cry.
ever saw young of that
species so early before and very mature
eggs must have been laid exceedingly
early, perhaps before April, though I do
difficulty

I don't think I

how long time is required for
One of my neighbors,

not know-

their incubation.

very plenty in the trees alone and

bushes within two feet of the
the main land we have found

also in the

On

j^cround.

on maples by the roadside
also saddled on the limbs of immense
elms, in the topmost branches: also in

them

siufjly

Norway

spruces,

Wlierever

breed

both small and

circumstances

in colonies.

We

favor

know

fifty to

hundred nests each year, makinf2f
like

an immense bee-hive, as

they

one ag;ed

of

white pine that contains from

large.

it

it

one

a]jpear

the birds

were continually flying to and from the
tree.
During a recent visit (May 17) to
the home of Willis P. Hazard, of Westchester, Pa., where the Crow Blackbirds
were breeding very plentifully in the long,
horizontal branches of the white pines on
There was nothing unusual in
the lawn.
this, but we noticed in the woodbine that
twined around the pinza posts, a lai'ge
nest, unusual for such jjosition.
It was
just out of reach, l^ut a step-ladder enabled

us to look into the nest, which was
with young

and

Crow

visitors

Blackbirds.

were continually passing m\-

<ler tliis nest.

Correction.
17, J.

filled

The family

^

— On page 131, Vol. VII, No.

G. Cooper should read William A.

No one regrets such mistakes as
much as we do. but occasionally MSS comes

— Passing

by four more, an old bird and four young,
the latter so large as scarcely to be distin-

this Blackbird placed its nest.

which
They were

Black-duck.

through an old pasture Thursday. iMay 4.
I started up a Woodcock from a small
thicket, which was immediately followed

cavity in the to]5 of the trunk into

also

•

pepperidge tree

[Vol. 7-No. 18

by a window, had his attention
called to a brood of young ducks running
It was an old Blackacross the street.
sitting

duck and her young. He saw them enter
a cow-yard, and in one corner she called
her brood under her wings and covered
them. As he went near she flew some fifteen rods and watched his movements,
quacking her displeasure as he proceeded

He

to capture her

yonng

ten of them,

the brood but two.

all

he had examined

all

ones.

secured
After

he cared to he set

and together they started
on a run through Main street, continuing

them

at liberty,

forty rods before they turned aside, a

foi

distance which

they accomplished inside

of five minutes: for the little things could

run

like squirrels.

This ocuurred on the

May, and implies that the eggs
must have been laid much earlier than I
supposed was customary with the species.
There was no water near and they seemed
traveling from one creek overland to
./. N.
another, nearly a half mile away.
f'lark. Old Sdi/hrook, Conn.
5th

of

—

Summer or Wood Duck.

— Mr.

Edwin

Sheppard, the eminent ornithological artist, is engaged on a plate of the aliove
duck, or a family of them, vrhich is to be

and hand colored, and

in-

Cooper.

lithogi-aphed

to us that is very difficult for us

tended for fi-aming. In due time it will
be offered at a moderate price through our

printer to decipher.

or the

advertising columns.
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steps

My

first

acquaintance with this bird was

about ten years

most

of the

ajro.

common

had then collected
Warblers and liecome
I

acquainted with their notes so well that
I

reidily

distinpj-nished

anything'

my

st(me to another, looking more to

Water Thrush.

Large-billed

NO.

1882.

new.

Trampiuf^ through the woods about the
middle of April an unfamiliar note reached
me. and my attention was instantly attracted by its clearness and strength. Careful-

and cautiously I approached the place
whence the song issued and traced out the
singer perched on the dead lower branch
of a Beech tree, and shaded by the branches above, though there was no foliage on
the tree. It was a dark spot, for the trees
and shrubbery were thick, which was the
border of a swamp through which a small
stream slowlj' found its way. I was greatly charmed with the bird and thought I
had never heard so fine a singer. Shoot
him? Indeed I did not.
I went home
and studied him up in " Samuel's N. E.
Birds," and he led me a little astray, so
ly

than

anything

glimpse of a bird
like a

stant.
it

I

else,

my

flitting across

came, nor whither

it

next day the same thing occurred in the

same place, I was on the
whence it came, and wasn't

and saw

alert

I delighted to

find snugly concealed in a little nook, the

cosy nest and

five speckleil

beauties

this place,

filled

like

a

now stood perpendicular

and there snugly hidden among those roots
was the nest, about eighteen inches above
the water.
I have since found a number
of their nests, and three-foiu'ths of them
have been in similar situations sometimes a little higher above the water, but
;

ofteuer within

a foot or less of

it.

made another

over.

nest with five vounar.

—I

—finding

the

simply recorded them

187. a liird which I had already taken in
the Fall and never dreamed that this was

another bird.

There was a place where

I

usually crossed the reservoir brook in go-

ing through the woods, by leaping from
one jutting rock to another, and thence to
the opposite shore.

This was the narrowswamp, and right where I
had lieen prostrated by the

est jilace in the

crossed a tree

Ste]i]iing across this space

from one

The

formed
of partially decayed leaves which I have
seen the femile draw from the mud and work
into the nest all dripping and soft with
the adhering mud. and which gives the
nest such a similarity to its surroundings
as to be scarcely noticeable
The color of
the bird when snugly setting on the nest
adds to the illusion, and once hearing a
male sing near such an upturned tree. I
penetrated to the place and carefully
scanned the surface over without discovering anything; while one week later hearing
a bird there again, I

nest experience

The

wall against the side of the pool,

wind, leaving a shallow pool of water with
jutting stone, so that it was easy to pass

my

I

whose roots had been removed, had
left a pool al)out eight by twelve feet, and
of course, the roots and mud that had once
tree,

quite bulky,

that in

in-

was.

nests are sometimes

nest and eggs

path

an

in

whence
went, but when the

what

it

foot-

caught a

shadow, and out of sight
I did not see

19.

gation of the place to find in

jjlain

investi-

view a

These leaves when

X
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by May

dried form quite a compact structure for

for I have taken complete sets

the reception of the inner uest formed of

and have seen young out of the nests by
May 23d in some seasons, biit I think the
young birds mature rajjidly. It is not

more mixed

materials,

some grape vine

bark, green moss, small stems, grass,

and
from a hemlock swamjj a large proportion of small, slender hemlock twigs.
Fine grass enters largely into the composition of the lining, and in one uest I
found mixed considerable cow's hair from

in one

the adjacent pasture, also a black moss that
grows from the stones at the bottom of
shaded woodland streams. In some a few
fine roots and the red stems that bear the

seed capsules of

nest

is

among

common green

moss. The

some

recess

the roots where a tuft of

them

usually set back into

overhang
build any arch to

closely

it.

The bird does not

its nest,

but always seems

to seek for a natural one,

and I have seen

a nest built upon so slight a foundation to
secure the desired covering, that a large

heap of nesting materials that had failed
to find lodgment were piled up under the
nest enough to fill a peek measure. I have
foimd two exceptions to this site, both on
a brook bank
one in a small clump of
;

Clethra around the basis of which had
accumulated a heap of leaves on the verge

and the nest was inserted
deep among these leaves about two feet
from the water. This nest was oeeujiied
two seasons, and although I passed within
a few feet of it many times, and searched
of

the bank,

remained undiscovered until
occupied by a brood of young.
The sec-

dilligeutly, it

ond season I secured a set of eggs from
this nest.
The other exception alluded to
was where a stream had washed away its
bank in the woods, and the turf droi:)ped
over the washed out place.
Under this
turf was securely concealed the nest which
I could not have seen had not the bird
sprung out as I passed very near. This
was the 12th of May, 1881, and the eggs,
nearly fresh, were fi^•e, which appears to
be the usual niimber, but the same day I
secured another extreme set of

six.

In-

cubation was later than usual that season.

difficult to

7th.

find the nests after they have

young, for the birds are then very demon-

and feed them almost constantly,
it.
I found
four nests with young in 1879, and watched
for them the succeeding year, and every
pair occupied the old nest, and gave me
four nice sets but 1881 came and they all
They found new nestfailed me but one.
ing sites and eluded me. Only one bii-d
strative

being by no means shy about

;

has fallen short of the standard number of

Two

five successively.

successive years I

secui-ed completed sets of only four in the
same nest. This bird was also later with
her nesting, having fresh eggs the 17th

and the 24th

May

of

tive seasons.

One

1880

me and

is

before

tive set of the

for the

two respec-

these sets taken in

of

is

species,

a fair representa-

though

I observe

that different sets differ very materially in

These four have the following

markings.

dimensions: 81x65, 75x65, 78x63, 75
63.
The ground color is a pure white
with a shining gloss like a Woodpeckers,
and the spots of a reddish brown with

obscure

lilac

ones intermingled, and are

thinly scattered

all

over the egg. and also

gathered so thickly as to be confluent in a

Most of the spots
mere specks, but many are nearly
large as a small pin head, and in one of

ring at the larger end.
are small,
as

the sjiecimens the majority are of that

am

size.

persuaded that the bird never
attempts to rear a second brood or even
I
lay a second set if robbed of the first.
I

fully

have looked sharp for a diffierent result
without any encouragement, though I have

observed the birds often remaining in the
vicinity through the Summer, but very
quiet.

Mr.

Wm.

West
this Water Thrush

of

Brewster

in

his "Birds

Virginia." illustrating the

successful that I

whenever

I

in syllables,

am

song of

has been so

always reminded of it
bii-d sing, and can

hear the

—

AND

August, 1662.]

think of no other combination so

fitly

OOLOGIST.
to

—
represent the notes " pBeur-psem-per-setermination
the
ser" — and yet
is

in
of

in

jingle,

"chip" of the bird bears some resemblance
to that of the Hooded Warbler, being
equally clear and

shai-ji,

but rather louder

and deeper in tone. The Ijirds come early,
and from the places they affect would not
be observed, unless they commenced singMy earliest record of hearing their

ing.

song is April 19th, 1880, but my friend
Harry Flint shot one of the bii-ds Feb.
15th, 1882. though he heard no song from
It is amusing to see the bird deliverit.
ing his song. He throws back his head,

and exerts himself violently
to his notes, taking a

perch and

to give force

few steps along his

balancing himself vigorously

between every deliverance. I have taken
sets of their eggs with spots very diminutive and thinly scattered, but still enough
gathered together to form a ring. I have
taken sets also where the markings were so

numerous
color of

as almost to conceal the

ground

the eggs, as completely spotted

over as a Skylark's, though of a different
tint.

Another

ings,

almost black,

set

has very dark markless

numerous, but

averaging larger and more distinct, especially in the

ring at the large end, measur-

ing about the same
usually a

little

—84x63.

They

are

him

—

Great Blue Heronby. I went to a heronry near here and took one hundred and
three eggs (twenty-five sets) of the Great

They ranged from two to six
Audubon says the Great
Blue Heron lays three eggs, and Coues in

Blue Heron.
in

in 1880.

He

says:

"They

are

hard eggs to describe, unlike anything else
I have, and description faUs to do them
justice.
Eggs glossy, white grotuid, spotted all over with brownish spots and
blushes and a few hair-like Unes, with a
few under shell markings of purple,

measuring 76 X 62, 74 X 60, 71 X 60. 7.5 X 61.
74x60. Nest outwardly of dried leaves,
moss and grass lined with finer gi-ass. and

each

set.

Birds of the N. W. says: "Two or three
eggs are laid, probably never more." I
have taken about two hundred and seventy

eggs of this bird and have always found
from three to six eggs in a full set. In
only two cases have I found six, and I
consider that an unusually large number
but five is very common. In my last ex;

pedition the sets were as follows nine of
five eggs, nine of four, three of three,
:

three

of two, (all fresh),
a single egg.

besides

num, Syrncuse.

A

JV.

and one of six,
K. Bur-

— Morgan

Y.

Str.\nge Predicament.

—Having seen a

some long grass
walked up to "flush" it. I found an Orchard Oriole, which was so embarrassed
by the tall, thick grass that he coidd not
get free enough play for his wings to fly
Less frightened than might be exup.
pected, he made his way along to my com-

strange bird

fly

down

into

I

panion's foot, scrambled up to his knee,
and then took flight with ease. H. T>.

Minot, Boston, Mass.
Cliff H.\wk's

pointed at the small end.

Mr. H. B. Bailey has given me the following description of a nest and set which
I sent

I found the nest of

hned with these same red things
Maine, and take them to be some part
moss."— J^. jV. dark. Old Sayhrook. Ct.

jViei-i?i!i

hardlj'

a quickly diminishing tone,
en
though the first syllables are very slowly
The ordinary
and distinctly rendered.

147

red moss seed fronds.

often a rapidly spok-

is

represented, which

—

Egg.s.

me from

lu'ought

—An

Colorado,

egg.
is,

kindly

so far as

circumstantial evidence can satisfactorily

determine, a Cliff Hawk's (Falco Mexica-

measm-es about 2.20x1-60, and
reddish ground, freckled and
spotted with medium Vandyke brown.
riHs).

is

It

of light

Iloirij

T>.

Blde

Miiiot.

Birds'

Eggs.

—B.

W.

Everman,

Bloomington, Indiana, reports taking a set
of five eggs, April 2d, from a box made on
purpose.

This

is

the earliest report for

small eggs this season.

—

—

—

:
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including

Foreign Kubt<crip-

po-ttuge.

Specimen

Copies Ten Cent^.

JOS.

BE.

WADE,

Norwloli,

Conn.

EBITOBIAL.
Brief

Newsy

came several times
and nestle the young without show-

much

This is such an unusual
Blue Jay to build it seems to
be worthy of record.
G. R. C, Norwich.
Golden Eagle's Nest. A boy found a
ing

Notes.

—-Mr.

Snowdon How-

Newport, R. I., reports receiving
from his collector in Florida a single f^^^;;^
of the Bald Eagle.
It was taken from one
of those immense Yellow Pines common
in the South.
The nest was sixty feet np
with few limbs to assist the climber. The
nest was four feet by three feet and contained but one egg, which the collector
laml,

took not caring to repeat the climb.

Nuttall's Works.

— The copy of

tlie

Nuttall

Darlington's autograph has been been sold
to A. F. Park, Troy, N. Y.

John

J.

Audubon's copy with marginal
;

also autograjih of

John W. Audubon, is in oiu- library,
also the copy formerly owned by J. J.
Thomas, one of the Editors of the Counhis son

I

am

told that he has

now got

another mate and are at work nesting again.

They have bred
locality.

for

eight years in that

I will interview the jjarties fur-

Chas. A. Allen, Nicasio, Cal.

ther.

Eakly Finds.

—March

19th Jimius A.

on us with a set
two Barred Owls' eggs, perfectly fresh.
The nest was in a large hollow chestnut,

Brand, of this

city, called

of

some

thirty feet high.

This

is

a very early

The eggs were brought

record.

advertised in our columns with William

notes and autograph

fear.

Golden Eagle about April 1st.
I went to it and could look into the nest
from the bluff. It was in a large tree, but
I could not possibly get to it, and so I shot
I
the female, and a fine specimen it is.
could not get a shot at the male as he was

nest of

too shy.

Bald Eagle's Egg.

the

Yet during

veranda.

—

Writers and Collectors.

—$1.00 per annum.

the

I^lace for a

With the co-operation of able Ornithological

Subscription

was open and small

stay the old birds

to feed

WADE, EDITOR,

JOS. M.

front door

children were at play in and out of

house, and on

MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO

A

The

birds.

[Vol. 7-No. 10

to us fresh

from the nest and unblown. Mr. Brand
also found on the same date a Great-horned
Owl's nest in an immense White Pine tree,
about fifty feet up. The nest contained
two young about one week old. Mr. B.

had harried

this

pair for three years in

succession, but was always too late.

Each

season he found them with young.

the

Country.— March 29th Harold GilB., wrote: "Song
Sparrows arrived on the 6th, and are the
only migrants that I have yet seen. Our

of the same.

average from two to three feet of snow in

try Gentleman.

We

would be pleased to place on record
whereabouts of any' of the rare old
works on ornithology, as well as portraits

—

"CuBious Nesting Places." My attenwas recently called to a Blue Jay's
nest which is built in the lattice work to
the front veranda of Mrs. E. Wheeler's
residence. Poquetannoc. Conn.
The nest
is built in the usual manner, within six
feet of the front door, and at the time of
my visit, Jime 10th, contained two young
tion

OiTE

bert,

Saint John, N.

season

is

very backward, there being on an

our woods."

April 5th

—seven days

later,

Edgar A. Small, Hag.irstown, Md., wrote
" Spring is here at last in good earnest, the
Peach, Apricot, &c., being in full bloom
and the Elms and Maples are out. Purple
Martins, Chipping Sparrows,
in full force.

"

etc.,

are here

Birds of rapid flight can

certainly take their choice of

temperature.

AND

August, 1882.]
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Monomoy.

Branting at

say the

14V)

are worthless, as old

sham decoys

the

Brants readily recognize
Monoiiioy Island

is

At

Cape Cod.

the southeast corner of

north end

miles south of

lies foui-

its

a small island on which the

club have a snug and comfortable house.

The

was the guest of L. O. Sloeuni,
the Monomoj Brant Club, from

writer

Esq., of

March 2.5th to April
The Brant, also

1st.

{Brenta bernicla,) winters on the coast of
They are said to be

abundant

off

Currituck Sound, N. C. and

difficult to

get except from batteries.

Early in March they begin to appear in the
bay formed by Martha's Vineyard, NanIn this
tucket, Monpmoy and Cape Cod.
grounds
to
feeding
large enclosm-e are the

When

which they repair each year.

feed-

many

ing they tip up after the manner of
ducks, but I was not able to learn of
diving.

their-

They feed upon the tender shoots
grows in shallow

of a kind of grass that

water.

Extensive

flats are

uncovered at low tide

of a mile to the westward,

the northward of

boxes are sunken.

and two miles
Along

the island.

outer edge of this

the

flat

the giruners'

They measiu-e 6x4: by

3^ feet deep, and vrill contain three men.
are occupied from the time the

The boxes

water begins to cover the
sides
tide

flats until it

and leaves bare ground.
makes the Brant restless

or less

the

numbers

^'isit

north of

The

sub-

rising

as they are

and greater
the feeding grounds

put out of reach of their
at

feed,

the island.

A

strong

wind, particularly a sou'-wester, distiu-bs
the water and caixses

quiet place, and

Brant do not

is

them

to seek a

especially desii-able.

fly close

to the shore

only while the water covers the

flats

more
As
it

is

that

they can be intercepted by the boxes. Each

box

is

near, the

provided with about thirty wooden

decoys and two

live

Brant, so fastened as

not to impede theii- walking and swimming. They are held in check by a cord
running to the box. The Brant tendeis

when

the wild birds

tame decoys are made to

On

flutter liy pulling the string.

a nearer

approach they readily answer their calls,
thus enticing theii- own species on to de-

was

It

my

fortune to get the

George
best shot offered to our party.
Bearse, a Brant tender, and myself went
The day was cold
to the North Bar box.
and the wind northwest. Suddenly a flock
of about 35 Brant came from behind at a
distance of perhaps 200 yards to our left,
and swinging around into the wind they
dropped into the water, heading directly
Five were quite a distance in adOur two tame decoys
rest.

for us.

vance of the

gave their rolling gutteral hawk in answer
The five ahead
to the on-coming flock.

swam among

the

wooden decoys,

AU

away,

discov-

swam back

ered their true nature, and
the rest.

for a distance of one-half to three-fourths

to

the other hand,

struction.

Brant Goose,

called

the Southern States.

very

On

come

and
by them.

deceit,

large flocks are rarely tolled in

to

were now turning to go

and George said

:

"

Ready

!

one,

!"

two, fire

The smoke

settled so

we could

see noth-

but both held on to the spot. In an
instant it cleared and the smoke from two
more barrels shut off" our view. In another
ing,

George
and both
sjDrang out into the water, only knee deep
at first, but gradually growing deeper.
second we saw what we had done.

sung

out,

'•

After the

wounded

!

"

After a tedious chase, four of the five
woimded were secured and the nine dead,

making thii'teen. While on our way to the
box with the dead in hand a single Brant
was seen coming. It lit among the wooden decoys and was easily secured. Single
birds are frequently found

among

the

life-

and apparently with no sense
The Brant are generally very
of danger.
shy and will not permit boats within several hundred yards.
With every warm southerly wind new

less decoys,

flocks arrive

and alight among the others

out in the bay, where long lines of them,
and often acres, may be seen. Occasion-

—

—
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ally a floek rises,

the

air, flies

and mounting high into

over the island to the east^

These are going North, and although the weather be very severe thej'

ward.

not return until the following Oct. or

will

The feeding grounds of the Brant
are few and far between
as near as I can
learn, they make but one or two stops between North Carolina and the Cape. The
next is off Prince Edwards Island. Thence
they continue their flight, and Kane at the
far North saw them going still farther.
Their nests are as yet undiscovered. The
slightly winged birds are caught and kept
for decoys.
They soon take to eating
Nov.

;

corn,

and often

ment.

When

many

live

years in confine-

well taught they seem

to

understand for what they are kept, and at
the word ran into the basket in which they
are carried.
Fred. T. Jencks. Prov., R. I.

Hen — Its Nesting

Prairie

Habits.

In this locality the Prairie Hen ( Ctipklonia ciipido) commences la\-ing the latter
part of April.

took two

full

and

thirteen

number

On May
sets

6th, this year, I

of eggs consisting of

fifteen

i-esj^eetively.

The

eggs laid by a single bird varies greatly.
Nests containing all the way
from eleven to twenty-one. I have seen
of

two nests

eggs each, and one containing eighteen. A
friend of mine reported finding one with

Out

erage number.

number

of a large

nests examined by

me

of

foiu'teen is the av-

I have never

measured the

eggs, but they are small for the size of the
bird, being about the size of

They

crow.

are of a light

sometimes the

first

marked with

are

spots.

tion

One

is all

Another

is

A

is

common
color and

two or three eggs laid
brown

set of

thirteen in

marked

set of eleven is

The nest

the

brown

small, very dark

beautifully

my

collec-

in this way.

almost pure white.

always placed on the ground.

hollowed out about three inis covered
with dry grass. Their favorite place of
cavity

is

in

the prairie grass, which

af-

fords an excellent place of concealment.

I

have sometimes foiind their nests on Fall
plowing and in corn fields. The birds are
very tame during the breeding season and
sit on the nest allowing a person to
approach vrithin a few feet before leaving

will

when

the nest,

many

as

others do, they

pretend to be crippled for the purpose

will

alluring the intruder from their nest.

of

They

will

even allow themselves to be cap-

tured on the nest,

when they

will

fight

with fury.

One
the

of the

nests of

most destructive agents
valuable birds

these

is

to

the

Most of the stockmen do not
burn their hay ground untO the middle of
May, and so thousands of eggs perish every
year.
In passing over one of these burned
fields I counted five nests containing seventy-eight eggs, on about one acre of
ground. The female in two instances was
sitting a few feet from her nest on the
I^rairie fires.

ground.

The period

twenty-one days.
large

numbers

ver and

incubation

of eggs of the

Meadow
Johnson

is

Mountain Plo-

Lark, which also breed

here in large numbers.
Vesta,

of

Prairie fires also destroy

Co.,

Horace A. Kline,
Nebraska.

Field Glass.

twenty-one

this year containing

twenty-four.

nesting
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ches in deptli and the bottom

Having studied birds more or

less for

several years with the aid of a field or

ma-

propose in a series of short
articles to give my experience in using the
rine glass, I

Having never been a collector I
have nothing to say on this point.
The most that I can hope to do will be to
suggest a pleasant and easy way for beginners to become acquainted with most
of the birds to be seen during any season,
and to map out a course of study, which

same.
shall

if

somewhat out

of

the beaten rut, will be

found quite as pleasant as instructive.
People who have no wish, strictly speak-

become ornithologists or oologists,
do desire sometimes to become better acquainted with our resident birds. To do

ing, to

—

a>;d oologist.

August, 1882.]
know

stitute

no better subfor powder and shot than a good

field or

opera glass.

this successfully I

of

Besides the resident

birds now and then the patient observer
will be richly rewarded by a passing ac-

many

quaintance with
north.

glass

of those migrating

A

is

bird thoroughly shot with the
forever alive and fixed in the mind,

ways and habits have
b3en noted, which would have been entire-

and a hundred
ly lost

if

little

a bird thoroughly it

To know

must be

and it is often the
case that many habits and queer ways are
noted before enough of the descriptive
closely,

points are obtained to detennine the speAs the bird flies here and there its
cies.

manner

of flight

is

soon known, and when
first thing to be

seen on the ground the

observed

is

whether

Having obtained
color,

hops or walks.

it

the points as to

all

them, and soon overtook the rambut they proved to be, as I had suspected, slate-colored Snow-birds, (Junco
to find

blers,

The eff'ect of the snow had
somewhat enhanced their color, and my
h>/e»uili.<!.)

informant undoubtedly believed that he

size,

particular markings, etc., with the

tained at glass range

given in the text-books,

fully illustrate this subject the reader vdll

need to go with me occasionally to the
fields.
Suppose we have taken a cold
The music of
Winter's day for our walk.
the crisiJ snow under our feet will enliven
the hour, and the bracing health giving air
will
If

bring the blood tingling to our cheeks.
no birds are seen the walk will not

But we shall
and with the first
perhaps, several somewhat

have been wholly in vain.

There are some difficulties in the way, and at first some errors
may be made.

we

meet,

With the novice the female Purple
Finch might be taken for a Sparrow and
the Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers would
perhaps cause a little trouble, but in a

as they fly

text book, the species

may

soon be determined.

short time nearly

ognized at

all

studied for color

ground

;

if

birds will be recog

first sight.

A

against

bird should be

dark back-

a

seen in the face of strong sun-

everything becomes black.
Often
unheard of and impossible birds are de-

light

scribed,

because this fact

is

overlooked.

Colors are relative and seen imder certain
conditions they cease to have value.

The

Tanager seen against the dark green of
hemlocks or other dense trees is all alive
v\-ith

brilliant

red

;

when

seen

against

becomes a black bird. In one
of ray Winter walks I was met by a friend
who had just seen a flock of Blue-lurds. I
doubted the statement as it was a bitter
cold day. and the ground was covered with
snow. I took a course as directed bv him
a light sky

it

quite easily

of some
Robin or Blue-bird.
For small birds the Chiccadee or some faIn order to
miliar Sparrow can be taken.

sions

the birds

good

may be

determined by comparison with the dimen-

find

aid of anj'

Measurements ob-

had seen Blue-birds.

familiar bird like the

shot in the usual manner.

watched very

1.")]

out,

smaller than sparrows, our lesson begins.

They
first

ish,

are natm-ally a little shy at

away

to the trees

first,

and

we make our

note that they were eating the whitwaxy coating of the bayberry nuts.

Becoming less timid they soon venture out
of their hemlock or juniper coverts and
go about theii- business. We shall now
notice the prominent, and always constant
bright yellow rump, with

iiujre

or less of

yellowish on the wings, and that the upper
parts are continuously streaked with dark,
olivaceous brown, and also that the
quite acute.

With

say that our birds

this

ai-e

we

bill is

are prepared to

Pine-linnets (Chrys-

Other birds will be seen
and undoubtedly something new will be
learned about them, but a full account of
omitris jtinus.)

just

what may be seen hereabouts on a

Winter's day will be deferred until another
time.

G.

li.

C,

You can add
you

will

only

Noi-icich,

Conn.

to our subscrijition list
try.

'ainer in the end.

and you

will

if

be the

—
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Eagle and Goose. Five or six years
ago an eagle seized a goose and attempted
to carry

it

After flying a short dis-

oflf.

it was obliged to come down to the
ground, the weiglit of the goose lieiug too
great for it.
The commotion the fowls

tance

kicked np about the bana yard attracted
the attention of the owner of the goose,

who soon

discovered the cause on seeing

a field but a short distance away the
eagle and goose in a tussle.
The eagle
in

was

killed

before

it

could extricate its
This

[Vol. 7-No. 19

ness, in his classes in the Indiana Univer-

and he pronounces i\\en\ just the thing.
the book within bounds as to
size and price, I have condensed a little
more than I liked in one or two instances
(in form for Fishes) but I still find it all
The form for
that is really necessary.
Birds I think you will find very suitable."
sity,

"

To bring

We cannot speak too highly of the
works of Mr. Everman, for he is one of
the most careful students of nature that
we know, and knows just what is wanted

claws from the body of the goose.

to facilitate

happened eight miles west

The work can be had

— W.

of Jackson\-ille.

JI. II. Kiiu/. .Tacksimville, Ills.

—

Bird Nesting. I tried an invention today of Moses B. Griffing, of Shelter Island,
for finding ground buildei-s in fields, and
think

it

a great

success.

It

consists of

two persons at each end of a long rope
which they drag between them over the
grass, and by this means the Inrds are
flushed from nests as the rope reaches
them, and they can be marked down very
closely.
It also enables two collectors to
cover a great deal of ground in a short
time, and very few birds are missed.
Snowdoii Iloirland, Newport, R. I.
.^

Publications-Recent and Otherwise.

—

student.

the

of
of

Price not given.
" New York Observer "

any bookseller.
is

a large eight

page family news])aper, one half of which
is devoted to religious matters and the
other to secular matters. In this department will occasionally be found valuable
articles on ornithology, and other mattei"s

Our present

pertaining thereto.

object

is

to call attention to a letter written at Stl-

horne by the Rev. Wendell Prime, D. D.,
desciibing Selborne as he finds

Of course

all

Selborne

is

of

a

home

the

of Gilbert

form, such analysis of Bii'ds,
Fish and EeptUes as he might make. With
this book before him the student will be

$3.15.

White

Some time ago

natui-e.

of articles on White's

Animal Analysis. We have before us a
book of blank forms wherein the student
of nature can keep in compact, and easily

to-day.

ever fresh in the minds

is

true lovers of
series

it

our readers must know that

whose memory

ajij^eared

accessible

the labors

Selborne

same paper by the same

in the

The Observer is published at 21
Y., and is sent one year for

author.

Park Row, N.

Payable

Worcester
"J. M. W.," of

in advance.

Spy.

—We

are indebted to

this town, for a

copy of the

and concise.
We extract the following from Mr.
B. W. Everman's letter, which will explain
the use of the work now before us:
" B^ to-day's mail I send you a copy of
a little book of mine
Animal Analysis

Spy of June 15, containing one of
Mr. Henry D. Minot's chatty articles on
" Our Common Summer Birds."
All fa-

which has just been published.
" I have used these blanks in connection
with Di-. D. S. Jordan's Manual of Verte-

seventh

number and

thy the

patronage

sure to

make

his descrijjtion

fiill

—

brates in

my

teachings for some time, and

daily

vors of this kind are fully appreciated by
the Ethtor.

The

O. and O.

ornithologist.

—Vol.

We

is

VTI

is

now

in its

certainly well wor-

of

every

think

it is

American
the duty of

every subscriber to try and induce others

In this way the cause gains

during the present college year Dr. Jordan

to sul)scribe.

has made a thorough test of their useful-

strength and the labor to the

many

is light.
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EstabliKlied, Marcli, 1875.
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Gleanings from

From

Letters.

Bendire's

from Capt. Chas. E.
W. T., from

letters received

Bendire, at Fort Walla Walla.

time to time, we
tracts,

make the following exknowing from their value that they

will iuterest

Nov.

i).

far as he

our

many

readers

{N'yctea scandiaca,) which, as

knows,

is

the

first

properly au-

thenticated Pacific coast record.

He saw

a specimen on two or three occasions near
Camp Harney. (~)regon. but failed to get
any, and at Walla Walla, in 1880.

saw part

believe

we

-Tan. 9. I88"i.

he mentions seeing another

specimen, and the party

who brought

it

in

reported seeing several others at the time

The Captain thinks

he captured this one.

may be found

as

common on

the west

coast as far south as Walla Walla as they
are in the east

— particularly when the

dif-

ference in climate in the same latitude

taken into consideration

Winter where he

is

— the

is

climate in

stationed being (com-

20.

Winter and
come down from the

are to have a severe

these

birds

mountains for surely they don't all breed
about here, or else I would have become
acquainted with them during the breeding
:

season.

Nearly

were excessively

all

fat

as were the other species belonging to this

family that I have taken to date,

Long-e?xred and Kennicott's.
Khort-eared,

of one.

NO.

1882.

I
Great^horned Owls are this season.
have already skinned ten during the past
two mouths and no two are exactly alike.
With perhaps two exceptions they are, I
I
think, referable to the SdlunttHs form.

that

:

1H81. he took a specimen of the

Snowy Owl

they

Single Copy,
10 Cents.

Joseph M. Wade, Editor and Publisher.

$1.00 per

however,

were

viz.

:

the

Most

of the

very

poor,

probably migrants from the high north,
the

like

Snowy Owl. which was

ill-conditioned.

We

of snow, but the weather

Up

March

also very

have about six inches
is

pleasant."

had not taken
any eggs of the Great-horned Owl and
hardly expected to, having killed not less
than sixteen. From what he has been
to

he

told,

some

is

9,

1882. he

almost inclined to believe that

of these birds occasionally breed in

parable with that of Vii'ginia and North

holes in the ground, and

Carolina.

account for his not finding any of their

Nov. 11), 1881, the first Bohemian Waxwings (Anipelis ffarruhcs) were taken, and
during tlie last week of the same month a
fine Arctic Blue Bird (Sitilia arcticn) was
killed.
Up to this date the weather had
not been cold, although a little snow had

nests about the Fort heretofore.

fallen.

Dec. 18. he secured fourteen

Wax-

wings, and about the middle of January.
1882. a dozen more.
left

Under
savs

Soon

after this they

the immediate vicinity of the Fort.

:

the date

of

It is rciiru'kalilc

Dec.

Imw

1881.

lie

the

1.

true, it

would

During December, a specimen of Scops
(isio Kctniirotti was taken under rather
I was
He says
peculiar circumstances.
••

:

going home from dinner
live in

ters

—

at 5 p. m.. as I

another house in the garrison about

one hundred and
in

front of

fifty

yards from

the houses

my

quar-

we have a
them quite

some of
and box elders. On one of
the latter and comjiaratively low I saw one
of these Owls. V)ut how to get him under
row

of trees growing,

large locusts

coiiiinoli

if
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the circumstances was what troubled

me

:

shooting would not do after dark, .so I

hunted for a loug jjole and finally found
one with which I could reach the Imd.
who seemed stupid and disinclined to move,
having probably just made a heavy meal
on some unfortunate mouse. I got a lick
at it and tumliled it down without injnr^
ing the plumage in the
magnificent skin and

is

least.

It

made

specimen of this species that I have had
so far.
It was very fat."
Dec. U. 18S1, he writes that he had already taken over thirty Owls during this
Winter, but just then liirds were hard to
get, it lieing fearfully nniddy, as the frost

was all out of the ground. He had heard
of some Albino Sharp-tailed Grouse about,
but as yet had not seen any.

He

writes Dec.

18,

1881.

tliat

about

Walla Walla he is spoiling the Owl crop,
having already killed and skinned thirteen

a. virgiiiianus Saturatns, besides a num
ber of Long, Shori^eared and Kennicotts.
and was likely to get more. The Winter
is very mild and open, farmers are busy
ploughing and the air feels more like April
than December.

and the number
Jan.

8,

Birds are scarce just

though the eggs had been set on

now

of species limited.

1882. in speaking of a collection

hundred and seventy skins of difmade from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31,
1881, one hundred being males and sev-

of one

ferent birds

at least

a week.

March
of

2G, 1882, a set of five fresh

eggs

Seops asio KcnnlcoUi was secured.

He made

fifteen

skins of this

Owl from

October to March.

Florida Gallinule.

a

altogether the best

[Vol 7-No. 20

handsome

This

bird

is

abundant

all

along the Seneca river marshes in this State.

With us it is known as " The Water Hen,"
They arrive early in May, and are soon observed in large numbers struttmg, like
roosters, about the "Wash." (a local name
liere given to an overflowed marsh when
but the tops of the old flagg appear above
the surface of the water.) This is the time
yenr for the collector

of the
es to

procure specimens

as they are in perfect
easilj'

A

procured.

who

wish-

for the cabinet,

plumage and quite

boat can readily be

through tliis " mash," a too near
approach of which causes some i.>f the
pro])elled

birds to take wing, others to dive.

They

remain beneath the surface long enough
for tlie boat to apjjroach within easy

Then

shooting r.mge.

all

the collector

do is to " keep his eye peeled" and
drop them one by one as they break
They seem to be in full flight the
water.

lias to

Often are they
they reappear.
observed to rush out of the water, as it
instant

were, within a foot of the boat.

Although

enty females, he says the sexes predominate greatly in some species, sometimes
one and then again tlie other.

rarely exhibited in oiir markets for sale,

two specimens of the
Cedar Bird (AmpeliK cedrorum) were secured.
He has never noticed any so far
nortli in midwinter, and in fact, they are
anything but common in Summer. Among
the less connnon Winter visitors or resi-

ceedingly

Jan.

15,

1882,

dents he has taken several

Pipi/on and

one Long-1 tilled Marsh Wren, western form.
March K;, 1882, he took a nest of the
Long-eared Owl (Axio ainericanus,) six
^ggs,
his

all

pretty large specimens.

earliest

reconl for

this

This

sj^ecies,

is
al-

the gunners along the river prefer them
to

duck for the

noisy at
lively

all

social

species

times.

during

They are an exmore or less
They make the marshes

table.

the

;

breeding

season,

at

wliich time they extend their jollification
far into the night

accompanied, at

inter,

by the somewhat ludicrous notes of
the Carolina Grebe and the rattle of the
They connut^nce to build
Maisli Wren.
about the last week in May, although nests
The
are found at this date with eggs.
the
liarvest
time
week
in
June
is
second
From notes taken June
for the oologist.
vals,

—

with Mr.

quote a

S.

F. Rathbun, of this ])lace. I
of

<lesi-riptioii

to

foiiiul

No.

1.

on the

mud and

raised from

from

three

different

illiistriite

bmldiiijSj.

six

modes

of

well

<^'rouiid.

water hv the broad,

middle portion of the old
wise to tbe height of

No.

OOLOGIST.

while collecting in this marsh

1881,

1,

AND

1S82.]

Sept.,

tiap piled cross-

eighteen inches.

three feet above the water, in the

2,

shape of a platform, after the manner of
No.

the Least Bitterns.
half feet

3, live

and one-

from the water bj' weavmg the tops

the flags together so compactly as to

of

prevent swaying in the wind.

So

far as

my

observations of the breed-

ing haliits of the

am

tend, I

Florida Gallinule ex-

inclined to believe they natu

rally prefer the

ground on which

to build,

as there seems to be the majority of nests

and when they

select a site

:

towards the

they build a nest high, in propor-

water,

155

the nest and left at our approach.

She
was remarkably large and a beautiful spec-

The

imen.

nest at this time contained a

hen's egg, which had been placed there

when

the owl's egg

this

if

holds good as a rule, what

the cause of this variation in building

Frank

S.

by

" J.

M. W."

chestnut about
nest

a

of

Hawk, and

all

vary

we

in

M.

"

"\V.

nowise different fi'om what

has taken

in the

The nest was

in a rent or slit

from the ground. This hole was about
three feet high by not over six inches wide.
The nest was level with the entrance.
visited

it

in

—

If

localities

in

sets

from

this jiair.

any of our readers
where this Plover

company with Mr.

we should be glad

hear from them with notes on

to

breeding

its

habits.

Field Sp.^rrow.

and describe

side of the tree, about thirty feet

When we

many

breeds plentifully,

No. 1 was in a very large, healthy,

chestnut.

Red-shouldered

or

?

bii-d

them.

years

a large

in

high and was the

fifty feet

Piping Plo\'er.

—-We have seen four

will try

many

was

3

a Hawk usually builds.
This p'air has
been robbed for years by '• J. M. W," but
not in the same nest or even same piece of
wood. No. 4 was in the crotch of a butternut tree, about twenty-five feet high.
This ca^aty was half hole and half shelf,
so that when the bird was on the nest she
could be seen from the ground. This was
not occupied the season we saw it, but " J.

reside

nests since our residence in Norwich, and
as they

No.

Red-tail

is

Wright, Auburn, N. Y.

Barred Owl's Nests.

had been removed.

This nest has l)een taken for

tion as the depth of the water increases.

Now,

The female was on

of half a Hour barrel.

will

roadsides

—The

first

be fomid in old
in

tufts

nests of this

or by the

fields

dry grass, some-

of

times in low cedars not over one or two
feet from the ground.
As vegetation
commences, they build in blackberry
bushes or other deciduous shrul>s abo\e

the level of the ground.

—

Brand, the old bii-d was on the nest, which
contained two fresh eggs.
There was

Hummer's Nest and Eggs. We are indebted to Fred Corey, Santa Paula, Cal.,

snow

for a nest

at the nest's entrance as well as

on

Mr. Brand has taken eggs
from this nest for seventeen years. No. 2
the

ground.

was entirely different. It was also in a hollow in the top of a chestnut tree, not over
twenty feet high and easy to get at. The

ming

and two eggs

Bird, which

of the

Anna Hum-

on the drooping

are

branch of an almond tree. The nest
deep by ^ wide, Iniilt entirely of a
tony

substance from flowers

color,

and

it

is

a perfect

gem

hollow place has evidently been burned at

and the eggs are prepared

some time to drive out squirrels. This
nest was in tlie stub or top of the tree,
which had been blown off and was ojjeu
and the nest or cavity was alxnit the size

suggestive

of

steady

• thing of beauty,"

ever

it

Thank

certainly

^\-ill

if

of

J

one

of a nest,

in

nerve.

and

you, Mr. Core\-.

all

is

cot-

a

manner
It

is

not a joy

be while

it

a

for-

lasts.

—

—
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The

lighter

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO
THE 6TUDT OP BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EGGS.

them breeding on the Island and found

Copies Ten

This
on the nest, so that we
could get very close to her and study her

Norwich, Conn.

—Prof. Ward, of Rochester,

has purchased the collection of

cmied by

skins
of

Audubon

&

7-48

purpose,

one day.

Jencks have

—

— 1,400 eggs were expected
Wm. Wood

Dr.

in

—

Savannah Sparrow (Passercuhis sandwichenKis Savanna, Wils.) Rkhpn. We
is

the long

name

that drives

Sparrow away from civilization do^vn to the sea shore and adjacent
We had never
islands where it breeds.

Brief

little

Summer, when, with

Plum

a friend,

we

vis-

end of
L. I.
While tramping over the ground a
female Sparrow was flushed from the nest,
which was supposed to be a Song Sparrow,
but the nest was lined entirely with grass.
This raised our suspicion at once. Wlien
the field glass was brought to hear on the
bird, which was not a Song Sparrow,
but more striped, and the stripes more
prominent and the actions of the bird was
different.
It kept on or near the ground
Its
song was
on very low buslies.
feeble and not that of the Song Sparrow.
ited

Island, on the eastern

grass,

incident

to

a

Newsy

Notes.

Botany and Ornithology are kindred
and to give the best results should
be studied together. "WTiat a world of
sciences

pleasure the true lover of nature derives

from these two sciences.

A
is

Text.

—

•'

A

bird shot with the glass

forever alive and fixed in the mind, and

ways and habits have been
would have been entirely lost
which
noted,
G. R. C.
if shot in the usual manner."

many

little

—

Late Nesting. We have in our possesSong Sparrow's nest and eggs which
we took at Oecum, Conn., Aug. 20, 1881.
The eggs were quite fresh. We should be

sion a

pleased to hear from collectors with the
latest records of the

Botany

seen to recognize this bird until the present

coarse

thin,

s.indy plain.

sent to Jno. H.

Sage a Bald Eagle that had been feeding
on putrid fish an excellent present when
the thermometer was trying to reach 100
and nearly succeeded.

presume it
this modest

long,

bird

both members of
made long excursions for

coming season

the fimi having

markings as much as we cared for. The
first nest was also on the gi-ound in the

at the time

f^reat efiorts to replenish their stock

for the

tlie

J.

Southwick

death.

liis

made

J.

an almost bare

bird remained

Specimeti

EDITORIAL.
Late Notes.

in

pastui'e in a vei-y slim tuft of grass.

Cents.

WADE,

M.

JOS.

another nest, which was

Foreign subscnp-

including postage,

Song Sparrow. After
we saw many pairs of

identifying this bird

WADE, EDITOR,

—$1.00 per annum.

tion $1.25

The ground color was
and not so much on the greenish

blue order as the

With the co-operation of able Ornithological
Writers and Collectors.
Subscription

being more rounded and the brown

blotches longer.

OOLOGIST.
JOS. M.

eggs, too, which were fresh, were dif-

ferent,

—AND—
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is

present season.

the background to ornithol-

Where is the author that will give
us a series of articles entitled " The Botogy.

any OF Birds" Nests." When this is thoroughly done it will probably give us a key
to positive idendity from the nest alone

without destrojang the bird. One of the
strangest things in nature is that a nest

young birds will wing their way to the
South and return to the place of their
liirth and build a nest of the same materials, the same shape and location their
of

parents did before.

work for some
to work out.

In this

lies

disciple of Gilbert

a

life

White

AND

Sept., l.ss-i.]

OOLOGIST.
dar Birds and Robins

Field Glass.
our Winter's walk, besides the

Dnriiifj;

Pine Linnet, we sbiill tind in this part of
Connecticut the Slate-colored
Eastern
Tree Sj)arrows. Black cajiped
Bird.
Snow
Chicadees, occasionally Shrikes, Blue Jays.

Golden-crowned Kinglets, GolDowny and Hairy Woodpeckers, Nuthat<'lies. Brown-tree creepers. Blue
Crows and
Quails,
Birds. Partridges,

eating these berries,

appaiently so fam-

ished as to pay but

little

person a dozen

during

verandas

(juest of the

and then \\Tiite-throated
Sparrows. Cedar Birds. Song Sparrows,
Eobins and Purple Finches may be seen,
and the Gulls will move up and down the
river as long as

The above

Some

is

those

of

remains open.

it

a

fair

already

known may be

studied for descriptive points, and to

fa-

one with the text book or key.
The method of study is soon acquired,
and it is but a step from the known to
miliarize

imknown

birds.

There are some constant features about
all V)irds. and these are to be sought for in
watching the bird on the groimd, bush or
tree, and at the same time we can ascertain

what

it

feeds upon.

If

dant,

the

groimd

Sometimes

\'isited

by Blue Birds

the ground

where these berries are abunlook with some success for

On warm, sunny
is

we

bare,

flnd

days,

old orchards, exploring old quarters, as

coming season

anticipating the

;

yomig grasshopper.

and the

Frequently

ed of snow.

There is a familiar weed that grows in
garden and on plowed ground, or by
the road side, called ambrosia or ragweed,
sometimes pigweed, which affords an ameverj'

The same may
ple supply of small seeds.
be said of the evening primrose, and the
many varieties of Paniciun. and other
dried grasses, that grow upon comparative-

We

rows. Goldfinches and Slate colored

Chicadees, and

Quails will

now

leave

theii'

bushy coverts

and seek the green smUax vines that overrun our walls and outlying shrul)bery, and
feed on theii' blackish berries, which are
somewhat nauseating to the taste, and
after a meal of this kind, quail flesh, though
not poisonous,

is

not

verj- jjalatable food,

and often causes severe cases

Of

all

of

sickness.

the berry bearing trees the juni

many Winter
and a section of country withoiit
these will be a poor place for out-door
study.
Purple Finches. Goldtinches. Cepers are most valuable to
birds,

grass-

hoppers may be seen in several hours from
the time a jJatch of grass ground is denud-

ly

even Crows, when hard pushed, as well as
Pine Linnets, will feed on bayberry wax.

if

then they

somewhat cold, evei-y shrub or tree with
l)erries, and every patch of dry weeds and
grasses has a particular value not quite so

when

them around

has been long covered with snow, and

noticeable at other times.

in

Virginia-creeper berries, and

we may

Blue Birds.

attention to a

away.

are on the alert for stray insects

to begin with.

list

are

in localities

feet

cold weather our vine-clad

vei-y

den-wiuged.

Now

found

are often

among them when seen nowhc^'c else. A
flock of Robins may be frequently seen

Goldtin(^hes,

Hawks.

157

waste places.

Tree Spar-

shall find

Snow

Birds frequenting these plants diuing the
Winter mouths often when the ground
is

covered with

Then one may

a hard

of

cnist

fully appreciate

snow.

the value

of the upright stalks with their beneficent

harvest of seeds.

Goldfinches will pick the

seeds out of the capsule

of

the evening

primrose, and Tree Sparrows will give the
stalk a gentle shake

as they

and

jjick

the seeds

All cone bearing trees fiu'uish
less

food for birds in Winter.

resort

up

fall.

more or

Cross-bills

hemlocks and pines, and Gold-

to

finches and Puiijle Finches are sometimes

found

at

There

work on the cherry or black
is

birch.

a spot on the river just below

Thamesville where the gulls resort in considerable

numbers,

and are

often

seen

—

—

Bporting in the water, lookiBg in the disOne Winter
tance very much like ducks.
when the river was nearly closed, I took
in

pleasiu-e

considerable

The

movements.

covered with thick

flats,

ice,

Climbers and Climbing.

watching

their

Climbing Irons.— In " Ingeraoll's Bii-d's
Nesting" the following passage is quoted

so-called,

were

and approved

and near the chan-

nel the broken ice was heaped up in ridges.
There were some twenty or thirty gulls

resting on the

with their heads toward

ice,

going out

all

ticular struck

the time.

me

One thing in
new evevj

as quite

:

"Never attempt to use climbing-irons on
a tree that you cannot reach around if
you do, ten to one you will land on the

the north wind, while some were returning
from the flight up stream, and others were
par-

;

ground below before any great height is
gained." If this is taken as advice and folbe
lowed, scientific cHmbing will soon
have
must
it
But
arts.
lost
among the

bird

return would go to the open channel and take a bath, by plunging in the

on

[Vol. 7-No. 20
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its

been written hastily and most certainly
from the standpoint of a novice. Now,
Owls
our larger New England Hawks and

stream with more or less of flutter and
flapping of \dngB, after which it would
gracefully take its place beside the other

" reach
mostly breed in trees to large to

birds on the ice for a rest.

I
easiest way, to reach these nests.
tores
Rap
of
several hundred eggs

Besides their usual diet, Crows and Jays,
as well as Chicadees, are not averse now

and

then to a stray kernel of corn.

latter will steal corn

from a corn-crib,

The
if

an

entrance can be effected through a knot
hole, or otherwise, returning to a particular spot outside to feed, and will handle

between its
feet, with quite the dexterity and skill of a
Blue Jay. The few Crows and Jays that
remain around the farms during the Winter, resort daily to the cattle yards and

and peck

a kernel, holding

it

around," and yet, contra Ingersoll, climbsafest, and
iug-ii-ons afford the quickest,

have
from

good circumference secured by
and
the use of these handy implements,
mil
falls
that
above
as
though we read
in the
yet
ten,"
of
out
times
occur "nine
of

trees

voluminous records of
gle

fall is

chronicled.

my

eggs not a

It is fair to

sin-

say,

many of my sets were
years of
taken by experts, who have had

however, that

hawking,

experience in squirrelling and
patience
and do admirable work. But with
why a
reason
observation there is no

fodder grovmds for stray morsels. One
year I always made it a point when
feeding the hens to throw a little corn

and
be
good degree of proficiency can not
amount
average
gained by any one with the
Like the beginner on
application.

over the fence to a bare space of ground
bordered by hemlocks and spotted alders.

skates

The Jays were always w.iiting in the copse
for me, and came out as regularly as the
hens for their morning meal.

From

time to time, in our walks through

the fields and by-ways, tacts like the foregoing wdl present themselves. The novthem.
ice should always make a note of

be found qaite as important as
G.
the shape, color and size of an egg.
Cunn..
Norwich,
R. O.,

Some

will

All subscriptions

the current Vol., and

of

your

first

eftbrts

be

will

crude

your spurs too
enough.' You
and ineffectrandom
at
strike
deep or will
twenty
about
up
get
you
When
will

sink

uallv.

you,
and your nerve begins to leave
confidence
lose
and
tree
the
ling
you will

feet

is

the fatal

You must never hug

the tree.

in the footliolds.

mistake.

And

here

to be able to
It is by no means necessary
No sustaining
" reach nrouud" the trunk.
power is required of the hands the entire
;

weight

o-f

the

body goes upon each ii-on
the hands only being used

must commence with

in

succession,

for the full Vol. only.

to

steady the body.

AVhen

this i>rinciple

—

AND

Sept., 1882.]

comprehended

fiilly

is

mense chestnuts can he

in

practice,

OOLOGIST.
im

cHmhed hy merely
in

touching the tips of the tinkers

the

The breast and knees
bark.
must be kept away from the tree, the

ridges of

like a horizontal let-

proper position being

Watch the hne-men at work upon
the telephone and Western Union poles
and fair examples may be often seen.

ter V.

climbing, then,

Scientific

the exact

is

opposite of -shinning," and if you have
been accustomed to the primitive method,
it

must

the

all

Remember,
body comes

be unlearned here.

moment

the centre of the

near the tree the spiu-s will lose their grip.
The eyes and feet do the work, and not
the arms as indicated in the extract used
If the arms are " thro\m
for our text.

around" the tree the climber cannot see
but with the body at the proper
his feet
:

angle he will see where to strike each foot

and cannot
all

fail

to notice that one spur

pulling

right before

After

practice

careful

out
will

fidence and rapid work, which

is

the other.

come
it

will

con-

be a

pleasure to witness, and which will be satisfying to the pride of the climber.

as pleasurable to

me

It is

in all respects to see

a bit of scientific climbing as to witness a
fine ])iece

in

I have
pronounced inacby farmers, which my climber
of skiting or dancing.

mind now three

cessible

trees,

without

ascended

hesitation.

One.

a

chestnut four feet in diameter and forty
feet without a limb, the

oak,

limbless for

Buteos.

The

cradle of Great

Another, a smooth black-

horned Owls.

fiftj'

third

is

feet,

the

home

of

a shining ]3inc shaft

Cedar Swamp, barkless
through lightning, on which a Fish Hiwk
had stuck its heap of rubbish. When I
in

the Ledyard

reflect

on

this expert's apparently natural

yet scientific work, never making a false
strike,

ascending quickly, smoothly, almost

he seems like some great
arboreal animal, I am tempted to head
So it
this article Climbing as a Fine Art.

noiselessly,

is

till

with indignation that I read the mis-

1.7.1

leaiUug paragraphs in Ingia-soH's treatise.
In that essay stress is laid upon the

ha\e hear<l no
complaint from climbers, and personal use
three seasons has
light work for
in
fatigue of using irons.

I

brought me no discomfort.

It is certainly

effortless compared with " shinning." It is
well known that shinning is the most ex-

hausting

of

work,

all

great

throwing

upon the arms and subjecting the
Any
lungs to an enormous pressure.
iron-worker will make creepers after your
model, and some little experience is needed before you find a pair of the right
weight and size and with the proper dip
All modern ones are kept
to the spurs.
padded at the ankle and points exposed to
In conclusion we may add that
chafing.
str.iin

no one who has used climbing-irons will
be without them in early Spring field
work, and I find that no inducement can
make a professional climber shin up a tree
J.

in the old lung-breaking way.

M. W..

N'oni'ich. (lonn.

{Vanellus rrittUtttis) Pewit,
Green Plover, Crested L.\pwinc,. This
beautiful bird is distributed over nearly

Lapwing

—

the whole of the British Isles and is also
found in many parts of Europe, in Northern Asia and
in China.

.Africa.

It

is

very

The common name

common

of this bird

from its cry Fee-irit. It can be heard
during the night as well as the day, for
the bird always seems to be on the alert.
In Summer the Lapwings are met with in
is

Winter in large flocks. In Sumany one approaches its breeding
grounds the Pewit becomes very daring
and will come to within a few yards of the
egg hunter, but in Winter it is very diifi
The eggs
cult to get within shot of it.
groimd.
on
the
hollow
are laid in a slight
pairs, in

mer

They

if

are four in

number and

are very

beautiful, the ground color being cream

with dark brown and black.
The eggs are considered a great delicacy
and are eagerly sought after, and in
splashed

many

parts of

the

country during

the

ORNITHOLOGIST

IGO

persons follow the avocation of
egg gatherers. The eggs are very difficult

The Coues' Check

season
to

find,

hut the regular gatherers will

walk almost at once to the nest. Eggs of
the Black-headed and other small Gulls
are often sold in large

numbers

as Plover's

eggs, but are not so delicate or so fine

The food
worms,

of

difficixlt

Lapwing has

lai-vae,

consists

numbers

inci-eased in

of

The

etc.

destniction of the l>irds of prey.
7'.

H., Hi/hope,

Common
rea,

Durham

diu'ing

Linn.)

—

./.

of fish.

practically a

it is

new work.

contained only seven hun-

fifty species

and sub

species,

and

twenty-eight in the ajjpendix, while the

present

list,

which

enumerates

Greenland
hundred and

includes
eight

variety having

eighty-eight species, each

own number.

This

from that adopted
only

full sijecies

a different plan

is

the

in

1873

list,

as

are there numbered, the

As showing the accuracy

cine-

original

list,

it

may be

a, b.

and

c.

of the author's

stated that only

names have had to be removed, while
one hundred and twenty have been added,
thiis showing the great jirogress made in
ten

—Since

the days of Falconry

Heron, once protected by the most severe
is

list

sub-species being given as

great changes have taken place, and the

laws,

The old
dred and

7'.

Counti/. Eit(j.

Heron {Ardea

Europe.^vn

1873,

list of

its

the past few years in consequence of the

contribu-

North American Birds" by Dr. Coues.
Although called a second edition of the

birds,

slugs,

the most important

of

tions to ornithological literatm'e recently
made is the " Revised Check List of

to find as the eggs.

Lapwing

the

insects,

One

List.

fla-

The early eggs are obtained from
Holland, and are sold in London at high
prices.
The young birds try to elude
capture by lying flat on the ground, and
vored.

are almost as

[Vol. 7-No. 20

now persecuted by the preserver
The Heron used to afford great

North American Ornithology during the
past nine years.

The Ornithological Dictionary

in

con-

sport to the falconer in the middle ages,

nection with the

was usually taken by a cast of female
it was no unusual occurrence for the Falcon to be killed by the
formidable beak of the Heron. The Heron
is still met with in many parts of England, but most of its breeding places are
protected by land-owners, who have a
liking for the bird, ami liut for the partial
jiroteetion alforded to it. the Heron would
long ago have beeu imjjroved oiit of the

on the etymology, orthography, and orthoepy of all the scientific and many of
vernacular words employed in the nomenThis
clature of North American birds.
will be invaluable to students, as many,

as

it

Peregrines, but

British Isles.
nies,

making

The Heron breeds
its

in colo-

nest on the tops of trees,

though sometimes a steep rock may be
chosen as a nesting place.

The nest

is

being about a yard across, and is
composed of sticks and lined with soft

large,

grass.

The eggs

ber and are

The food

color.
fish,

of

frogs, water

crabs,

are four or five in
a

of the

num-

form pale green

Tin i

Heron

consists of

beetles, shrimps, small

and the ova

of

Reed. Jiyhope. En(llfiiid.

fish.

—

./.

7'.

7'.

list

consists of a treatise

however familiar they may be with the
names of their feathered friends on paper,
have

little

idea of the derivation, signifi-

and application of the words.
The book is neatly printed, nicely indexed (as are all of the Dr.'s works), and
tastefully bound, and will add another
laurel to the gifted author who has done
so much for American ornithology during
the past twenty years.
cation

—

Snowy Owls. Capt. William E. Kmgsbury of the Eleventh Infantry, stationed
at Camp Poplar River, Montana Territory,
has two Snowy Owls that are tamed sufficiently
whistle.

to

answer

to

the

call

of

a

ORNITHOLOGIST
— AND—
..--^
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American Long-eared

get

sparing neither shoe leather nor

The owl kept his eye on oiu- friend
untU we got within two feet of it, when its
head came around, and he looked us in the
face.
We moved not a muscle, but looked

the hope of finding an owl's

flesh, in

nest,

and that the

first

one would jirove
But each sea-

that of a Great-horned Owl.

son passed away without success, and we
the more determined not to buy, l>ut to
l^ersevere until success crowned our efl'orts.
early Spring of 1879

the

in

we

re-

ceived a box from Portland, Conn., conbeautiful eggs of

taining two

homed

who has taken

the eggs so

from

succession

to

The eggs

advanced

in

them as the " Coe

in question

were so

far

incubation that one of the

young ones poked
as they

pair

this

jokingly alludes

shell

the Great-

W. W. Coe,
many years in
that he now

Owl. a jireseut from

strain."

for him.

it

"We started stealthily up the hemlock.

horse

when

21.

indus-

we worked

several seasons

triously,

No.

1882.

anything to get the owl. "We told him to
keep cool and we woidd go up the tree and

0^vl.

OUR FIRST owl's NEST.

For

Single Copy,
10 Cents.

Joseph M. Wade, Editor and Pablisher.

$1.00 per

lay

his

bill

on the

through the

table,

and yet

him

when hearing our
on a rotten stick, its head
turned once more, and taking advantage of
this we gently moved one branch higher,
and with a quick movement of the right
straight in the eye,

friend

step

hand we took him from the

To

limb.

say

would hardThe German sent up a shout

that both of us were surjirised
ly express

it.

of exultation

broken

in

We

English.

carefully descended vrith our captive,

and

our German friend prepared to tie up the
owl in his handkerchief. We examined

and while

carefully,

it

him we
went off

pui-jsosely

let

handing
it

go.

it

to

The owl

through Mr. Coe's patience and perseverance a set of eggs were produced fine

looked at us from another tree with a per-

enough

fect indifference.

it

any cabinet. Although
eggs were thankfully received,

to place in

set of

tliis

did not cure the desire to find an owl's

nest,

we

and when the season

of

1880 opened

as

noislessly as a butterfly

We left the place

and

jileased

with our experience but our friend had lost
his

owl and was not happy.

April 11th.

We

again went to the her-

persevered until April 4, when
passing through a hemlock grove in a de-

onry and saw both owls several times.
Climbed to several nests but found no eggs.

serted heronry, in the town of Ellington,

Api-il

we discovered droppings and castings.
On looking up the tree a Long eared Owl
(Asio Americanm) left it for a short flight.
Without stopping to thiak, we mounted the
tree on a fruitless search.
As soon as we
got down the owl returned to the next
tree, when our German companion got ex-

oiu-

still

Ct.,

cited

and wanted

to

borrow a gun:

in fact.

18.
Our friend went over alone
and found both owls on one nest. They
left it when he went near the tree.
April
2.5.
We again went to the heronry with

friend, who pointed out the tree in
which he had previously foimd the nest

containing
tree

the

owls.

one of the owls

when we had

As we strack the
the nest, and

left

clindjed two-thirds

of the

—
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way np

the other one

left,

movements we were

violent

contained

which

eggs,

Savannah Spakkow.

and by their
satisfied

proved

it

be

to

[Vol 7-No. 21

—I think that part of

the article on this species, in the Septem-

ber number of this magazine,

my

the case, for on reaching the nest, which

misleading, at least

was near the top of a young hemlock thirty
from the ground, close to the main

New Bnmswick would

feet

tiimk, on the east side,

we

white eggs, which

we found

five

pure

jjlaced in a soft felt

and the hat

report, for while

movements, as with ears depressed and head feathers raised, and
squealing jiitifully Hke young cats in distress, they flew as close to our head as it
was prudent for them to do, snapping

in field or

their rapid

their bills the while.

idently built on

that

The nest was
of

ev-

a Night Her-

and was quite shallow but firmlv
There were considerable
feathers, bat whether they were placed
there as a lining to the nest, or came from
on's,

built of grass.

we could not tell.
Since the eggs were taken we have not been
able to find the old birds. They evidently
at once left that part of the woods.
The

the quary consumed,

following

is

the measurements of the five

eggs taken from this nest: 1.59x1.32, 1.59
Xl.32, l.fi2xl.37, 1.65x1.35.1.58x1.31.
Within a stone's throw of this nest we
took two others, a Cooper's

Hawk and

a

Crow, both with full fresh sets. This herfully occupied in 1878, but several sportsmen ? went and shot the birds
for "fun" while breeding, one bringing to

onry was

town and placing

in a

row

for the curious

The
sportsmen we

to examine sixteen birds at one time.

action

of

these so-called

condemned at the time in our local paper, and we do not think the act has
been repeated. The Herons, however, left
for safer quarters, and not many beside the
writer know of their whereabouts.
April 10, 1881.
We visited the same

severely

Long-eared
Owls had returned, but instead we found
a pair of Barred Owls.

locality

in

hopes

that

the

for the sea

shore, the inference that they are not found

elsewhere

teeth,

suggest a different

true that these birds

it is

seem to have a strong liking

carefvilly between our
but we fear we was just a little
cruel in prolonging the suspense of the
poor birds, for it was interesting to watch

hat,

rather

is

observations in

the

Bay

not coiTect. In the vicinity of

is

of

Fundy they certainly build

their

nests nowhere else than in a marsh or field
salt water, and they are found
marsh along the river bank,
where the water is brackish, but they are
also found all along the banks of the St.
John river, from Fredericton to Fort Kent,
the latter place being some 250 miles or
more away from salt water. They are also

by the

close

common in the fields bordering Grand
Lake and Washademoak Lake into which
no salt water enters. M. Chamberlain.
quite

Wilson's Black Cap.

— In " New England
ten of this species

(

Wilsonia pzisilla.)

Bird Life "

is

My

Daniel,

Fred.

writ-

young

obscure or wanting."

birds the black cap
friend,

it is

" In female and

:

one

shot

at

on June 13th of this year,
with a crown of as deep black as is usually
found on the male, but which, upon examOne egg
ination, proved to be a female.
JIadawaska,

was about ready
ing

my

with

it

to be laid,

and upon openwas disclosed

knife there

the yolk and white in perfect condition.

M. Chamberlain,

St.

—

John, N. B.

—
—

—

Bank Swallows Drowned. Query.
Haywards. Cal, June 21, '82. Dear Sir
In your July No. you have a note on p. 141
as to the drowning of swallows in their
How does this bear on
liurrows in May.
the numerous accounts of theu- being found
in

the

mud

in

winter and reviving ?

:

If

was it from sliding
the banks, and temporary suffoca-

they were so found

down
tion

?

of

How

loose sand

"?

long will they

live

buried in

I suggest these subjects for

experimenters..

—

./.

G. Cooper.

—

—

—
AND

Oct., 1882.]
Thrushes.

—I should be very much pleased

to see an article in your journal
of the I'linlifhii.

(Wood

OOLOGIST.

Thrush,)

Tbnisb,)

7'.

Thnisli.)

!ind

7'i<rtli'.'<

yv/.:

T.

uniKti'HiKi

(Hermit

J'aUasi

Swainsoni
7'.

on some

(Olive-backed

Fugcescens

(Wilson's

ThniBh. All of these breed on the island
of Montreal, but their epgs resemble one
another so much that I have not been able
the

identify

to

Therefore,

species.

I
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European Starling {Stunius vulgaris
The Starling is one of the most
common of European birds, being met
with in most parts of the continent, and
also in Algeria and Egypt, where it is a
Winter visitor.
It breeds early in the
year and makes its nest in holes in clifi's,
old buildings, trees and dove cotes. The
nest is large and composed of straw and
Linn.)

—

dry grass lined with feathers or wool.

should be glad to see a description of their

The eggs number from four

nests and eggs, as found by yoiu'self or

vary in

correspondents.

Enietit T>.

Wintle,

Mon-

Canada.

treal,

[Our experience with the Wilson Thrush it* limited to one
nest, and that was found by Capt. Thos. ,1. Rigney, a very
reliable assistant,

who

new

reported flushing a Thrush,

to

him, in a swamp near Kockville, Conn., from a tuft or bog.
On examination the nest was found in the centre of the
tuft and set well down into it, and the tuft was almost hid-

The nest was a line piece of
the foundation being composed of leaves

den by a skunk cabbage.
bird architecture,

carefully laid in layers, evidently to

keep out the moisture.
Wood Thrush's

.\bove that the nest was like a well built

it was rather deeper and not quite so large.
It
contained four fresh eggs, which are still in our possession.
They are quite roinid and not much larger than Blue Birds'

nest, only

We

eggs.

the above.

us out.

should be glad to hear from others in answer to
Probably our .St. John contributors can help

Confinement.

— William

ster reports in Bulletin a

BrewSaw-whet Owl,

laying an egg (soft shell) while in confine-

ment. Snowdon Howland reports a Screech

Owl laying a perfect egg while kept by him.
Early this Spring " J. M. W." brought to
us a fine specimen of the young of the

now doing
Suowdon Howland

Great-horned Owl.

Egg

Eaters.

—

It is

well.
calls

our attention to a Vireo seen eating Robin's eggs.
A writer in the Hartford Times
states that he has seen Kingbirds eating
Robin's eggs, and classes them as an ene-

my

of

a light blue.

to six and
though not in color, wliich is
Two broods are reared each

season.
The yoimg birds are often taken
and brought up by hand, and some of
them learn to talk. Indeed, it is a com-

mon

practice with so-called bird fanciers,

to sht the

tongues of the young Starlings
them to speak

for the purpose of causing

many

Engltmd and Gerand are
nearh' alwajs taken possession of by Starlings, though
sometimes the Sparrow
In

well.

many

parts of

" Starling boxes

(Passer

domesticus)

"

are erected

appears

that the box has been put

Ed.

0\\xs IN

size,

that bird in consec|uence.

Some

years ago while riding on the train at

up

think

to

for the pur-

The food

pose of affording him a home.

Starhug consists of worms, snails,
insects, larvse, etc.
In Autumn the Starlings collect in immense flocks, most of
which depart for the South on the apof the

It has been observed

proach of Winter.

abound the Skyand vice versa,
but the reason has not been settled to the
that where the Starlings

lark (^1. arvensis)

satisfaction

of

Reed, Ilyhope,

is

scarce,

ornithologists.

Durham

Co.,

T.

T.

J.

Ewiland.

—

Wm. R.
Curious Nesting Places.
WTiarton of Philadelphia reports finding
a Great^crested Flycatcher's nest in the

full

hole of a small hollow tree that was lying

speed below Moosup, Conn., a Kingbird

on the ground. It was the more remarkable as there were plenty of trees with

and alighted on the railroad fence with a robin's egg in its mouth.
flew across a field

—

holes in

August Eggs. Two sets of Quails, one
Orchard Oriole, two sets of Blue
Yellow-backed Warbler and several sets of
.^Jiierican Gold Finch.
./. 31. W.. Noank,

eggs,

('nti)i.

Jersev.

set of

—

and

them.

This nest contained

as usual the snake skin,

always a part of this Flycatchei's nest.

was

on the

five

which

island of Anglesea,

is

It

twelve

miles from Cape INIay on the coast of

West

—
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Raven's Nest.

WADE, EDITOR,

—fl.OOp^r atmu-m.

Foreign subscrip-

including postage.

Specimen

Copies Ten Cents.

JOS.

If.

WADE,

Norwich, Conn.

Rose Breasted Grosbeak.
month, Jnly, four j'ears

— "Jack"

it

home. For
the past year we have resided on Laurel
Hill, near the centre of Norwich City. The
east side of this hill is a wooded, rocky
precipice, about two hundred feet deep
and one or two hundred yards in extent.
Nature could not have made a place more
suitable to the habits of this bird, and during the present month of July we have dis-

with the co-operation of able Ornithological
Writers and Collectors.

tion $1.25

pleased, but

it

has never strayed far from

THE STUDY OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EGGS.

Subscription

go where

its liberty to

A MONTULT MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO

ar.

the 23d of Feb-

ven which has not been confined but had

OOLOGIST.
JOS.

— Since

we have kept an English Ra-

ruary, 1880,

is

covered that

it

its

has built a perfect nest in
It is of the

same materials

this

evei-y resj)ect.

fine

throughout and a perfect counterj^art of a
Crow's nest only it is somewhat larger.
This nest is near the upper surface of the
precipice on a large flat ledge of rock and
covered liy another similar rock. The nest
cannot be seen either from above or below.
We always supposed this bird to be pin-

old, and is in
plumage, except the tail which has
again broken off without any joerceptihle

reason.

The

rose-colored breast and the

black head and back are very distinct and

He commenced his song
and has continued with little
intermission so far, and is as healthy today as any wild bird.
dense

in shade.

December

We

23,

gave

]iart of

the

life

history of this

bird in confinement in No.

9,

Vol.

vi,

to

which we refer our new readers. The lady
who brought "Jack" up made her usual
annual visit this month, and as a matter of

we arranged

we have seen

ioned, bxit

it

make

circling

to one hundred yards.
Wliether it is male or female, we know not.
Jako has led quite an interesting and
amusing life while in our possession, which
of

flights

we would

fifty

tell

had we the room

— Charles

to

do

so.

the

Jewett
City, Conn., reports a Sparrow's nest on the
ground which contained four Sparrow's

room required for comfort. As soon as the
lady came in sight, " Jack " sprang across

eggs and three of the Cowbird.
Dr. H. A. Atkins, Locke, Ingham Co.,

the cage "to meet her, and when she called
him by name he was wild with delight,
filling the cage as it were and singing the

Mich., writes as follows

sweetest notes imaginable

tained two eggs.

curiosity

meeting.
confined

Tlie
is

to be present at the

cage in which "Jack"

a large one, giving him

was present.

And

this

all

all

is

the while she

has been repeated

CowBrRD.

June

1.

nest of a

Thrush

— Cowbii-d

Ed.

:

laid

Wood Thrush

laid

At

Prior.

3.

an egg in the
which then conp.

M.

the

another egg, four in

Wood
all.

I

every time the lady goes nenr the cage,

have never found the Cowbird's egg in a

and he recognizes her at sight, no matter
what the dress might be or how it might
be changed. This has been continued now
for three Summers in succession and one

nest of so large a bird before

Winter.

No

bird receives better care than

and he is continually petted and
yet to no one but the lady that raised him
does he ever make such a display of his
this one,

affections.

—

June 2.
At 10 a. m. found nest of
-crowned
Thrush with two eggs
Golden
and three of the Cowbird, (five in all.)
Broke the eggs and found theju partially
incubated.
One of the eggs was nearly
I think I have once or twice in
found three Cowbird's eggs in the

spherical.

my

life

same

nest.

AND

Oct., ]S,S2.]

Humming-bird

Anna

ways bubbling over with song and could
not sing enough. They make fine cage

Winter Songsters.

California

{Cnhjpte

ann<M)

Humming-

one of the hardiest of all
It is to be seen in the gardens all
birds.
Winter flashing like a jewel from flower to
If no one has heard or seen them
flower.
is

know not what an odd
His song, if it may be called

while singing they
singer he
one,

is

is.

composed of three wiry

lite notes

sounding very much as the highest notes
of a violin.
On any sunny day one can be
seen on an Acacia tree near the house, and
there he sings and feeds on the tassel-like
flowers

;

another one should come to

if

feed, after

goes, for he will not

him he

share that tree with another. In the Spring,

when

the males are thinking of choosing a

mate, then

the time to see the peculiar

is

way they have

of trying to drive

other away from the female they
courting.

One

will

one anmay be

be resting on a limb,

and the other will rise up in the air for a
hundred feet or more, then will come downward with a whining, whizzing sound at
his enemy, as if to pin him fast.
I have
not made out if they strike in coming
down, or it is only theii- way of trying to
drive a rival

off.

Plain Titmouse)
atiis.)

A very plain

Ziojihophanes
little bird,

165

OOLOGIST.

inorn-

always busy

birds,

But

after the first year.

and sing well

strange that he does not keep his

it is

red jacket on after the

first

moulting Sea-

Instead of the red breast

son has passed.

he takes a yellow one.
Goldfinch,

Green-backed
ni<s psaltria.)

green

found

is

This

(Astraf/ali-

Winter, feeding

be heard in the

the thistle patches.

in

the gardens and

gum

pretty songs, very

and
more all

of gold

in flocks of ten or

They come around

Two

little ball

may

trees singing theii'

much

like

the canary.

years ago this Winter I caught three

had gone to roost in the gums
I put them in with some
canaries
they were quite wild for a time
then got as tame as the other birds. In
after they

for the night.
;

about a month they commenced to sing
would always get on the top perch, turn
their heads to the wall, then sing with all
;

But, poor little fellows, when
Spring came and they liegan to moult, then
They seem to
it went hard with them.
their might.

want some kind of food that will help
them in moulting. I found two of them
rolled up in a ball one morning dead. The
other I let out to go at his will.
Gambel's White-crovn'ned Sparrow, {ZonA plain, pert little Spar-

otrichia gambeli.)

hunting after insects under the bark and

row that comes around the gardens and

He keeps up

byways, in great numbers, all through the
Winter leaves us about the first of April.
Are great seed eaters, always among the
weeds picking and scratching are the
first to wake us up in the early morning

in

knot holes of the

his song at the

live oak.

same time, which

short whistling notes.

is

of

I have often seen

them pecking away at the bark like the
Have not been able to find
them breeding, nor have I heard of a nest

woodpeckers.

being found here

yet,

here the year round.

although they are

:

;

I have heard
midnight break out with three or

with then- whistling song.

them

at

four notes, as they are roosting in the cy-

They are the
House Finch. {Carpodacns frontdlis.)
have and do
sociable
Sparrows
we
most
The pesky little cherry eater is the jolliest
afraid
of
anything.
seem
to
be
not
rover of the birds. He is found anywhere
and everywhere, on the roadside picking
California Sono Sparrow. (Melospiza
up seeds or in the orchards jiicking at a fasciata somiielis.) This shy wee Sparstray apple until he gets his fill, then up row is always found along the creeks and
to the top of a limb singing out a merry
marshy places. They can be seen at all
song.
It seems as though he was altimes busy scratching away in the dead
press trees and hedges.

ORNITHOLOGIST
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leaves.

Even' once

in a while it will

out and perch on some limh and

come

ehirji its

little song like a young canary.
In the
Spring is the time he gets his full singing

powei's

up

then

;

thi-ee

or fonr can be heard

singing as though they had no time to feed
or see what was going on around. At this

of Ilhnois (that

trees.

calls to

mind the experience

I never see one but that

Meadow Lark
Club Bulletin
has got

still,

lively as a cricket

and

They come
around the house and gardens in Winter
of music as a lark.

hunting after insects in the Imshes. I have
been called out of the house more than
once by him, thinking to see some new
warbler; when out only to find
"

Bewick"

some

in

tree singing

it

httle

away

as

big as a Lark.

In the Spring they will be
heard in eveiy brush heap, singing to their
mates, "It is time for housekeeping."

Western Meadow Lark, (Sturnella
Now we come to the happy

gleeta.)

low singing

all

the year round.

nefel-

During

this time of year they are in large flocks

and

morning can be heard in the
though Spring was here
and with these warm sunny days it is not
far from it, the hills are green and wild
flowers are coming up over them.
I have
heard the Lark sing here in the Sjsring,
while on the wing, very much like the European Lark " that I have read of as the
true Sky Lark.
I think the Meadow Lark
in early

trees singing as

it

in " Nuttall's Ornithological
" of

July. 1881.

I think

as near nature as possible.

Emersmi, JlayiPord,%

O.

he

— W.

Cal.

American Barn Owl.
FURTHER NOTES, SEE

that a friend

California Bewick's Ween, ( Thryomanes
hewicki spilnrtis.) What a bewitching lit-

wren, never

were great

It takes Charles N.

it

mine had, a watchman on one of the
railroad bridges of Oakland.
He saw the
little span-ow come out from under the
bridge every noon, when he was at his
lunch, to pick up the crumbs.
So he got
to look for the little sparrow and would
feed him. Then when Mr. Sparrow got all
he wanted, he would hop up on the railing
and sing him a song as if to pay him for
his dinner.
The gentleman got him so
tame he would come out from under the
bridge whenever he would whistle for him.

as full

my home)

Allen to describe the song of the Western

of

tle

was

singers on the wing.

time they feed on the worms and insects

on the

[Vol. 7-No. 21

;

At the time

Bam Owl
bers

NOS. 13,

14

wliich appeared in former

of the

VII.

num-

and O. I did not have

O.

ready access to

my

collection of eggs of

that species, hence omitted saying

regarding

VOL.

of writing the article on the

average

their

anythmg

measurements,

shape, color, etc.
I have examined and taken measurements of forty different specimens. Tlie
largest one in the lot measured 1.76x1.50.

Two

measiu'ed 1.80x1.30, these being the

longest eggs in

the

The

lot.

shortest

specimen measured 1.60x1-30. The egg
of greatest shorter diameter is 1.76x1.50
the first one mentioned
the one of

—

:

least

shorter diameter being 1.70x1.20;

another very slender one measures 1.72 X

The average measurement of the
The largest
is 1.69 X 1.32.
egg of the Bam Owl that I ever saw is
1.22.

forty specimens

one of a set of eight eggs now in the
collection of Mr. Jos. M. Wade, and measured 1.97x1.40: the other seven are of
There is considerable dithe usual size.
versitj- in the shape of the Bam Owls*
eggs, as is partially indicated by the above
figiu'es.
Some are ijuite slender, the one

most so being 1.70 X 1.20. This egg tapers
almost uniformily from the centre toward
The specimen the ratio of
each end.
whose diameters approaches most nearly
to unity measures 1.62 X 1-36. There seems
be a greater difference in the shape of
the two ends of the Barn Owls' eggs than
there is in those of the Screech, Burrowing, Long-eared, or Great-horned Owl. In
to

a

few specimens

rounded, while

in

both ends are nearly
a great majority the

—

—

—

—

AND

1882.]

Oct.,

small end

is

much more

taperinjif

Thirteen specimens in

other.

OOLOGIST.

The

much more

bluntly

so.

stnicture of the shell

is

—

very

differ-

Catbird {Gd/eosroptes airolinetisis).
Nest and five eggs. Collector N. A. Eddy,
Lake "WTiitney, New Haven, Conn., May
22d, 1878

and seems to be less compact in texture, and the surface is not of that glossy
smoothness which belongs to the Burrowing and other owls it has a more chalky
whiteness, a more dead, non-lustrous white
than they. There is a certain oily appearance about these that is entirely wanting
in the eggs of the Barn Owl.
:

me

that he thinks

eggs of the little Saw-whet Owl
(^yctale acadica. Gmel. Tip.) most resem-

the

ble those of the

Barn Owl

Ha^^ng no eggs

of that species

am

jiresent, I

imable to

B.

isons of them.

in this respect.

by me at
make any compar-

W. Everman,

Ihir-

Blue Yellow-backed Warbler.

— June

took a set of six eggs, being the second
Once
set of that number taken by me.
found a nest containing eight, but was sat12,

One

belonged to two females.

nest found contained two eggs and one of
the Cowbird. It is a mystery how the Cowbird gets into the nest of the lilue yellow
back.
(Docs this not tend to confirm the theory advanced that the
Cowl)ird and Cuckoo of Europe lay their e^i^s on tlie <;roinid
and phu-e them in the nest with the beak.— Ed.)

—

Mottled Owl. In examining a hollow
by one of these birds, (proba-

tree occupied

bly a male.) I found the headless bodies of
a

Robin and a Kingbird, which

that

it is

jiroves

not so harmless quite as repre-

sented.
(Tliesc l)irds
off their ^uard.

Wood

must have been caught
Ed.)

Pewee.

— Number

in

the niylit

of eggs

when
in a

Jxme IS, 1879, saw a nest of this bird
it was taken from the tree.
It contained four eggs which is an extreme set.
set.

before
(Three

is tlie

usual number.

ven. Me., Jime, 3d, 1879

P^d.)

;

and
Ha^

Suggest-

fresh.

ed by your editorial in Jidy nmnber.
I should like to inquire if four eggs are
often taken in the Fish Hawk's nest
In May 9th, 1879, my friend Mr. Daniel
'?

Duncan, of Vinal Haven, Me., collected
at that place a nest containing /o««-

me

for

fresh eggs

;

same time he collected

at the

of the eggs of

and sent me

a large

number

this species,

and as

this set

large. I
it.

made

was imusually
him regarding

inquiries of

whereupon he

assiu-ed me that they

were

taken from one nest.

This season I spent a week in that localwith Mr. D's assistance
collecting
large number of sets of the Fish Hawk
nish
sent

—

—

were taken, and

Notes from Shelter Island.

—Nest

Collector D. Dimcan, Vinal

five eggs.

ity,

lington, Indiana.

isfied it

incubated.

:

Robin. (3fenda vdfjratoria.)

ent from the eggs of other species of owls,

Capt. Bendire writes

in a Set.

collec-

twenty
others may be described as ])yriform, but
tion are decidedly jayi-iform, while

they are

107

Eggs

than the

my

a

me
me

in order

if

possible to fur-

with additional jn-oof as to the set
in '79, for I think he was of the

opinion that I was

still

a

little'

doubtful

re-

garding it. Mr. D. took me to the same
nest from which he had collected four
eggs, and much to the surprise of us both,
it this season contained the same number.
Mr. D. also informed us that some time
ago a gentleman from Mass., spent two seasons

collecting

in

that

vicinity

nmnber

and

al-

eggs of

though he took a large
the Fish Hawk, he took no nest containJSf. A. Eddy, Baning more than three.
(/or. Me.
[Three

is

the

number of eggs

laid

of

by the Fish Hawk, two

and four the exception. In a series of forty-live eggs taken
by us this Spring, in every case the full set was three. We
never saw but one set of four eggs and that was in tlie collection of Messrs. Southwick & .Jencks. Knowing that M.
B. Grifling, had as large experience as any one collecting
these eggs, we dropped a line to him and received the following reply "In four year's collecting Mr. VV. W. W. and
:

myself have taken ten sets of Fish Hawks containing
four eggs each. Capt. B. F. Goss has two of these sets,
W. E. Saunders, one, S. F. Rathbun, one, one set W. sent
to England, one set I broke. 1 now have three on hand and
W. has two. Three is the rule for a set, however, and four
the exception."

—
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Snowy Ovtl

(JVyctea,

teen years ago I saw

was

— Six

scandiaca.)-

my

fii-st

Sno^vy Owl

snow storm out in
had no pfiin with me at
the time, bnt I knew the locaUty well, and
thought I should have no trouble in finding
the bird again.
The next morning I took
my gun and started after the bird. The
snow was deep and the weather was veiT
cold.
I foimd the owl, but to capture him
was another thing. I had never tried to
kill a bird that was so sliai-j) and wary.
I
spent all day in the pursuit and then did
not get the bird. I saw other Snowy Owls
that Wintei- liut did not get one.
The next
Winter found me trying my luck again. I
saw some owls, but was not successful.
The more I saw of them the more I wanted
It

alive.

in a wild

the open prairie.

I

to get one.

The

[Vol. 7-No. 21

what was in store for him. I did not shoot
him when he first came to the stack, as I
wanted to see how he would look alive and
close to me.
I am a sure shot and I had
no fears of his getting away when once within

my

range of

me after the owls

when he was
about forty yards away I brought him
down. I now had my prize. It had cost

me
and

exj)ense,

but I

The bird was beautiful to look
Almost pure white.
I have since learned to shoot

I could hide myself near one of

my

when

the birds came I would

I found a stack where I

bird.

thought a bird would come, and watched
closely after the

snow came.

it

I soon had

am

almost sure to kill

glass,

me

very low,

make

that I could wish for the business I had

We had a strong wind and light
snow the day before the bird came, from
the northwest.
I went to the stack, dug a

hole on the southwest side and got into

it.

The snow storm soon made me white and
covered up the old hay that I had thrown
out of the hole.
I waited about

my

owl, but

he

two hours before
came,

little

I

saw

suspecting

sitting.

it is

my

if

sits

it

bird, find

back is
keeping

If its
it,

any other way I
it so as not

to attract the liird's attention, liecause

if it

found out that I was after it, it would be
sure to leave for another locality.

The Snowy Owl likes to be alone. It is
seldom that more than one is found in the
same locality. I have seen three in the
same neighborhood, but not often. In regard to the color of the birds, in warm
Winters the owls are darker in color, and a
Uttle larger

snows, than

on hand.

a powerful field

I creep directly to

but

borhood, and one afternoon saw him on
the stack.
I did not trouble him then, but
all

go out into the

I

me

a very large cu'cle aroimd

rough,

The day was

Snowy Owls

it.

and when I discover

the pleasure of seeing a bird in that neigh-

the next day I was on hand.

at.

with less trouble, and when I can find one,

towards

have

tell

isfied.

to

if

work
you I was well sat-

a great deal of time, lots of hard

again.

mind

After I had a good

straight as an arrow.

out which way

I was bound to get one if I had
go and live with them. I began to
study their habits and soon found that they
were fond of being around some old decayed hay or straw stacks, away from anj'
house. The Prairie mice were there, and
they were after them for food. I found
that they went to those old stacks from
one to four o'clock p. m. I made up my

looked very fine

look at him 1 started him and

prauie, and take with

third Winter foiind

those stacks,

He

gun.

as he perched on the top of the stack as

cold,

m

size.

But when we get a

stormy Winter,

we

vrith

deep

see the smaller and nearer

pure white birds. My idea has always been
that the very white owls never came east
as far as this unless they were compelled
to get food.

I have seen the darker owls

here when there was not snow enough to
cover the ground.

J. G. Smith, Joira.

Albino House Spaeeow, was eaptm-ed
cently in the streets of Philadelphia.

re-

It

was evidently a young bird and pure white,
while its nest mates were of the ordinary
color.
It was captured alive by a street
car conductor after a short chase.
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touched

Among

the

many interesting birds which

may study

in

Southern

Cahfornia,

none more strange or more inter
there
It
esting than the Phainopepla nitens.
was my good fortune from July, 1879,
to July, 1881, to be situated in Ventm-a
County, California, where this Itird is mode
rately common, and where I had most exis

cellent ojiportuuities of studying

breeding grounds.

I saw a

it

in its

young male

in

October 1879. I was collecting Hjjarrows
and Towhees along a brush fence in the
Santa Clara Valley near Santa Paula, when
a strange, nervous bii'd alighted

No.

1882.

pathetic song of this bird of evil

Black-Crested Flycatcher.

one

Single Copy,

JosKPH M. Wai)E, Editor and Publisher.

per
AuiLum.

.fil.nn

upon the

fence at some distance in front of me.

I

saw at once that it was a new species to
mo, and ray first impulse was " to shoot it
on the spot," but noticing it to be feeding
upon passing insects and not likely to fly
far away very soon, I decided to watch its
movements for a time before attempting to
secure it.
It would sit upon a twig for
onlj- a few moments, jerking its tail in a
very nervous manner and uttering a sad.
iinenilous note which suggested the idea
that it must be a bird lost from its fellows,
stopping now and then in its lamentations
to dart out excitedly and seize some passing insect. After watching it some time I
secured it, and to my delight I found I had

every heart

they

as

22.

omen

gathered

aroiuid the charred remains of a dear comrade, or that they

even the

My

note

call

desolation,

in

bed early

to

is full

and the song

of

it if

and

I

;

for

of sadness and

is

wonderfully

interest in the curious bird

fully arf)used

more

went

so.

was now

determined to know

possible, but frequent search

the valley failed to discover a second

specimen.

But

in

May, 1880, while taking
had

a short drive ujj Santa Paula Canon, I

come upon a flock of
some twelve or more flying about among
the elder and sumac bushes, feeding upon
certain insects which frequent such places.
But it was Sunday and I had no gun.
Must I leave them without getting a single

the good fortune to

?
No, for just then my friend Idell
Guiberson, an enthusiastic young Nimrod
and lover of nature, came riding down the

skin

canon on his return from a few days' camp
ing in the mountains. And he very kindly
consented to shoot a couple of the coveted

we had ol)serve(l them
They were in fiill phunage,
and the pure white wing sjiot. which shows
only when flying, contrasted pleasingly

birds for
for

some

me

after

time.

with the glossy -black body.
crest gave a

And on near

and erected
somewhat angry, threatening

approach the yellowish-red

iris

a specimen of the Black-crested Flycatcher

appearance to the really timid bird.
Circumstances were such during the next

— that

few weeks as to debar

strange bird of which Dr. Coues

writes so interestingly in his

''Birds of

the Colorado Valley," and in connection

with which he speaks so touchingly of one
of the

common, yet

of border

life.

s<5rrowful, occurrences

It is

not strange that the

me from revisiting
canon where I knew they could be
found and it was not until July, when returnuig from a camping-out trip to the Big
Trees and that wonderful gorge. the Yosemite Valley, that I again saw this s))ecies.

this

:

—
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ascending' the steep grade which

Ojai (0-hi) Valley, about seven miles from

leads from the floor of the Valley towards

Santa Paiila canon, and connected with it
by Si-Sa (See-Saw) Canon the other was
among the moss-covered oaks on the Cacitos Pass from San Buenaventura to Santa
Barbara. In eacii of these places it was
quite common, but I was unable to find a

when a single individual
was seen perched upon a toj)-most twig of

Inspiration Point,

a

tall

now and then

sugar-pine,

terance to

its

giving ut

A

peculiarly sad call-note.

camp near Fresno
Flats, twenty miles east of Madera, we
again met these birds.
Our camp was
among the foot-hills of the Sierras, where
few days

later,

while ui

and white oaks are about the only
Among these this bird was common and was undoulitedly breeding.though
I was not fortunate enough to discover any

:

single nest.

During April and May I kept pretty
watch on these birds in Santa

careful

live

Paula

trees.

nests

We

nests.

this locality late in July.

left

di-ove leisurely

down out

of the foot-hills,

crossed the burning plains of the San Joa-

and up over the Coast Ranges to
Hollister, Gilroy, and San Jose, but though
I was constantly on the watch, I saw no
more of this species during the trip. So
quin,

me in watching them. On
May 4th, Benuie and Eugene Scott, two
of my most energetic assistants, came running to me saying that they had fovmd a

pupils to assist

Phainopepla's nest with three eggs in it.
them they must be mistaken about
the

localities the

Upon my
gust,

most

'I'o

common

rather

it

first

feeding upon

the berries

saw them.

and remained

when

They were

of the

choke-

in the locality until

they disajjpeared, going

Early in the Spi'ing of 18S1, they again
returned to the same canon, where they
continued to be seen throughout the SumTheir love for canons, or narrow

val-

shown by the fact that, although
the mouth of Santa Paula Canon is only

leys, is

dom saw any

of

where I
the

lived, yet I sel-

species nearer

my

—

house than the mouth of tlie canon, only
one pair nesting outside the canon, as far
as I could discover.
Dui'ing this season I

made

frecpient excursions to varioiis small

valleys

Thrushes.
I noticed in the O.

that E. D.

and canons of Ventura County, and

found the Black-crested Flycatchers in
only two jjlaces besides Santti Paula canon.
One of these was the small but beautiful

Wintle, of

and O.

for

October

Montreal, Canada,

asks for description of nests and eggs of

some

of the

limited

half a mile from

be Continued.

in the

farther south.

mer.

number of eggs, but they Iniew there
were three, and were ready and anxious to

favorable.

canon where I

October,

in

return to Santa Paula in Au-

I found

cherry,

is greatlj- re-

found only

:

So anxious was I that I had
my most observing

to sixteen.

the Black crested Flycatcher
is

possible

interested several of

I told

and

their

but up to the first of
May they did not seem to have paired off,
but continued to feed in a flock of twelve

the evidence seems pretty conclusive that
stricted in its habitat

determined to find

Canon,
if

Turdidm.

I have

had very

experience in collecting, but can

report finding three nests of the Wilson

Thrush and one

of the

Wood

Thrush, with

eggs, during the past Sunnner.
I found a nest of tlie

Wood

Thrusli, containing four fresh eggs,

and a

June

.5th

nest of the Wilson Thrush with three eggs
(one a Cow-bird's.)

the

Wood

I took one egg from

Thrush's nest, and from the nest

Wilson Thrush I took the Cowegg and one Thrush's egg. I succeeded in blowing the foiiner, but broke
the latter both were well incubated.
I
visited the nest the next day and found
that they were bound to preserve the original number, there being four eggs in it, as
when I found it.
of the
bird's

;

—

"
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New

Birds of

found a nest of the Wilson

I

—

York.

with a very
In response to your request. I herewith

and left in its place
the c'^ii that still remained in the nest
found June 5tli, that nest having been detliin slicll.

r

took

it,

serted after I took the two eggs.
this

new

I visited

nest nearly every day for four

weeks and saw the female bird on the nest
but found no more eggs. I
saw but one bird in all this time, and at
last I found the nest empty and deserted.
I wondered at the patience of the bird,
and took several friends to see the curiosity.
June "iOth I found a nest of the Wilson
Thrush containing three fresh eggs, and
later found two more nests w-ithout eggs.
These were all found in one piece of woods
and withiu five minutes' walk of each other.
Now, as I am a novice in collecting, having
devoted very little time to it since I was a

evei-y time,

small boy, I will

tell

why I am

certain that

have made no mistake in this matter. I
have read very carefully the description of

give you a brief outline of the work I

Pri'Iiniinnry

Birds of

New

'•

Land and Game

England," and could easily
knowledge thus

identify the birds from the

gained, as they would remain
until I

ing

me

was within a few

upon the nest

feet of

them, giv

make

a tine opportunity to

the

Distribution,

The nest

of the

that operate in determining
tions

— such,

observer, although

the

outside w-as
leaves.

of the

Robin, (Minot says 1.10—1.00x70) and
n en rer spherical.

Tlnush were

The nests

in each

for example, as altitude, the

The completeness of this portion of
work depends largely upon the assistance rendered by resident collectors. A
large nmuber of " Local Lists," from nearly
all parts of the State, have already been
etc.

the

received

:

but the iindersigned

of obtaining

character,

nity to

still

solicit

breed fi'om

all

For

all

material

of the W^ilson

instance within two

high grass near a cart-path.

They

dead leaves

(princi-

beech leaves) and grape-vine bark.

and about
eggs.

the

' light-blue, green-tinted,
size

of

the

of this

known
who have not

of species

to
al-

made use

31. J>..

of

due credit

(,\

Hurt Merri-

Locust Grore. X.

V.. Oct.. '82.

•An outline of the plan of this work was published in
" Forest and Stream" for May l.i, 18T9 {Vol. 12, No. 1.5, p.
2S5.)

L.-VTE Breeding of the Hermit Thrush in
Northern New York. On the 24th of
August. 1879, Dr. Frederick H. Hoadley
and myself found a nest of the Hermit

—

Thrush, containing three fresh eggs, at
Locust Grove, in Lewis County. New York.

was on the ground, near an old log. in
and I almost
in the woods
stepped on it before the parent bii-d flew
Two weeks later there were three
oiJ.
young in the nest. They were very small
and helpless, and evidently not more than
C. Hart Merriam. 31.
a day or two old.
an open place

The eggs were

lists

collectors

course, be given.

It

were constructed of

desirous

ready favored him with such contributions.

attached to a stub or brier, and occasion-

pallj-

is

more information

and takes the present opportu-

or three inches of the ground, sometimes

ally in

caiises

their limita-

temperature during the breeding season,

mn.

and about
eight feet from the ground.
It would have
been pronounced a Robin's nest by a care-

composed almost wholly of dead
The eggs were smaller than those

and the

daries of the Faunal Areas,

in a

tree within twenty feet of a river,

less

of Speciex within our

colored ma2is showing Ijoth the boun-

\\ith

will, of

Wood Thrush was

the birds of

of

This paper will be illustrated

borders.

observa-

tions.

Cdtitloipie

the State, accompanied by an essay upon

I

these birds in Minot's

am

doing upon our State birds. In advance
of the publication of my '' History of the
Birds of New York,"* which has been unavoidablj- delayed. I propose to issue a

Bluebird's

/>..

Loriist (rrore. N".

;

Y.

—
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Contributions for the columns of the O.
always in ord(U' and thankfully

iind O. are

careful

MONTHLY MAflAZINE DEVOTEU TO

A

tions.

THE HTTIDY OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EOGS.

WADE,

JOS. M.

If

Ml) I TO It.

you

tion

j)cr

annum..

Standakd
writes

—A

corresponrlent
OrnitliolopistK

iiiid

Oologists any standard

and

(ififgs

sorry to say they have not.

up to
dom.
the

list

of l)irds

We

tof

they stick

that

Mass.

Boston,

ATiierican

Value.

i)f

" Hiive

:

WADE,

M.

are

Exchanginjr

done decidedly at ranshort time ago we tried to find

this time is

A

valiK!

One

of Mallard Duck's eggs.

dealer aske<l ten
forty cents,

and

cents, the next
this is

wanted

about the present

For
e'^ff market.
some years we have urged the enterpris
iiig

skin and

of the

state

Sonthwick

of Messrs.

tiriii

&

Jencks

to get out a catalogue of pei'nianent prices

that

could acce))t as a hasis, and their

all

present catalogue

To us

this line.

erence

:

is

tlieir

it is

first

attempt

in

a liandy book of ref-

but they are now engaged on a
which they will attempt to

catfilogue in

give a value of

all

skins and eggs, whether

they have them on hand or not.

It will

also contain instruction to colle(^tors,

and

etc..

be indispensable to all.
Duty on Knowledge. It is a disgrace
in this enlightened age that our friends
over the border should have to pay forty
will

—

duty on a small work like
Coues' new Check List.
This is contrary to the British princi

seven cents

])l(>s

of

the

this

on

is

and we have no doubt
Dominion Parliament will

(!vil,

ing called to

man

jiossible, l)ut

life,

if

Identify without de-

finds

:

identify all

then describe them with the

utmost care for the O. luid O. Do it careyour readers can also identify
them from j'our description, and you will
win recognition from American ornithologists.
Study the style of the (). and O.
and wi-ite as near that as possible, on a
fully, that

separate sheet of pajier, and your

commu-

We

are glad

nication will sooner appear.

any news on postal cards or otherand if all are not replied to, it is more
for the want of time than appreciation.
We have on hand much good matter
mixed in with letters which remained unpublished for want of time. Write on a
to get

wise,

separate sheet.

Wanted

Know

to

—Why

Ground
many

the

Building Owls should lay twice as

eggs as those which

liuild in trees

?

AVhy the Orchard Oriole should
green material to build its nest ?

Why

harmless, industrious birds were

created and cruel, ra])aciouK ones

prey upon them

Why
when

made

to

?

some birds

their eggs are

the nest

use

will

on

kee])

removed

laying

daily

from

?

Why some birds that feed on insects all
Summer, instead of migrating, feed on
berries in the

Why

Winter?

every one interested in O. and O.

don't send us $1. for a subscription and

duce their friends

to

do likewise

in-

'?

free trade,

but that

remedy

it.

stroying
rare

Sprriwrn

Copies Ten Cents.

JOS.

positively sure of the identity

before removing

Foreirjn suhto-rrp-

includiiuj pontage.

$].2.'i

find a rare nest or secure a rare

able Clriiitholn^ical

(if

Writers and Collectors.

SliBsORiPTloN— $1.00

statements of f^ma fide observaThe day of guess-work is passed.

make

bird,
Willi the co-operatir)!!

But they must be accurate and

re(*ived.

OOLOGIST.

it

as their attention

by

petition.

The

is

be-

states-

indeed blind that votes for a tax

scientific

knowledge.

More about
Just " when
If

all

the moulting of

birds?

the swallows liomeward

fiy ?"

have noted the change in our ad-

dress from Norwich, Conn., to

Boston, Mass.

?

Box

1829,

—

X o\'

AND

1882.]

Work

Fresh

in

OOLOGIST.

an Old Field.

r
and

of the eggs,

suiToundings, exactly

all

coincide with the well-known description

Akin to the jov a collector
ing a bird

unknown

his section,

is

feels

to science or

the j^leiisure of

on

tiiid

new

findin<i;

to

the

nest and eggs of a Sunnuer resident which

has hitherto escaped his notice.
It may
have eluded us for years, but, once found,
the chanc-es arc that we shall not now have

much

trouble in taking it again and again.
Each year the circle of otir observation
grows narrower, btit tliere will always remain some local desideratrt to stimulate

by A. Allen,

of this species
••

coijied

into

Birds of the Northwest.'

Thus the season
circle

of

which

I

of '82 has

inquiry by

local

narrowed m_v
three species

had not positively fomid breeding

here before.

—

J/.

./.

R.\RE Books.

JVorinieh,

Tl'^.,

—John

(Jo)iii..

H. Sage. Portland,

Conn., has added to his library an original
copy of Bonajjarte's continuation of Alexander Wilson's works, in four volumes,
and now very rare also a copy of Dr.
De Kay's Birds of New York, in one large
:

further search.
iSix

years I collected before I found a

Blue Yellow-backed Warbler's nest. Since
then, with their range and peculiarities

known, I can take more of their eggs than
of the commf)n Summer Warbler.
I have
not found Rails breeding here untU this
Beason when, after special search, I took
three sets of nine eggs each.
Now, with
their somewhat restricted habitat at my
command, I can probably take their eggs
every year if there is any use for them.
WUson's Thrush is by no means the common \)ird in Summer in Southern Connecticut it is in Massachusetts and northward.
June 9, I found my first nest in the swamp
on Groton Long Point. The pure emeralds of the Thrush were dwarfed by the
presence of two large Cow-l)ird's eggs.
The nest was peculiar in being well raised
from the ground by dry leaves stufted into
the uprights of a spoonwood clumj) which
snugl}- suiDported the structiu'e itself, thus

corresponding

in date and position with a
Western type found by Dr. Coues near
Pembina, Dacotah, on the Red River of
the North. Three years ago I left an unde-

termined set of Gromid-building Warbler's
eggs because I could not shoot eitlier parent.
This year I took a nest and five eggs,
identical with the others, in the same place,
and secured the female by stealing my hat
over the nest.

The

bird proved to be a

Warbler.
The situation, the
sunken nest with moss-covered lip fl>ish
with the surface, the color and marking's
Nashville

(juarto volume.

Purple Finch.

—A

friend of mine living

has a vine covered piazza where

in this place

the Chipjiing Sparrows l)uild their nests

every year.

which from

Last

Summer some

birds,

my friend's descrijition I should

unhesitatingly pronounce Purple Finches,

destroyed several of these Chipping-birds'
nests with their entire consents.
to enquire

if

any of our

ers have ever

Purjjle
Jlr.

known

highly-musical

the

Finch to do so disreputable an act

why is this bii'd
the " Red Linnet")

Editor,

known

I wish

scientific observ-

as

?

(so generally

called by or
and in ornithological works a
Finch r—Chas. Kd,c. Frloi:

nithologists
• J^urp/e
•Jewett

(.'If I/.

Coini.

The Bobolink, formerly very abundant
in this locality, has hardly made an appear
ance the present season.

I have seen but

two or three pairs during the entire Summer, where previously from seventy-five
to one hundred pairs have nested.
Their
non-appearance has caused
sharp lookout for them, and

me to keep'a
many mead-

in

ows where they have been very common,
not a single bird could

What

can

their old breeding
Taftsuille,

[We have Imd

l)e

seen this season.

have caused them to desert

grounds

?

<'.

<>.

Trari/.

Vt.
an article in type for two months on this

figure;* were i;iven from memory and we
were not sure of them, so the matter lays over until we have
time. The reason is i)atent, however, to those living on
the New Jersey marehee and the Delaware river and further
South.— Ed.1

snbjec'l,

but the

—
ORNITHOLOGIST
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of this

Although found

locality.

fully in nearly all

situations, its
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Brief

Wilson's Thpubh (Turdus fuseescens,)
except the Eobin, themost abundant thrush

Eggs

plenti-

favorite

Newsy

in a Set.

beth, N.

J.,

Notes.

—Harry F. Haines, Eliza^

who

has taken a good

Long-billed Marsh AVren's

haunts are low, swampy woods. The past
Summer a pair of these Thrushes Ijuilt

and reared their young- within
my home. The site which
fifty
they selected for their nest was by the
roadside under an elm tree, among the
They seemed
rank, growing male ferns.
to be an unusually social pair, and came

many
writes

is

the largest

nest, but five is
six.

yards of

about the house searching for food, showing no signs of fear. Teams were con-

nests,

number found in a
found oftener than four or
Let us hear fi-om others.

that six

their nest

:

—

Hakmony. Henrv' A. Berry of Iowa City,
Iowa, reports finding the following nests
Orchard Oriole, five eggs
in one tree.
Kingbird,

three

and

eggs,

WTiite-eyed

Vireo, four eggs.

—

nest.

Cardinal Grosbeak. Henn' A. Berry,
Iowa City, reports a specimen being taken
in a box trap at that place last February.

this

It is

stantly passing within eight feet of their

Of twelve sets which I collected
Summer, seven contained foiu-, four
The set
three, and one two eggs each.
containing but two eggs was taken July
26th and would undoulitedly have contained one or two more had I left the nest
undisturbed. The earliest set was taken

May

Six sets measure as follows

30th.

May 30th, 92x66,
90X65,88X65,88X65: set of four collected

85 X 65

June
;

5th,

of

set

88X65, 87X65.86X65.
four collected June 5th,

89x68, 88X67, 88x66, 92x65: set of
three collected June 13th, 85x68. 84x67,
85x68 set of three collected June 20th,
:

84x70. 87x69, 84x69; set of three collected June 28th, 80x60, 76x62, 80x60.
The set taken June 28th was, I think, the
third litter laid by that pair of birds,
which

will

account for the small size of

The eggs

the eggs.

somewhat
green, a

in

shape

little

:

are oval but vary

their color is bluish-

darker than those of the

Bluebird, and lighter than those of the
Catbird.

The nest

is

placed on or near

ground, but usvially in a low bush
within a few inches of the ground, and is

in confinement.

—

John H. Sage reSavannah Sparrow.
taken
a set of these
ports that he has never
eggs at Portland, Conn., although they
breed there. Chas. H. Neff was more fortunate and found a set this season.

Common Crow,— April

:

Set of four collected

now

my

several sets of

Humming
in

21, 1882, I

largest set of seven eggs.

his

took

Have taken

six.

Bieds.

—C.

J.

Ma^^lard states

Birds of Eastern North America,

page 215, that the male R. T. Humming
Bird is especially watchful of the nest and
is vei-y pugnacious when any person ap
preaches it. I have taken several nests of
this species and have watched the birds
building their nest, and in no instance
have I seen the male bird near the nest,
even when it contained young, and the experience of othei-s who have taken them
here agrees with

my

own.

—

Great-horned Owls' Eggs. The average size was about 2.10x1-80. The set
of four was somewhat smaller than any of

X

the

the others, the measurements being 2.08

composed

208X1.76, 2.10xL78, 2.12x1.80.
The largest set measured 2.25x1-85, 2.28
Xl.88, 2.30x1-88. The jjores of these

and weeds,

of leaves, diied grass

lined with fine roots, strips of bark, and

often hair.

There

is

but

little

variation in

the nests which I have examined in this
locality.— C. O. Tracy, raftsville.

Subscribe for Volume VIII.

Vt.

Onlv Si-

1.68,

eggs are very large. In blowing with one
of Rowland's blowers it was noticed that
the moisture came out of every pore and
stood in drops like sweat. E. A. S.

—

N (IV
The

AND

lS.s-2.]

'Rvrv {Machetes pngnax.)

ooLoGIST.

—The Ruff

and Africa kaA

native of Europe, Asia

is

!i

is

a rare visitor to North America.

It frc

quents bogs and marshy grotind. being
Kuffs and Iteeves
used to be found in large
numbers in the English fens, but since the
drainage and cultivation of th<; fens and

met with

far inland.

(the females)

marshes they have only been rare visitors
In Winter the males and feto England.
males are scarcely to be distinguished from
each other, but in the Spring the males as-

sume splendid

ruffs or collars

and become
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Climbers and Climbing.
Concerning the article on "Climbers
and Chmbing" in the September O. and
disagree with J. ]M. W. on some
()., I

Walking up a tree steadj-ing
by the tips of the fingers will

points.

one's self

do in many cases, but not in all, as I have
found from experience. I wOl give one
Standing in a swamp,
instance in proof.
on the lake shore in New York, is a
very large soft maple over seventy feet
high and nearly dead. On the top of this
close

Bald Eagles have nested for

tree a pair of

very fine birds indeed. They vary much
in plumage, it being scarcely possilile to

many

years and I have

six or

seven times.

Und two specimens alike. Their pecidiar
and striking appearance has no doubt been
one of the causes of their being shot down.
Eufl's and Reeves used to be in great request
for the table, and were captured in large
numbers by means of nets which were set

is

among

the places frequented

for the piirpose of fighting.

liy

the Ruffs

The captured

cUmbed to the nest
The bark of this tree

nearly three inches thick, figuring the

rough outer part. The climbers that I
used on this tree, and similar ones, had
spurs two and three-fourths inches in
length they were not a whit too long
and it was necessary to strike twice and
often three times to knock off the ross and
my.A.S for converting
get a firm hold.

—

bu-ds were fed upon bread and milk which

self into

they devoured in the most greedy manner,
and when they had laid on enough fat they

touching the tips of

were killed and sent to market. During
the l)reeding season the males tight in the
most furious manner, frequenting certain
places, in which there are small mounds,

letter V. '

a horizontal

the fingers

merely
in

the

was entirely impracticable.
I do not Ijelieve in hugging
a tree, but I must confess that I have
done a great deal of it on this particular
ridges of

the bark.

"

it

In these fights the combatants never do

There is another very important
mentioned in the article, that
It is that
collectors should look well to.

each other any serious harm, the loss of a

the

few feathers being the only result of the
most serious duel. Ruffs and Reeves do

3-ears

for the purpose of settling their cpiarrels.

not pair.

The eggs

number and
They are of

are

laid

are usually four in

upon the ground.

a greenish

Virown, splashed

and spotted with brown and
females alone perform
ineuliatiori,

and have

all
all

black.

The

the functions of
the

trouble of

The males continue
to fight in the most furious manner during
The
the whole of the breeding season.
food of Ruffs and Reeves consists of
water-insects, worms, larvfe and seeds of
./. T. T. R.. Ryhnpe. Duraquatic plants.

rearing

theii-

young.

—

tree.

thing, not

spurs of their climbers are properly
tempered and without flaws. "Five or six

ago I was climbing an ash

tree,

steadying myself by the fingers. When I
was up about twenty feet the spur broke
.

was resting on. I slipped five or
six feet, tripped on a limb, keeled over and
landed on my back in soft, black mud and

that I

water.

It wasn't

very pleasant.

I

hanlly

think that the climbing of telegraph men
is a fail- example, for they have only small,

smooth, soft pine or cedar to work on.
In conclusion. I'm not a disciple of Ingersoll,

for

referred

orndo.

I
to.

have

never

7>.

E. Sfo»t:

—

read

his

work

Jfinicock. Col-
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Climbers and Climbing.

fall,

this

took Mr.

Herman III was bom

in

Germany, and

dm-ing his younger days travelled with a
circus company, which developed his muscle, also gave him unbounded self confidence and courage "to do" that we have
never seen equalled. He is a man true to
himself and friends always, and it was our

good fortune to have Mr. Ill in our employ from 1876 to 1881. and we often
called on him to climb trees tliat otherwise would have remained unelimlied, and
many a jiair of hawks would have lieeu
gladdened by a nest of young, where now
the

are

shells

sjji-ead

over the

United

At the time
he was working

States in various cabinets.

we made use of Mr. Ill
week day in a factory, and

evei-y

also run-

[Vol. 7-No. 22

is

One evening we

noding."

the carriage and drove out

Ill in

some
Crow Blackbirds' eggs which were mostly
in immense elms so peculiar to Conn.
As on all excursions of this kind we took
the climbing irons and ropes along, and
a few miles west of Rockville to get

often

and

a hatchet

The

needful.

first

dled on an overhanging limb forty to

from the trunk of the
eighty feet from the ground. We
should not have asked our climber to venture after this nest, but he made preparation at once to ascend the tree, when we
brought out the climbing irons and ropes,
which he would not touch, and any
feet

least

proposition to use

artificial

genious,

five feet

little

episode

will show:
One evening while riding home
bareback he noticed in front of him on an
overhanging slender limb a nest which lie
saw at once could not be got at in the

usual way.

Quick as thought the horse
was under the limb with the rider standing on his back. At this moment the
horse espied a tuft of grass and moved towai-ds it, while the rider whose hands and
eyes were upturned, unlike Absalom ]\Ir.
measured his full length on the ground.
The horse was soon hurried back to his
250sition, when Mr. Ill jumjied up and
examined the nest which contained nothing.
A good specimen of rapid bareback riding followed until the stable was
reached.
We once went with Mr. Ill to
get some Bam Swallows' eggs when he
climbed up the posts and walked over the
beams like a cat. We trembled as we saw
him step from beam to beam so high up.
and with his hands full of nests and eggs.
We begged of him to be more careful or
he would certainly fall. All warnings were
met with a smile, and "I guess not, I no

m

—

means was met

with a smile of derision, he saying "I

climb any tree you find."

the following

fifty

and at

tree,

ning a farm between times, and yet he
found time to climb trees for us. Besides
being veiy strong Mr. Ill was also very inas

imi^lements

other

nest located was sad-

so large he

This tree was

could but reach about half

way round

it, and for twenty to twentyhad nothing but the rough bark

to get hold of

Daylight

with his fingers.

was fast waning and j'et he went up the
tree without a slip.
As he worked his way
along the overhanging limb we became
alarmed for his safety and begged him to
return, but
rei^ly.

we only got joking answers

When

dangerous point as a
111,

in

he was passing the most

do be careful

vife she say so

:

last

warning we said

fore I leave home."

nest was duly reached which

we

:

my

his reply was, " Yes,

The

insisted

on his throwing down and not bringing
domi as he wanted to do. The eggs were

brought down
time than

it

in safety

and

has taken us to

was probably the most

we ever

in

much

tell

it.

difficult

less

This

feat

in

Mr. Ill has
climbed hundreds of monsters of the
forest for us and never used a climbing

climbing

witnessed.

iron, or ever received a fall.

nerve, strength

and

will to

commend

his

has the

what strength and nerve can accomplish
climbing.

all

We

do not write
method, but to show

obstacles of this kind.
this to

He

overcome

in

OIIXITHOLOGIST
—
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it

by

me

sliowinj^

to tlie nest

a live oak in the pasture near the

and

me

to

mouth

of

Tbej- led

23.

mixed through it, most abundantly in the
there were also two small bits of
sheep's wool.
The material was so loosely
woven together as to form a rather fragile
nest.
The eggs were of an oblong oval
lining

letting nie see for myself.

No.

1882.

—

Black-crested Flycatcher.
prove

Single Copy
10 Cents.

EgtabUwliert, Slarcli, 1875.

;

the canon, and approaching- very carefully

shape, tapering only slightly; ground-color

we saw

a

the female Qy from the tree.

treating a short distance

watch under another

we

tree,

lay

Re-

down

to

from wliich we
So cau-

could plainly see the the nest.
tious

was the bird that we grew very im-

patient waiting her return to the nest. She

clayej' white,

end,

the tree containing the nest, only to

later,

:

—

small cofTee-

extending with
to

uniformity up

the

the

band around the larger end which was
much more profusely spotted than the
smaller.
The eggs were perfectly fresh
and measured .90x.64, .92x.C2, and .89x.62.
The next nests were found Hay 8, about
isiied

away to a moi-e distant tree or bush and
when the female did finally return to the
nest she did so by direct flight from one
of the most distant trees,
not gradually
ajiproaching from tree to tree, as most
birds do. This method of retui-ning to the

many

middle where they became
mui-h more numerous, forming a broad
sides

was soon joined by the male, and they
would fly about from tree to tree uttering
their call-note, at the same time nervously
jerking the tail somewhat after the manner of the Pewee {Sayornls fuseus). Often they would approach quite close to
fly

with

colored spots on and around the smaller

a half mile uj) the canon, but were unfin-

and were not taken until four daj's
sets, one of three and the
other of two eggs, were obtained.
Other
sets were gotten Maj- 13, 17, and 19, and
June 2. Of the seven nests taken by me,
four were saddled on horizontal limbs from

when two

four to twentj-five feet above the ground,

and near the end

;

one was placed ujjon

upon two, and

nest I have noticed several times afterward,

three smaller twigs, another

and consider quite

the seventh was jjlaced securely in a forked

characteristic.

Fully

satisfied that the nest was one of Phainopephi n If ens, I climbed to it, and, as reported by the boys, there laj- three beautiful

but very odd looking eggs.

The nest

branch

in the

extreme summit of the tree,
from the ground. All of

fully thirty feet

these nests were in live oaks, but Mr. Fred
Core}' writes

me

that he has, this season,

was placed near the end of a horizontal
limb about twelve feet from the ground.
It was a flat, shallow structure, nearly four
inches across the top the cavity was about
two and one-half inches in diameter and
less than one inch deep.
In composition
it was made up of small twigs and pieces

found their nests
gums, and elders.

of weeds, with blossoms of the live oak

more nearly the form

:

in

pepper-trees,

blue

me

agree

The various nests examined
verj' closely

Some

bj'

with the one already described.

and some
more frail than it, but all are quite
and the cavity in most of them is

are better built, however,

are even
shallow,

of an ellipse than a

;
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The

circle.

wall of the nest

is

generally
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sent away before I had an opportiinity of

thicker at one end of the ellipse than else-

measuring them.

where.

follows:

— set

.89x.62:

set

Six of the seven nests contained three

eggs each, the other

hiit

Dr. Coojjer

two.

and Capt. Bendire, the only

who

naturalists

appear to have found the nest of this species before nie,

eggs in a

set.

never found more than two
Dr. Cooper found a single

nest near Fort Mojave, on April 27.

Capt.

Bendire, in the season of 1872, found fourteen nests in the vicinity of Tucson, Arizona, and not one contained

"and

eggs,

more than two

in three instances the nest con-

tained but a single egg and the bird hard
setting

upon

Some

that."

found saddled
ner of other
dead bark and
again he found

of the nests

he

98x70

;

The

(1).

measure as
and
.92x.67, and

fifteen

.90x64,

.92x.62,

.!)5x.67i

(2),

set (3), .90x.65, .90x.64, and.89x.65,

and .90x.63 set
and .94x,65. A set
of three which I sent T. G. Gentry and
whicli he figures in Part XXV of his work
on Nests and Eggs,' gives the following
measiu'ements as determined by him
.94x.G9, .94x68, and .93x.68.
The average
of the first fifteen is found to be .923x.646
set

(.5),

(4), .90x.6.5, .87x.6.5,

:

1.03X.63, .95X.62,

:

;

or

of

the

eighteen.

Baird,

.925x.652.

Brewer, and Ridgway's North American
birds gives .90x.60, being smaller than any

one obtained by me.

lot of

It is not stated where
egg was obtained, yet I presume it is
either a Fort Mojave or an Arizona egg. If
so, its small size when comjjared with more
northern specimens confirms Capt. Ben-

The

dire's conjecture

upon a limb

manflycatchers, some between
the trunk of the tree, and
the nest fixed in between a
after the

young sprouts of a mesquite tree.
him were obtained between May 16 and June 24.
nests found by

Capt. Beodire, in a letter to
this

bird, in

me

regarding

speaking of our entirely

ferent observations regarding the

dif-

number

this

of eggs

is

that,

when the usual

set

fewer in the Southern than in

the Northern portion of any species' breed-

ing range, the eggs are also smallei-.
it

May

not be true that the individuals of

-dwy

of eggs laid

by it, gives the following exand I may add that his views
seem most reasonable and are undoubtedly
correct
He says " The small number
found by me is unquestionably due to the

given species which go farthest North to

planation,

breed, average a

Southern Arizona they raise
two and perhaps three broods, while in
California, where we found them, they
raise but one.
This I know applies to such

number of miles between thei)' Winter
home and their breeding ground, must nec-

that stav' at

:

fact that in

Sf)ecies

as the Icteria inrens lonf/lcat«hi

and others
extensive.

whose range in Summer is
Here (Fort Walla Walla) this

also

trifle

larger and

more

home

?

It

seems evident that

those individuals which put the greatest

essarily be the stronger ones
of travel, the

;

the fatigues

changes of climate, and other

mollifying influences

demanding and de-

velo2)ing a hardier variety.

And may

more prolonged endjryotic developuicnt,
and

a

eggs, while in Ai-izona three

resulting in a chick of greater size

Why the

latter

are

is

the rale,

considerably smaller.

greater strength,

—one better able to

should hold good, too. I am
not so sure about, but I can readily see
why this .si^ecie lays fewer eggs to the set

witli its less favorable

two or three broods a season
makes up for this."

question.

raising

latter

fully

Of twenty eggs obtained by me I took
measurements of fifteen, five havuig been

not

the larger size of the Northern egg permit

species (Long-tailed Chat) always lay four

and the

ro-

bust than the weaker brothers and sisters

cope
environment? I sug-

gest this merely as a possible, and what-

appears to

me

a reasonable, solution of the

Regarding the singing
*IIIustrationB of Nests
States, with

Text

;

abilities of

the

and Eggs of Birds of the ITnited

By Thos. G. Gentry.

A. Wagenseller, Publisher.

Philadelphia

:

J.

;

AND

Dec, 1882.]
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ndiviriia). There are por
song which seem a little disconnected and harsh, but taken in its en-

Black-cresteil Fly(ut<-lur. I niiiKt wiy that

Jl<irporln/)icliii.-{

my

tions of the

observations go to coutirm wliat Drs.

Cooppr and Cones have chiimed for

it,

they

being the only natnralists wlio ascribe to

it

tirety,

it

the bird to a

certainly entitles

During my stay at Santa Paula, my employment was such as to give me no leisure

among
Though I spent several entire Saturdays
among these birds, I seldom, if ever, heard

time until after four o'clock in the evening,

their

very high rank

the power of song.

except on Satm-days, so

my

it

was

my

custom,

work was
ended, to saddle my broncho ami galloji up
the canon, where I would usually remain
until night-fall, observing these and other
as

soon as

Two

birds.

regular day's

or three pairs of these Fly-

soon detected in their nest-

catchers were
building,

and I watched them

evenings with miich interest.

for several

a circuitous way.

One

I

am

evening, after

the sun had disappeared behind the low

and

late in the evening,

song except

of the opinion that

it

very rarely

is

that they sing at any other time. Mr. Fred
Corey, who has spent some time in study-

ing these

bii-ds

me

writes

during the present year,
heard them

that he. too. has

and thus adds his testimonv in favor of the wonderful singing abilities of
Phalno'pepla nitens. Ji. W. Eco-miin.
sintrinsf.

—

Both male

and female worked at the nest, each bringing and placing its own material. Great
caution was observed to jirevent discovery,
the nest most generally being approached
in

the singing birds.

Wn.iT Others Think of Us.

—We

often

get words of encouragement for our

little

magazine, showing that our ideas of simple English as applied to the life histories

our birds

of

is

The

appreciated.

fully

two following extracts we take from two
English letters received by the same mail
:

mountains to the westward, a pair of these
birds which I was watching ceased their
labors,

and the male, perching upon one

of the highest twigs of an oak near that

containing their nest, favored

me

with a

most interesting song which he continued
long after sunset, and no other Inrds could
be heard except the peculiar, prolonged
ringing note of the

Ground

Tit

(Chnmacn

— " In

referLeeds. England, Sept. 22.
ence to your paper, I cannot speak too

highly of

it,

and I

I look forward with great eager-

fact,

ness

when

the times

becoming due."
Stone.

England.

petulant, scolding cries of a flock of Cali-

magazine.

We

they gathered for the

England."

from the

fornian Quails as

among

night's repose

neighboring

hillside chaparral, or the

live oak.

the thick foliage of a

The nature

of the

song, the time and place, together with the

memory of certain sentences given l>y Dr.
Cones when writing of this bird's song,
made this seem to me full of sadness and
was surely very sweet and
was a subdued, sad tone,
the musician was full of grief which

desolation, yet
fascinating.

as

if

it

It

he did not wish the world to know. I
could think of nothing with which to compare
tive

be the lowest, most jilainstrains of the California Thrasher

it,

imless

it

certainly re-

in

I

)

most

when the time comes

subscription

how much

/(i.tohita

shall

new mv

We

approaches for

—• I

cannot

have nothing

you

tell

enjoy your splendid
like

its

little
it

in

have never received but kind words,
circulation is not what it

and yet our

should be, probably because we have not
edited merely as a
it. being

advertised
isastime.
jrat

If

our present subscribers

their shoulder to the wheel

their friends to subscribe,

we

will

and ask

will try

our

them a better volume
next year. Volume VII will close with
the year 1882 by publishing an exti'a
liest

to

give

number.

—

Volume VI. After this date tlu^ numbers of Volume VI. 1881, wUl be $2.00.

—
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Ridgeway
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as the best artist

We

paint birds in motion.

—AND—

he knew
know him

to
to

be one of our best artists and a thorough

OOLOGIST.

Unfortunately he has too

gentleman.

A MONTULY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO

lit-

what Mr. Gentry has too nnich.

tle of

THE 8TUDT OP BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND EOGS.

Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club.

WADE, EDlTOIi,

M.

jros.

With the co-operation of able Ornithological
Writers and Collectors.

The October number
l)efore

Subscription — iXMiper annum.

Fornrjn subscrip-

including] pottage.

tion $1.25

us,

and

of the Bulletin is

which are of

great

should be to

ornithologists.

interest

Specimen

Copies Ten Cents.

all

to the review of Dr. Cones'

WADE,

M.

JOS.

Boston,

Edwin Sheppard, the

Mass.

Artist.

United States by

In C. H. M's. able review of Gentry's
Nests and Eggs in Bull. Nutt. Oru. Club,
the above artist comes in for a share

and

standpoint.

We

from a Btranger's

justly,

have

privatelj' called the

attention of Mr. Sheijpnrd to the defects of

the plates as

we

believe

they have progressed, and
they

that

can

hardlj-

accept them
artist

Why

?

did he not take the

out into the fields and show him the

nests as built?

him

fine

give

it

Why

specimens to draw from

?

We

mind was cenwhich was to accom-

up, unless his whole

tered on that portr.tit

pany the

last

extra charge.

numbei- of his work, free of

We

his

made Mr. Sheppard's

acquaintance through the kindness of Mr.

Robert Ridgeway. He drew for us the
JIawk and Jiald Eugh scenes
which have appeared on the cover of the
O. and O.
also the Pigmy Owl, which accompanied Dr. Wood's article, and the

C.

own book by

H. M.

List

Poor Gentry,

this writer,

against anything.

We

he

regret

is

proof

that

we

have not space to quote these two able reviews entire, but will give

the

closing

paragraph of one of them.
" Enough has been said to show that
instead of becoming an authority worthy
of place

amongst the standard works on

N. A. Ornithology, Mr. Gentry's book on
nests and eggs
level alongside

"

must

inevitably

find

its

such unreliable and worth-

productions

less

did he not bring

allude

he can stand the quotations made from

be

charged to him, certainly not the coloring.
The nests are bad, but why did Gentry

We

New Check

from the standpoint of a scientist by W. B.,
and Gentry's Nests and Eggs of Birds of the
if

of criticism,

two papers
to us and

contains

it

as

Jasper's

North America" and similar

Birds
trash.

of

In

other words, instead of a woi-k of scientific
value,

we have

a popular picture book, well

adapted for the amusement of children."
This was crowded out of our November
number.

On

Time,

10-12-82.— Chas.

E

Bellows,

"

jiair of

Enclosed find $1.00 for the
next volume of the O. and O. I would
not be without it, and hope you will have
a large increase of subscribers for your
next vohime. Everything is so OrUjinal

lar cut

that

four I^ish

;

Great-horned Owls in small circuwhich has appeared in our advertising column.
We also employed him to
copy three of Audulion's largest paintings,

two

New York and

one at Morestown,
N. J. They were of course reduced for
book work. He gave us perfect satisfaction.
He was recommended to us by Mr.
in

Ph. G., whites

it is

We

it."

kind,

:

worth twice the price j^ou ask for
receive lots of good words of this

and as

it is

a volunteer magazine,

we

ask our readers to spend a little time in
trying to induce one more subscriber.

We

regret to liave to say that the present

volume has not paid

its

own

cash outlay.

—

—
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Newsy

Brief

Common Dove.

picked

it

up

S.

Crows and Jays. J. M. W., while out in
woods at Norwich, Ct., saw two crows

Tlioinpsou, Mel-

A.

Feb,

feeding with the fowls,

his rounds.

—

Notes.

common dove

About the same time
brought to our

1882.

20,

was
An M. D. had

snow drift while driving
The cold was severe.

in a

F. R.\THBONE of Auburn, N. Y., has

been making a visit among his Eastern
friends, and we had the jileasure of his
company for a few hours in our home sanc-

Swamp Sparrow.
June, 1882,

Chipping

Nest.

Sp.\reows

—I

found

a

A beam

twenty feet from the ground.

were nailed on either side and a l)oard projected over them, making a sort of box.

The nest was built like any other Chippie's
and about half finished when foimd.
J'hilo W. Smith, St. LouL% Mo.

—

Golden Eagle's Nest. I went to a nest of
Aqidla chrystetH.t caiiade/i.sis about April
1st.
I could look into the nest and see
tree

and could

It

bluff.

was

in a large

reach

not possiljly

shot the female, and a fine one

it is

Was

not get a shot at the male.

:

it.

I

could

One

again, (April 15th.)

of

my

neighbors

A

there for eight years.

me

interview them again.

W.\TER Ousel

of

boy found tlie
Will go and
A. allien, Cal.

it.

— C.

.\nd C.\s.\d.\ Jay.

— Oct.

16,

was taken, so the

~V.

Water Ousel which was sporting
an open place in the ice on a small lake

near Hancock, Colorado.

ond one

This

is

the sec-

I liave ever seen in this country.

was very late in tlie season for birds, as
snow had been on the ground for over
two weeks and was snowing at the time.
It

the

identification is positive.

Wilder, Syracuse,

II.

—

brown or

JST.

Y.

M. W. reports seeing

J.

an Albino Crow at

Norwich,

with

Ct.,

and both wings

dralj liody

wliite.

—

Cow

Birds.
Edgar A. Small wrote Ajji-il
The Cow Birds are mating. I was
watching them this morning in the yard.
There were two females and one male, and

5th

:

the females flew after the male and
to

make

all

seemed

the advances.

Correction.

— In

No.

22,

Page

171,

should have been signed Chas.
Edw. Prior, Jewett City, Conn. Page 174
IVint.'y/tt'.-i"

—

"

Commmi

Crows" and " Iluiriminfj Birds"
should have been signed M. B. Griffing,
Shelter Island, N. Y.

Edgar

A. Small,

U. A. S. should be
Hagerstown, Md.

Wanted to Know why
tell lis

J.

M. W. don't

about that Marsh Hawk's nest with

seven well marked eggs, and other

Why birds

Hawks?

that take thirty days to incu-

bate only breed once, while those incubating in three weeks breed twice, and those

incubating in two weeks or less breed two
to four times?

Why

I shot a
in

he has ever taken

Y., I took a set of four.
There was also
one ^gg of the Cow Bird in the nest. The
eggs were badly incubated. One parent

near the nest states that they have bnilt
nest and informed

P. Tarrant of Saratoga, N.

July 17, 1882, in the town of Livonia, N.

told that

he has another mate and already at work

eat dog.

the O. and O. for

the eggs of this bird was on June 15th.

Albino Crow.

rested on the edge and a couple of strips

the eggs from the

W.

—In

Y., says that the latest

tum.
Chippie's nest on the top of a post about

Dog

eating a nest of Jays' eggs.

that was

specimen

a

dead.

oflSce

181

the

— C.

rose, Conn., shot a

OOLOGIST.

in

the Red-headed Woodpecker bred
Conn, and Long Island the past year ?

AVliat has become of Captain Ben dire?
by many of our readers. After reaching
Fort Klamah, Caj)tain Beudire wrote
It
:

is

the loveliest place in

Summer that

I

have

seen in twenty-seven years' travel, and

The Canada Jays have become so tame
about camp that they will come and take

certainly nuist be a

bread out of my hand, sometimes alighting on my arm to do so.
I). I). Stuiie.

report. I

had made up

must be a

beautiful place, but I

it

grand place for both

the sportsman and the naturalist.

my mind

From
that

it

had no idea

—
ORNITHOLOGIST
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Eggs

And
its beauties as they really are.
such a place for pinicoliue birds as well as
of

We

others.

is for

While out collecting

know more about them

away from

before I get

season

will

Late as the

here.

eggs I picked

uji a

good many

two, and
trance.

about 150 miles east of here, and among

times,

down.

erly settled

I

am

satisfied that I

can spend at least two years here with
profit to myself

write

up

and others

I will

as well.

my observations made

on the

trij)

before a great while.

What has become
—Dr. Wm. Wood ?

It

;

and

was hard for the Dr.
numbers of the

to give ujj the familiar

1859 catalogue.
ting to many.

'Twas a general

Tipset-

number

I passed the culvert a

but the

Pewee

by

my

On

fly out.

of

time I threw a stone

last

surprise

to

see a

entering I foimd the"

which contained four fresh Pewee's
eggs and two eggs of the Cow Bird. Is
nest,

not this a queer place for the
lay

Cow

Bird to

Also found a Black-throated Bunt-

?

ing's nest with three eggs, fresh,

Two

Bird's eggs.

and four

Cow

of the

Bird's

eggs were exactly alike in color and markings and shape, and but very little difference in

There

size.

my mind

in

were

—

Key

found

about eight feet from the en-

and what was

in.

Cow

of J. N. Clark

this season

a Pewee's nest in a culvert, three feet

since I struck the pine timber, which I did

them some very excellent things, at least
two species new to me. I shall have
more to say in the future, after I get prop-

in a Set.

laid

is

not the lenst doubt

but what two of

by the same

the eggs

Found some

bird.

to N. A. Birds
D. Elliott Coues
hard at work on his new edition of the
" Key to North American Birds," and is in
hopes that it will be ready in time for the

twent\' nests of the Rose-breasted Gros-

collector in early Spring.

in

is

"

The Vertebr.\tes of the Adirond.ick

Eegion, North Eastern

New

York, by Clin-

ton Hart Meriam, M. D., of Locust Grove.
N. Y. ;" IOC pp. Eoyal Octavo, paper cover,

wide margin.

We

a copy of this

work from which we have

have been favored with

beak,

the

and

in every instance

set

full

be

to

but four, found
Also

five.

Pewee's nests, with four and
a

set.

I also

five

Wood
eggs

got twenty-three eggs

from one pair of Bewick's Wrens this
season two sets of seven each, one set of

—

and one set of four. The birds laid
once more, but I was ashamed to rob
them, so I let them raise their brood of
five,

six.

Also found a nest of the Nashville

The nest

derived a pleasure that nothing equal to a

Warbler, with

good book on Natural Science can give.
Mr. Meriam uses the English language
"for all it is worth," and what he does not

was on the ground at the foot of a blackberry stalk and was very large for the

know about

than

he has studied is
hardly worthy of investigation.
Like Wilson and Audubon, he writes for the million and not specially for the handful of
a region

size

five

fresh eggs.

of the bird, being very

leaves,

much

larger

The bottom was
the nest was made of dried rotten

the

grasses,

Indigo's.

weeds,

and was lined with
The eggs

etc.,

grass and a few horse hah's.

and

are of a pinkish tinge, with a few purplish

there are scientific terms enough but not

and reddish spots scattered over the whole

one to spare. The naturalist
of reading it.

egg.

scientists.

But

Self is entirely forgotten

will

never

tire

The eggs

Bird, being

work has tiUTied off one of the best jjaper
boimd pamphlets we have ever seen devo-

for the fair, I

ted to any subject.

Humming

somewhat smaller than the
Gold Finches'. As my eggs are arranged

us not forget the printer, L. S.
Foster, 35 Pine St., N. Y., who in this
let

the smallest I have

are

ever seen, except those of the

can't

— I'hilo Smith, Jr.,
Subscribe

now

take measurements.

St. JLaiiis,

for Vol. VIII.

JIo.

Only $1.

—
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The Great American Egg-hog.
Tbis

decidedly more

appellation,

a

Many

called oologists.
ially

the

de-

sorry to say,

to a great

ajiplieable

iiuiiie

am

I

is,

many

collectors,

more youthful members

so-

espec-

the

of

brotherhood, seem to lose sight of what,

should be their ultimate object

at least,

the advancement of the science with the
least

the welfare and

possible injury to

happiness of

the

l)irds.

good, complete series of

all

of your region, and, in the

perhaps as

many

be desu-able

numbers

;

as possible

but

of the

Of

course

a

To

well kept in

sets, is

out of place.

A typical

and to deliberately gather as many eggs
basket,

is

suqjassed by the vagabond and

becoming of a
and which
gentleman and a naturalist." Of course I
understand that the plea for such behavalways " exchange," but nine men

ior is

out of

ten

prefer

to

"

species, I

exchange"

"tilthy lucre.'

T2d

Street,

New

is

am

which I mention onaccoiuitof its
and the great variety of its
egg-markings,) a few commonlj' marked
sets, and some showing the extremes,
would for all ordinary purposes be adequate, except in case an individual should
be working up the oology of the Frin-

A

few years ago a pau- of Pewees biiilt
on a brace under the guards of

their nest

the steam ferry boat running between Port-

land and Middletown, Conn., the boat mak-

ing trips every ten minutes.

al)un dance

to claim

ically

or something of a simOar plan.

new, I

—

—

was going to say
as many sets as possible) at least enough
to be able to stock your own cabinet, and
(I

to present your oological friends with a
few good examjjles of all the species you
may fall in with, not to mention a donation

some public museum. Again, speci
mens of the same sjaecies from various loto

calities are often
if

very desirable, especially

there be anj' great difference in latitude

or altitude between the places.

some

But

in

our Waders, the
Jlerodiones for example, where vast numbers breed in a com])aratively restricted
The eggs as a
area, it is very diftVrent.
rule, present no notable variation in either

the

case

of

of

Middletown as

their

They seemed
home, as they

appeared to collect their building material
on that side of the river. "When the boat

was on

this side they

would wait

patiently,

on the piles until she came into the
although I have occasionally seen them

sitting
sli]5,

Hy out and meet the boat

new region ornithologmean it would undoubtedly

be advisable to collect

for

Curious Nesting Places.

and

clutch or two, with

entering a

often

Louis A. Zere(ja, 3 East
York City.

fasciata,

On

sorry to say

too

only

own

our com-

in

if

whatever marked variations may come unIn
der your notice, should be sufficient.
the case of the Song Sparrow (Melosptza

gillklie,

their

collect

specimens when possible, and
the

entirely useless

ruffian,

certainly " is not

moner Eastern

eggs, even

in a

conduct which could hardly be

the rarer eggs

would always

away

as can conveniently be carried

rarest species,

accumulate great

to

commoner

or shajie, and rarely in numenter one of these " Heronries"

size, color,

ber.

served than elegant,

183

the river.

in the midtlle of

" John." the veteran collector,

(he has been on this ferry thirty years.)

m them and did
doubt he never did before let anj'thing cross on this boat w-ithout collecting
the fare. The birds did well and we watched
took quite an interest

what

I

them

until the

—

young

left the nest.

have a bad habit of waking ujj about
four o'clock mornings, and in Summer to
I

keep out of mischief I ''ijot" around the
garden until breakfast time. One morning last Spring I noticed a Bluebird flying
towards the house with her bill full of dried
grass. I watched her. and you would never

—

guess where she went with it right into
The chimney has a
the kitchen chimney.
llat

stone on top, with ojienings Ijeneath.

I sat

down and watched the

pair

work most

ORNITHOLOGIST
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lively until the

the

fire,

cook came d'o^ii and started
when, as the smoke poured ouf,
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compartments, and when finished the old
(?) set (?) sot (?) with her head out

lady sat

the birds left.
Wei], thinks I, you have
given that up as a bad job but next morning they were at work as hard as ever. I

of the front

waited for about ten days when the cook
eomiilaiued that the fire did not seem to

T\Tien I built an addition to

work right.
It didn't driw," she said.
I went on the roof and took off the stone
and looked in.
The chinniey is not a

which I did, leaving a stump some six
feet high, into which I placed a ring to
hitch my horses to.
One morning I noticed a piir of Chickadees at work on the
stump, and I gave them !ny closest atten-

;

>•

straight one, but has

what the masons call
dnxw off" in it. On that le Ige, as you
might say, they had began their nest and
had finally nearly filled up the whole space
in the chimney.
In one corner was the
a "

nest as natural as Hfe.
I took a long
wooden rake and carefully brought up and

out the whole structure, and, if you will
believe me, there was material enough to
fill a half-bushel
measure.
I notice your remarks on " Coe's Str lin"
in

October number.

Had

the* usual luck

this Spring.

Although I have had

time, I have

managed

homed and Ban-ed
Sparrow

little

to take the Great-

Owls, a bemtiful set

window, showing that she was

"at home."

But the sweetest

of

all

this year is this

down an

I was obliged to cut

old cherrj'

tree,

My man

tion.

hitched the horses to this

stump every morning as he cleaned them
off, and although the horses' heads were
within a foot of their hole they kept at

work and finally laid their eggs and brought
forth the young ivi good order.
By the
aid of a niiiTor I threw the light into the
hole, so that I could see all that

They began work

on.
in

May

nesting material

ting

May

young

was going

April 27th, carried

began setand the

10th,

ITth. hatched M:iy 26tli,

flew

June

What

12th.

I notice in

this as singular is the fact that

we

usually

WoodNut

find these liirds breeding in the thickest of

Hatches, and a few others of less account.

and that they should come into
the ojien and so close to the liouse, and
more
they worked most systematically,
each working and taking out chips. One
would cnrry awiy the cliij] that he (or she)
had pecked out and fly to a pear tree near by
and " wipe" it off her bill, when the other
would at ouce go in and go to work. They
did it so regularly that, as one went out of
the hole the other met it about half way
between tlie pear and cherry tree.
W.
W. (Joe, Portland, Ct.

of

pecker,

Hawks,

fine

nest of

Red-heade.l

White-bellied

Took a Chipping Sparrow's nest with
one of her eggs and one Cow Bunting's in
it.

The Sparrow had

built over the

of the nest a perfect net
hair,

same

top

work of horse
and

as the lining of the nest,

so nicely that although one could see the

eggs plainly

it could be turned " bottom
up" and the eggs not fall out. I never
saw this before in Chipping Sparrows'
" I put 'em in the bag" with the
nests.

side

Have a fine sjieciraen of a chicken
which I mounted a few days ago perfect
in every way except that he has four legs.
rest.

—

What

a sweet thing he would be in an early
garden. I have a Martin box on a jiole

some

fifteen feet high.

The Martins came

Spring and stayed a few days and
then for some reason best known to them-

in the

selves

left.

A pair

of

Eobius at once took
m one of the

possession and built a nest

:

my horse bam

swamps and almost always
stumps

in

white birch

;

:

—

•

August Eggs.
Ga.,

re]5orts

—W.

F. Biker, Savanah,

finding a fresh egg of

Mourning Dove, Aug.

the

31st.

—

September Eggs.
Sandford Ritchie,
White's Corner, Me., rejjorts finding five
fresli

eggs of

the

American Goldfinch,

Sept. 5th.

Black-billed Cuckoo's Nest, with two

young

bii-ds, at

the same time.

.
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The Wood-thrushes

New

{Jf>/li>virltl<i)

of

of the Olive-backed, while

by

distinguished

Brunswick.

No.

1882.

15,

his

the Hermit

tawny

24.

is

which

tail

But the
more nearly iden-

changes to olive above the rump.
This Pro^'ince can lay claim to but three
members of this sub-genus of the Turdi-

actions of these birds are

Tawny, also called " Wilson's
Thrnsh." and " Veerv, the Olive-backed
and the Hermit, for the Wood Thrush does
not come so far north on the Atlantic seaboard, rarely occurring beyond Massachusetts and never reaelifng- the northern limit

seen hopj^ing along the ground or perched

the

die.

"

of

the

AJleghanian faunal area, while

its

than either form or color, for whether

tical

upon

a tree, feeding or flying,

it is

WTiile here they appear neither

country.

gray-cheeked congener, though probalilj'

timid nor

passing through the country en-route to

yield to such plebiau weaknesses.

its

breetling

groimd

in the far North, has

not as yet been taken within our boundaries.

The Hermit and the Olive-backed

are abundant throughout the Province and

the

Tawny is much

too

common

to be called

They usually reach the vicinity of
St. John during the flrst half of ]\Iay, the
Hermit arriving first, followed within a few
days by the Tawny and in some two weeks
by the Olive-backed.
They leave here
rare.

about the middle of September. These
species have a general aji])earance when in
the field so similar that none but experts
can distinguish them, though, upon a close
examination, the characteristics of each are

found to be marked with sufficient distinctness to leave no doubt of tlieir identification.
In the field all three have the
same outline from beak to tail, the same
nisset coloring above the

same

dull white

shj-,

and

I

doubt

if

the arian aristocracy on
roll,

and true

These

Ridgway's
and tradiare modest and

Mr.

to the instincts

tions of " the first families"

and prefer the calm rejDose of the
and l)ustle of the field
and roadside. They are courageous and
composed under excitement, but never
quarrelsome, and are happy without being
noisy.
In short, they ilisplay the good
breeding and refined manners of the thoroughbreds that they are. Tliey cannot be
retiring,

forest to the glare

called gregarious but they are not solitary

— Hermit

Thrush is a positive misnomer.
They do not commingle as socially as do
the species of some other families indeed,
:

thej-

never apjiear as companions, yet

not unusual to find a

number

species

frequenting one grove.

seen as

many

as thirtv'

I have
Hermits within an

marked contrast with the greenish shade

Their eggs also differ in shape,

In

cation our three species exhibit a
difference

;

it is

same

of the

area of a hundred yards square.

:

they ever

birds are j)atricians, the premier genus of

more or less spotted but lay examples of each side by side and it will
prove that the Tawny was correctly named,
for his russet plumes have a reddish tint in
breasts,

imjoos-

any difference in them.
Much has been written about these same
manners that is not warranted h\ what is
observed of them during their visit to this
sible to detect

nidifi-

marked

the nests are differently con-

stnicted and placed in diflerent situations.
size

and

ORNITHOLOGIST
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and their songs

color,

—

differ

diifer in tone,

Hennit always build
country, and though

the

on the ground in this

and

then- nests

quite simi-

its location are

they are not identical

lar yet

both nests
together, but
;

and roughly piit
Veery's is the most compact and the neatest.
They are usually placed in an indenture, either natural or formed by the birds,
and screened by an oyerhanging branch, but
while the Veeiy prefers a di-y knoll in a
damp sj5ot. ^-ithin a wood, the Hermit usuare loosely

the margin

ally selects

of a groye or

patch of trees in a dry and

grown open

is jjlaced

dense

Under

thicket of trees or shnibbery.

nests

a

John, within

St.

length from one of the main walks.

moose hair was

the

a cushion or jilatform com-

The

by a tame animal
The three species

fiu-nished

kept on the grounds.

usually lay four eggs, but

Banks'

it is i\Ir.

opinion that in extremely wet or cold sea-

sons three more frequently complete the

So eminent and

clutch.

thority as

excellent an au-

CoTies gives four

Di-.

the numlier of eggs, but

and

five

as

we have never

seen more than four in any nest obtained
in this country.

The Tawny and

a

i^artially over-

neither build in

;

suburbs of

the

den, in

twenty feet of the house and but an arms-

compass, voliime, theme and duration.

The Tawny and

[Vol. 7-No. 24

the Hermit lay immacu-

late eg'gs of a greenish-blue color,

but the

eggs of the Hermit are much the paler and
are also the longer and more pear-shajied.
The eggs of the Olive-backed are of a

posed of dried grass or moss.

The nest

bright greenish-blue ground color, not so

projoer

and small

dark as the Veery's, and irregularly marked

is

built of di-ied grass

unmixed with mud, and

twigs,

fine grass

is

lined with

sometimes fine fibrous roots
and vines are added to the lining.
;

The Olive-backed
like

all

builds in a tree, and,

tree-builders,

structm-e.

It

is

crotch of a limb

makes a substantial

usually f)laced

some

in

the

six or eight feet

from the ground, generally in a moist place,
and occasionally in a really wet swamp.
In a 8i3ecimen of this nest before me coarse
grass

is

the predominating material in the

Tawny, .86X.67 Olive-backed,
Hermit, .89X.64. Few of our
country-people are acquainted with the apeggs are

:

:

.92X.69:

pearance of these birds

familiar

one species called by them the " Swamj)
Robin ;" for as in their appearance so in
their song, there is to

spruce, bits of lichens

and dried leaves are
all are woven
into a solid mass, very firm and strong.
The lining is formed l>y a layer of fine

ficial

mixed

lic

grass and

liut are

with their songs which they attribute to

external parts, but in the walls twigs of

vrith the

In some ex-

with puii^lish-brown spots.

amples these spots are so large and numerous they almost entirely hide the ground
color.
The average measurements of the

resemblance

:

voices and sing

some degree

all

somewhat

similar melo-

Their songs resemble

dies.

a super-

have peculiar metaleach other

grass interwoven with j^ieces of a black,

much more than they resemble that of any
other species.
The Tawny ranks first in

vine-like root, all neatly laid

classification

:

over these,

at the bottom, is a layer of skeleton leaves.

dence as a

The measurements

est

Depth, uiside, 1^
inches width at mouth, 2| inches outside the diameter is irregular, vaiying from
are:

:

4^ to 5 inches.

:

Mr.

J.

W. Banks

tells

me

some fifty nests of the Olive-backed
Thrush that he has examined all Avere lined
with skeleton leaves but Mr. Harold Gilbert foimd one in 1878 that was lined with
moose hair. This nest was built in a warthat of

:

:

it is

but the Herinit takes prece-

vocalist.

His song is the grand-

the finest musical composition and

displays the most artistic execution, as well
as the greatest

One

is

compass and power of

surprised to find so

little

voice.

about

the songs of these Thrushes in the writ-

ings of the older ornithologists.
says the
the

Tawny

Hermit

"a

Wilson

"no song" and calls
silent bu-d." Audubon never
has

heard the song of the Hermit, and NuttaU

—
AND

Dec. 15, 1882.]
does

by

it

To my

hut scanty justice.

song we hear

far the finest

ear

OOLOGIST.

it is

these

in

Northern woods, and fiilly deserves the
seemingly exaggerated title of " glorious,"
given it by some modern writers. The
Winter Wren is his nearest rival and he
startles the listener into admiration by the
perfect

torrent

of

harmonies,

sweet

of

brilliant passages and marvellously execu-

npon the stillness of the
which he delights to
roam but, beautiful and joyous as his
song is, in comparison with the song of
the Hermit Thrush it sounds mechanical,
and more like an iiir from a music box.
The music of the Hermit never startles
j'ou
it is in such perfect harmony with the
siu'roxuidings it is often passed by unnoticed, but it steals upon the sense of an apted

trills,

he

hiu-ls

solitude

forest

in

;
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within cathedral walls.

On one

occasion

an Indian hunter after listening to one of
these choruses for a time said to me,
"

That makes me

slight

influence

feel queer."

moved

this

It

was no

red-skinned

such a speech. The
song of the Olive-backed ranks second in
composition but he has the sweetest and
The
most mellow voice of the three.
Veery displays the least musical abiUty yet
stoic of the forest to

his simple strain is exceedingly pleasant to

ear and his beautiful voice exhibits
most strongly that peculiar resonant metallic tone which is characteristic of the genus.
tiie

I have not attempted to represent these
songs by words or notes, for all such experiments as I have seen, appear to me to

:

preciative listener like the quiet beauty of

Very few persons have heard
him at his best. To accomplish this you
must steal up close to his forest sancttiary
when the day is done, and listen to the
vesper hymn that flows so genth' out upon
the hushed air of the gathering twilight.
You must be very close to the singer or
you will lose the sweetest and most tender
and pathetic passages, so low are they renthe sunset.

dered

—in the merest whispers.

I cannot,

failures.
Neither the words of Dr.
Brewer or Mr. Samuels, nor the syllables
used by Mr. Ridgway or Mr. Gentry convey to my mind the idea of the songs of
the birds that is impres.sed on my memory:
and after a patient rehearsal of the notes
of Mr. Horsford's score on piano, violin
and flute I fail to recognize the melodies
he has attempted to write. Perhaps ilr.
Horsford will say that, as^ I do not live in

be

know nothing
about these Thrushes, and I certainly do
not if his article in Forest and Stream* is
" a white pine country," I can

however, agree with Mr. Burroughs that
he is more of an evening than a morning-

to be taken as evidence of

songster, for I have often observed that

call

the

birds

in

any given

locality will

more frequently and for a longer
the morning than in the evening.

sing-

joeriod in

I prefer

to hear liim in the evening, for there is a

difference

:

the

song

more sprightly—

a

in

the morning

musician

woidd

is

say

expression"

"has greater brilliancy of
and lacks the extreme tenderness
evening song, yet both have

much

of the

the same

notes and the same "hymn-like serenity."

The birds fr«iuently render their matinal
hymns in concert and the dwellers in a
grove will burst out together in one full
more
chonis, forming a grander Te T)enm
thrilhng

—than

—

is

voiced by surpliced choir

what

is

correct.

Besides their songs the three species have
notes and two or three minor notes,
used chiefly when a mated pair are together.
of the Olive-backed, which
Mr. Minot thinks sounds like " whit," and
which he calls "the ordinary note" of the
bird, is seldom used except the bird has a

The alarm note

I think the sound
would be better represented by "kwut"
very abruptly and (piickly uttered, with a
But the
peculiar emphatic intonation.
songs and notes of all birds must be heard
J/.
to be understood and appreciated.
Chamberlain^ St. John, X. Ji.

nest near the mtruder.

—

"Prof. Horaford'fi writing.-*
in

''

Familmr

the mneic.

on our Thnif^heH

Science" pnl)lishe(i

l)y ny.

We

Other of onr articles appeared

streavt as original.

first

appeared

also engraved
in

Forest

and

—

—
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Specimen
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Rare Books.
G.

W.

WABE,

U.

JOS.

—We have

Russell, 490

Main

Mass.

Boston,

jnst sold to Dr.
street. Hartford.

Conn., and now travelling in Europe a
copy of Andnbon's Quadrupeds, Royal
Folio, 150 plates, bound iu three vohimes,
half Red Morocco, a perfect copy.
Price

The Dr.

$200.

also

owns

We

in the scales against

it

the Robert Ha-

it

judged by its size and not by
its contents.
We hope our readers will
renew promptly, and when possible, solicit
some one to join them. Even- subscription
except four expires with this number, and
one of those is paid \xp to 1880. It will be
noticed that we have gained two extra
It is

light.

Foreign suixcnp-

including pontage.

receive

of sample

such trash as the N. Y. Weekly and tiud

Writers and Collectors.

Subscription

We

but few subs, in proportion.

coijies,

We

with hopes of a larger circulation

it

numbers so as to close with the year. Our
readers must understand that where full
addresses are given we virtually give away
our advertising space, except to dealers, so
that from that soiu'ce there is

copy of Audubon's Birds, double Elephant Folio. This copy cost $1150, and
the table and roller drawers in which to

no income.

vell

Brief

Newsy

Wood Pewees seem

Notes.

to breed only in Lo-

it, $100 more.
Some years ago we
presented the Dr. a letter from Robert

cust trees.

Havell to one of Audtibon's sons stating

trees in Orchards.

that every plate of his cojiy was carefully

preference for Silver Poj^lars.

he was coloring the work,
making it one of the best, if not the best
copy known. The Doctor's library also con-

but one

kee^J

Orioles in Apple

Orchard

Goldfinches have a

—

Audubon's seven volume octavo edivolume edition of Quadruijeds. Fauna Boreal! Americana, and a

Baltimore Orioles
Usually in Elms,
in an Apple tree in an orchard and
one in a Hickory tree in the deeji woods.
Crow Blackbirds mostly in orchards or
isolated AiJjjle trees and Cedars.
Carolina Doves anywhere from the

large quantity of other rare ornithological

gi-ound to

works, making

post.

selected

as

tains

tion, also the three

it

one of the rarest Orni-

tholog-ical libraries in the State.
live

May the Dr.

long to enjoy his rare books and through

them

render

enjoyment to his
sold a copy of

friends.

Some time ago we

Horeali Americaiia. Vol.
original

2.

leather binding, to

Jones, Eastford, Conn.

Fauna

Birds, in the

Rev.

This work

C.
is

M.

now

—

Orchard Orioles. W. E. Saunders iu
Canadian SjJortsman states that Orchard
Orioles are very common in Kent Co., and
not rare in London, Ontario, he knows
nothing of them further east.

stump or fence

breed in Cedars, but

mostly in Orchards near houses.

Nests

generally not more than twenty-five feet

from the ground.
Song Sparrows seem for preference to
build in Honeysuckle \'ines against the
F. A. Small, Ilasides of houses in town.
garstown, Mel.

Wanted

very scarce.

the top of a

A good many

to

Know why

the eggs of Sand-

pipers and Plovers are so

much

larger in

proportion to the size of the bird than the

eggs of other birds

Why
tised as

?

the Bull. Nutt.
'•

Orn Club

is

adver-

the only periodical publication in

—

—
AND

1882.]

D.ec. 15,

devoted to geueral ornithology f

iluiieriea

Tufted Titmouse.
tune

— Had

know

tlie

good

capture a tine specimen

to

Tufted Tituiouse. on the
I

OOLOGIST.

of this rare bird

as follows

—Saw

It seemed to have adopted the
range of the creek passing near by for its
Wint(!r lumting ground as early as Octo-

days ago.

tlic

Wliat

inst.

Gtli
is

and he included our immediate vicinPerhaps I
his daily excursions.
the
imputed
was irnjust by him, but I

ber,

:

two was without
being on Sunday was within

1871. April 30.

my

ity in

:

gun, it
about thirty feet of them. 1881, April 12.
Shot one no others seen. 1882, April
:

—
— Shot

one

Atkins, 31.
C0CKOOS.

mine

cause of

no others

:

T).,

—

A.

//.

Locke, Mich.

—-One

this

seen.

very

singular

find

of

season was a nest containing

and Yellowwas in a young oak
sapling in a crotch about nine feet up.
There were two eggs of each variety, very
no one seeing
distinct in size and color
Inthe
distinction.
would
question
them
cubation had commenced but was about
equallj' advanced, showing they were laid
The old Yellowat about the same time.
bill had " nine points of law" in her favor
" possession."
It was late in the season

a

set

each

Black-billed

of

biUed Cuckoos.

my

dimniishing poultry to him,

but with no positive proof. However that
might be, I had an earnest desire for his
skin, and kept my gun specially prepared

;

(J.

a male, in mature plumage, a few

Hawk,

for-

of

189

It

—

for him,

and have returned from many a

wish I could get a
There was a solitary tree on
the bank where he rested almost every
day as he took his excursion up the creek,
and a thought struck me. if I only had a
rabbit well, I got one, and the day after
Thanksgiving I tied it to a spring and set
a steel trap on a large branch imder it
but I saw the hawk rest no more on that

fruitless effort' only to
little

nearer.

—

He seemed

tree.

that

to entertain suspicions

something was wrong

till

the 17th of

—

January, looking that way, I

for that species to be breeding, the 24th

faction of seeing

Mentioning this circumstance to
J. N. Stannis, he remarked that he was
glad I found it, for he once found one
similarly situated but had never been able
It was
to convince anybody of the fact.

ing there with a foot securely fastened in
The Winter has been pretty sethe trap.

not in such situations as I have usually
found the Yellow-bills, but the bird was

collection a few days

of July.

very

tame

and

demonstrative

and

could not be mistaken in the species.
Gkeat White Egret ( Hcrodhi.^
e<frttta.

— One

of

my

I

as

it

flew

young

It

plumage,

a

had the

faction of seciu-ing one thing

ago— a

new

satis-

to

my

Purple Sand-

piper captured on the jetty off the mouth
of the river.— .7. iV. Clark, Old Saybrook,

Conn.

was pure white, in
long-legged,

long-

The same

person shot one of these birds in 1878,
the 2d of August. These are the only
birds of the species that I ever saw.
f^iyhrook,

J.

(Jt.

—

Red-shouldered H.^wk. I captui'ed a
specimen of a Red shouldered

beautiful

they have almost

entirely deserted us, but I

Olive-sided Flycatcher.

neighbors~pi'0'''ii'<'d

necked, stilty looking bird.

N. Clark, Old

satis-

coveted bird stand-

vere on the birds and

ollni

specimen August 11th, nearly two miles
from the seashore. It was following up a
mill stream and he shot it from his door
past.

my

had the

A

bird by no means coninum in this loarriving from the 10th to "iOth of

cility,

Having observed a pair of them frequenting a large and isolated orchard, I
was confident of finding their nest; but
i\Iay.

and repeated search failed to reveal
Leaving the orchard June Ifith, 1882,
it.
and entering a piece of young growth
among which were a few large hemlock
trees, I suddenly noticed one of them
(probably the male) flying toward me. It
was verv much annoyed by my presence
careful

ORNITHOLOGIST
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and was constantly

flying

snapping

Here was new

As the

its

bill.

toward me and
light.

would frequently fly to the top
hemlock and then dart hack

V)ii-d

of a particular

toward me, I Ijegan to

feel sure of finding

I retreated a short distance and
watched the movements of my new acquaintance, who perched upon the top of
the tree, seemingly to act as guard.
A
its nest.

striped squirrel ventured part
tree,

way up the

but when spied by the bird was

in-

down.
After carefully
searching the tree for two hours, I noticed
something near the top which I thoTight
must be tlie long-sought nest.
Upon
driven

stantly

striking the tree with

my

axe I had the

satisfaction of seeing a liird fly

immediately

return.

sixty-five feet

brought

was saddled upon
feet

A
me

hard

same

to the nest.

land, Samuels says of this bird
been fotuid breeding in Vermont

and Dr.
work on the birds of that
State, gives a description of the nest and
eggs. Three nests have been found in Massachusetts within two years, two in West
Roxbury and one in Dorchester. These
were all built in forked twigs of apple trees

Thompson, in

in

fine,

dry

the poorest piece of

but the three fresh eggs which the nest
contained were indeed beauties, their color
a

delicate

creamy-white,

marked

with large blotches and spots of brownishred, lavender and lilac, and fine spatters of
lilac.

On

one are a few black dots.

dimensions

his

neglected orchai-ds, facing to the

old.

southward, and were constracted of the

same material that the Kingbird uses in its
In fact, they were almost exactly

nest.

but were a

like the Kingbird's nest,

had led

me

my own

and

Samuels' description

to believe that

nest,

but

Their

my exjDerience

of

the p:ist

—

C. O.

Tracy,

The

I discharge

both loads fi-om

my

and

Tittering their loud notes

the epithet (Jceridean, sky-blue,

larly

to his head, back, and collar just

above the breast.

Excepting her lighter

and back, the female
male.

is

the same as the

the sides, and the white marks in the outer

common

tail

to remain.

scarcely a casual visitor on

belonged to the

mis-

This species has the streaks along

few weeks after finding tliis nest I
found another, within a few rods of the
first.
This was also in a large hemlock
tree.
As it contained young, I allowed it
It doubtless

tail,

sing collar, and greenish tint over the head

was raised among all the feathered
who were within hearing.

A

is

certainly applicable to the male, particu-

with such vigor that a general commotion
tribe

double-

and bring down a pair of Warblers,
male and female, from the top of a tall maple.
They are fine specimens of the Dendroeca rceridea.
Have they just dropped
down from the skies, and brought the pure
azure with them ? Except the dusky wings
and tail, dark wing-crests and centers of
many of the feathers, and white underbarrel

markings, less dusky wings and

decidedly vicious manner, snapping

Sum

Caerulean 'Warbler.

me

are,

se-

TaftsmlU. T7.

parts,

their bills

ob-

it

mer goes to convince me that it breeds
more conunonly than is usually sujaposed.

95x64, 92x64, 91x65,
respectively.
Both birds resented my
presence with great courage, and while I
was in tlie tree were constantly darting at
in a

little

smaller."

lected an apple tree in which to build its

bird architectiu'e that I have ever found,

being

:

It

a horizontal limb, six

is

" It has

:

into a loose, clumsy nest, the only lining

I think this

earlier in

New Eng-

servatit)n

cealed by the small boughs.
It was composed of moss, ( Usnca bcvhata.) and dry
hemlock twigs. These were interwoven

grass.

robbed

In his Birds of

of

from the trunk, and was closely con-

being about a dozen pieces of

of l)irds that I

the season.

away and
climb

joair

[Vol. 7-No. 24

feathers,

in

with the rest of

the Dendroeca.

The
longing

Cferulean Warbler, appai'ently beto

the

Mississippi

valley,

and

the Atlantic

—
AND
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brown

coast, like certain other species of its local

vine, thus giving the inside a rich

way around the Alleghany
Moiuituins for a short distance, and is very

appearance in contrast with the gray exte-

itv. tinds

common

its

New

ern

mon

the

throiiffhout

Indeed

York.

Summer

as a

in west-

not uncom-

it is

resident in the central
•

had every op-

I have

parts of the State.

portunity of observing

no writer has given
it

Summer

it

habits

its

and, as

;

a full record, I bear

The

woods, everywhere

as-

eggs, 4 or

more northern counties

New

York, sometimes found

of
in

Western
the open

woods of pastiu-e-lands. and qtiite partial
In its flitting motions
to hardwood trees.
and in the jerking
flight, as also
prolonged
more

in search of insect^prey.

curves of
in

its

structiu'e,

a genuine

is

it

Wood War-

and keeps, for the most jiart, to what
Thoreau calls the upper story" of its sylvan domain. Its song, which is frequent,
and may be heard for some distance, may
bler,

'•

be imitated

the syllables rheet, rheet,

Viy

rheet, rheet, ridi,

ning

-n-ith

ending

several

e-e-e-e-e-e-e

idi,

;

begin-

warbling notes, and
prolonged but quite mu-

-soft,

in a rather

The

and more

even blotched, espe-

ted, or sj)6cked, or

about the large end, with browTi and

ciallj'

deep

They do not possess

lilac.

cate appearance
of

most

common

that deli-

to the oological

the Warblers.

of

Langille, Buffalo,

sociated with the beautiful tall forests of

the

some .60x47, are

5,

grayish or greenisli white, pretty well spot-

gems

a special accountabilitj'.
It is a bii-d of the

rior.

J".

H.

N. Y.

Notes from Colorado.

My
ited,

time to devote to birds

is

very lim-

but I send you a few notes taken

about camp, at an elevation of about 11,4:00
Canada Jays are plentiful and make
feet.

much

themselves as
eons,

coming

at

at meal

home

as tame Pig-

time for bits of food

that I throw to them, sometimes alighting

within two or three feet of me.

At other

times they busy themselves hopping about
the trees, either singly or in snrall flocks
of four

or

five,

pecking

off

insects

and

crooning to themselves like an old woman
They have as great
at her spinning wheel.
a variety of notes as the

Mocking

Bird, of-

common

would
Hawk.
Stellar's .Jay, Ai-ctic Blue Bird, and
Black-billed Magpies are abundant up to
an elevation of O.-'jflO feet. Have never seen

here as to be a universal characteristic of

but one pair of Louisiana Tanagers higher

our

than 10,000

squeak.

sical

f)art of

ward

latter

the strain, which

slide, ajiproaches

tone which

more or

is

is

given in the up-

an insect quality of
less

peculiar to

This song

blue Warblers.

rajiid

so

is

all

tall forests.

shy when started from the
nest, and has the sharp chipping alarm

The bird

note

is

common

to the family.

The

nest

is

saddled on a horizontal limb of considerable size,

some distance from the

tree,

and

some forty or fifty
Small, and very neatly and compactly built,
somewhat after the style of the Redstart,
feet from the ground.

it

consists outwartUy of fine dried grasses,

bits of wasp's nests

and gray

lichen,

and

more especially of old and weathered
woody fibres, making it look quite gray
and waspy while the lining is fine dried
;

grasses,

or

shreds

of

tlae

wild

gi-ape-

ten

shrOl screams

uttering

that

easily be mistaken for those of a

feet.

They

are quite

common

from 9,.500 feet down to tlie Plains.
Audubon's Warblers are quite plenty
500 or 600 feet lower down, and Hummers
are

aViimdant and are occasionally seen

about camjo,

l)ut as all of

my

shooting irons

take any
specimens to identify them. Eed-shafted
Flicker and Robins are common.
July 17 I saw for the first and only time
are forty-five

calibre I cannot

one male and two female Pine Grosbeaks.
Pui-jjle Finches are occasionally seen.
Yellow-crowned Kinglets and Brown
Creepers are quite plentiful, and Titmice

— "The

woods

are full

of 'em."

WTiite-

——
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crowned

Sparrows are plentiful in the
dense Tidllow thickets that cover the flat,

marshy benches of mountains and in willows
along- the creek bottom at the foot of the
mountain.

July 24 I found, accidentally,

one of their nests with four young birds
about a week

old.

The

nest was placed

[Vol 7-No. 24

The nests are a large bulky afand were jilaced under a overhanging
rock in a deep railroad cut. Composed outremlsryos.

fair,

wardly of dead twigs loosely laid together
and lined with fine di-y grass and weeds.
Dimensions outside
height 4^ inches,
width 9 inches, inside depth 2 inches,
:

upon some horizontal willow twigs on a
steep bank of the creek.
It was about
thirty inches from the ground, composed
outwardly of coaree, dried gi-asses and weed

l)readth 4 inches.

stalks

))ird

lined

with fine soft grass and a
small quantity of cow's hair.
Outside
heighth 3 inches, breadth fif inches, inside depth If inches, ^ridth 3 inches.

Oregon ?
Snow birds are abundant
throughout the mountains. Of this bird I
have taken five sets of eggs. Four of the
nests were in small

under overbank of the
wagon-road. Tlie fifth was on the ground
by the side of a large rock on a hill side.
hanging clods of

ca\-ities,

earth, in the

The nests are large for the size of the bird.
The outer part is of coarse grass and weed

—

June 25. Found a nest under a rock in
an old prospect hole far above timber line
containing four fresh eggs.

when on

The

jjarenfc

the nest vni\ allow itself to

be nearly touched by the hand when it will
The
slip off the nest and out of sight.
eggs average .68X.95. Grouud color imwith splashes of umber and a
few small spots of pale lilac blended together, covering the whole of the larger
end, the remaining surface being covered
ptire white,

by small and separate markings
same colors in a little lighter shade.
Stone, Hancock, Colorado.

of

the

D. D.

—

to-

Cormorants Breeding in Captivity.
Many readers of Tjand and Water, and

gether, with a thick lining of soft grass.

especially those of the ornithological type,

and small roots loosely placed

stalks,

Outside height 2J inches, breadth G inches,
inside depth 1^ inches, width
3J inches.
The first three sets taken June 20 contained four fresh eggs.

June 26.— Tlie fourth set wth three fresh
eggs and the fifth one with four eggs containing large embiyos.

urement of the whole

Ground

The average measset is 84x62.

five

color very pale bluish green, with

spots and dashes of dark

lilac

blended

to-

will

be interested to hear something about

my

Connorants, which bred for the

first

time in capti\'ity in the Zoological Gardens, Eegent's Park, last Spring, whilst
being there on " deposit." I think it is
pretty well known that out of three eggs

two were hatched and reared. Of these,
one was presented to the Zoological Gardens, whilst the other bird I removed and
trained.
Probably the "Water Nymph,"

gether about the larger end, forming quite

for such

a distinct circle, with a few lighter mark-

yoimg

ings on the rest of the surface.

While I
was taking the eggs the jiarent birds were
hopping about a short distance away, uttering loud "chiles" but offering no re-

from

sistance.

Yorkshire with the old one. and their score

Mountain Mocking Birds are quite plentiful in the open places, but are seldom

two hundred and twenwere taken,
but they consisted chiefly of trout. F.
II. Salvvn in Land and Water, London, England.

seen in the timber.

June

—one

20.

— Took

fresh

two sets of four eggs.
and the other containing large

is

the

name

I

have given this

one, has derived great instruction
old " Kao-wang," its mother, whose

experience over nearly twenty years must
be great, for she has turned out a most
wonderful fisher. She has been fishing in
in

three weeks

ty-six fish.

is

All kinds of fish
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